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NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF INTERDISCIPLINARITY

a

Judy Rosen



The theme of interdisciplinarity has recurred consistently

in both the dreams and the nightmares of organizers, funders and

conductors of social scientific research since the close of the

second world war. Today a major portion of both federally and

privately funded social research identifies itself with this alleged

innovation. A large, though not largely illuminating, body of lit-

erature has been generated in an attempt to evaluate the importance,

success and drawbacks of conducting research outside the limits of

the traditional academic discipliner This paper brings together

and outlines the general points and findings of that literature.

In addition, it attempts to put the notion of interdisciplinarity

and the way in which it is now being discussed in some kind of

historical perspective.

What is new in the last few centuries is not the unification

of knowledge, but rather its fragmentation, division and classification.

The social science disciplines as we know them emerged only at the

end of the l9th Century, out of the umbrella social science of moral

philosophy. The first two sections of the paper discuss, first,

the central viewpoint and doctrine of the moral philosophers and

second, the philosophy and history of the movement away from a

unified social science and toward the isolated academic discipline.

In the third section, we lay out and try to assess the current

debate about how and why the social sciences should or should not

attempt a reunification.

The line from moral philosophy through the separation of the

social sciences to present attempts at their re-integration is
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crooked in some places, broken in others. Everywhere it is

suffused with these considerations: what role does morality

(values, reason, subjectivity, or God, if you will) play in human

science? What is the nature and origin of the categories with

which social scientists approach their data? . What are they

seeking to explain and for what purpose? The ways in which the

nineteenth century answered these questions sets the stage for

today's conflicts over inter-disciplinary study.

The Enlightenment: Moral Philosophy

The reformation destroyed the Catholic unity of the medieval

Church. There could never again be only one way of looking at the

world. Freed from theology and from salvation dependent on works,

science went to work on the world of the here and now, the world

in all its "natural" glory.

The eighteenth century Enlightenment took up the course that the

Reformation had started. Glorifying the Greeks who "deduced their morals

from the nature of man rather than from the nature of God"1 and who

made their study of life one of organized criticism, the Enlightenment

philosophers proclaimed philosdphy (science) the supreme cure for

myth and superstition. As Hegel wrote, "The pure insight character-

istic of the Enlightenment, only appears in genuine active form

in so far as it enters into conflict with belief." 2

The philosophic method, more than anything else, was one of

criticism. Freedom to criticize was demanded as a political right.

Once invoked, it opened the way for the secularization of causality

and the imposition of "rational, critical methods of study on social,
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political, and intellectual developments. 0 This is not to say

the philosophies thought everything discernable through reason. On

the contrary, Enlightenment philosophy was an attempt to discover

the limits of reason. While philosophy was not seen to explain

everything, "other modes of inquiry explain nothing. Man is adrift

on a sea of ignorance and uncertainty and philosophy is the only

seaworthy craft afloat.
"4

Nevertheless, to be critical in the

philosophic sense is "not to give way to faded, supercilious skep-

ticism, but to shift cannons of proof and direction of worship.

What is at work in the incredulity-of the philosophies is not the

shrinking of experience to the hard, the measurable, the prosaic

the surface of events; it is, on the contrary, an expansion of the

natural. The disenchanted universe of the Enlightenment is a

natural universe."
5

It is precisely this natural universe, in all its many and

diverse dimensions, that late eighteenth century moral philosophy,

the breeding ground for the social sciences proper, took up. Its

primary interest, however, was in the human aspect of the natural

universe, an interest that was "bounded only by the activities of

men.
"6

Moral philosophy was an attempt at a comprehensive science

of man; an attempt to lay the basis for an empirical study of

human nature and its extension to man-made institutions and customs.

Moral philosophy is usually thought of as pure Ethics, and,

in fact, its subjects were pervaded with the ultimate aim of pro-

scriptions for moral methods of improving human relationships.

"To be a moral philosopher was to be an analyst and interpreter of

7
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the current mores, and at the same time a protagonist of new

relationships thought by the philosopher to be more highly ethical

and advantageous."
7

However, because it attempted to be empirical,

moral philosophy ran the gamut of every form of social life in

arriving at its ethical proscriptiOns. In one way or another it

studied and discussed "human nature, social forces, progress, mar-

riage and family relationships, economic processes, maintenance of

government, international relations, elementary jurisprudence, primi-

tive customs, history of institutions, religion, ethics and aesthetics."
8

Thus, in terms of both subject matter and its stress on empiricism

moral philosophy was a matrix out of which the separate social

sciences were later to emerge. What the social sciences forfeited

//
was moral philosophy's ability to leaVe absolutely everything open

to question in order to change and improve relations between people,

and, consequently, its comprehensive world view. But this will be

discussed later.

In discussing moral philosophy, I am referring to a group

of Scottish intellectuals of the eighteenth century: Smith, Hume,

Hutcheson, Monboddo, Lord Karnes, Reid and-Stewart. Relying heavily

on Gladys Bryson,
9
who has relentlessly made a case for their

importance to the development of social science, I will first dis-

cuss their general forms and styles of analysis and procedure, and

then briefly describe how one of their members, Adam Smith, applied

them. Hopefully, this will help clarify how they serve as a founda-

tion for social science.

The mathodology of moral philosophy was empirical in elementary.

form. It took experience as its base of induction and observation,
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i.e., experience as it could be observed in the minds, -ives, and

social relations and institutions of the moral philosop!ers them-

selves. The reason for this was simple enough. Experience was

knowable, observable. When an experience of a moral philosopher

was confirmed by his observation of other people, it could be gen-

eralized into the universal. In this way, experience became

human nature in concrete form. Human nature was the starting point

of social life and therefore of the new science of man. Intro-

spection and observation were its primary modes of investigation.

Moral philosophy conceived science as a systematized bodies

of knowledge which could be characterized by a few very general

principles or laws. These principles or laws were merely the

generalization of experience. Their purpose was more the classifi-

cation of observation than an understanding of how things work.

Theirs was an attempt to present varied and chaotic phenomena in

methodical form: to "sink the particular in the general." One

of the main aims of this science was prediction. As Stewart put it:

The ultimate object of philosophical inquiry is the same
which every man of plain understanding proposes to him-
self, when he remarks the events which fall under his
observation, with a view to the future regulation of his
conduct. The more knowledge of this kind we acquire, the
better can we accomodate our plans to the established
order of things, and avail ourselves of naibral powers
and agents for accomplishing our purposes.

This leads us right to the ethics of moral philosophy, for

its ethic was exactly one of helping man's activities conform to

the laws of his nature, as revealed in experience. Man's nature

9
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and its manifestation in his social institutions and relations

was seen to be a reflection of God's will. Human nature Tqas an

extension of physical nature. By responding to its dictates, man

could not help but act morally (i.e., according to God's will).

But the guideposts to Good were selective. The moral

philosophers extolled sentiment, emotion and passion as the basis

for ethical action. These "moral senses" were "simpler to explain,

surer as items of experience, and more effective as agents in humar

activity,
,11

as well as more universal, than was the Reason of

past Metaphysics. In addition, Reason was not seen to be based

in experience, hence, it could be director of action only at the

expense of moral philosophy's life blood.

Thus, moral philo,,:ophy took general principles and laws of

man's nature, as revealed in experience and social relations and

institutions, as the scientific cue to moral action. Tts purpose

was to predict and to have some control over the social relations

of individual men and women.

The Example of Adam Smith

This is not the place for a detailed analysis of Adam Smith's

work. I use it only to demonstrate and clarify how moral philosophy

went about deciphering the chaos of the eighteenth century. I choose

Adam Smith because his work is probably best known of the moral

,
philosopher's and illustrates the above description of their mode

of analysis quite well.

10
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Smith starts from what he sees in man's nature: his self-

interest -- self-interest that is a matter of passion and sympathy.

More than fifteen years before the Wealth of Nations appeared,

Smith's Theory of Moral Sentiments was published. It dealt with

the question of how man, who is naturally selfish, can make moral

judgements. His answer is that it is man's ability to put himself

in the position of an impartial observer that allows morality. 12

Throughout the rest of his work, this becomes Smith's standard.

The moral choice is the one an impartial obserNr would approve.

But, in his later economics, Smith develops a chain of

checks and balances r:lat insures a moral system of society -- in

case of the absence of an imagined arbiter. Man's interest in

securing wealth is tempered by competition, through the market.

The market determines the price of goods, now much and what is

produced, and the movement of capital, labor and wages. Smith's

theory of the market, however, merely describes the behavior which

"gives society its cohesiveness."13 The division of labor accounts

for its movement along the line of increasing productivity, accumu-

lation, which would raise wages, and its counterbalance in laws of

population that would increase the rate of reproductivity as wages

rise.

These general principles surface out of the sea of detail

that comprises the Wealth of Nations. Starting with the observables

of experience, (from the details of pin production to salt mocc:y

in Abyssinia) Smith induces the laws of human nature which explain

the particulars of the social system he saw. But, he is also lookin

1 I
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for principles of action: "Adam Smith is writing to his age, not

to his classroom; he is expounding a doctrine which is meant to

be of importance in running an Empire, not an abstract treatise

for scholastic distribution. The dragons which he slays (such a

mercantilist philosophy...) were alive and panting, if a little

-tired, in his day...
u14

Smith saw mercantilist philosophy and practice as alien to

the interests of providing the wealth of the natiom(as opposed to

the merchant and manufacturing class):

That it was the spirit of monopoly which orignially both
invented and propagated this doctrine, cannot be doubted;
and they who first taught it were by no means such fools
as they who believe it ... the interested sophistry of
merchants and manufacturers confounded the common sense
of mankind. Their interest,is, in this respect, Wectly
opposite to that of the great body of the people.

Mercantilism's worst crime, however, was that it was un-natural.

It defied the laws cf human nature and thereby of the will of God:

.by acting accordingly to the dictates of our moral
faculties, we necessarily pursue the most effectual
means for promoting the happiness of mankind, and may
therefore be said, in some sense, to co-operate with
the Deity, and to advance as far as in our power, the
plan of Providence. By acting otherwise, on the con-
trary, we seem to obstruct in some measure, the schete
which the Author of nature has established for the
happiness and perfection of the world, and to declare
ourselv1g, if I may say so, in some measure the enemies
of God.

Smith's ethics sought to naturalize man; to uncover the laws

of his nature so that he could act in accord with them in the balance

and harmony for which God had laid the basis. That Smith's laissez

1 2
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faire became the religion of early industrial capitalism was much

more a product of history than of his intent.

In terms of the emergence of the social sciences, particularly

of economics in this case, Smith's ideas were transitional, as was

his time. He lived at the early stages of market society. In the

age that gave birth to his world, there was no need for economics:

A separate, self-contained economic world has not yet
lifted itself from its social context. The world of
practical affairs was inextricably mixed up with the
world of political, social and religious life ... who
would look for abstract laws of supply and demand, or
cost, or value, when the explanation of the world lay
like an open book in the laws of the manor and the church
and the customs of a life time? 17

With Smith, economics begins to emerge, but it cannot yet stand

alone. There is still a God at its center, even if he is a new

one. The standard economic variables (like land, labor and capital)

cannot be manipulated for their own sake. They are still accountable

to a moral system. It is not until the late nineteenth century that

accountability can be seen for the corpse that it is.

Smith lived before men and women made the division of labor

and machinery revolutionary. The movement of the industrial society

he saw growing was slow, continuous, evolutionary, and quantitative.

He did not live to see the gross qualitative changes in people's

lives and institutions that the industrial revolution wrought.

"His, therefore, are the dynamics of a static community; it grows

but it never matures." 18 He described the society he lived in.

After Smith died his society did mature. As the division

of labor that he saw as central took place...to ever greater extents,

13
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all aspects of life began the process of separation. As they did,

so did the social sciences that sought to understand them. Yet,-with

few exceptions, the social sciences that were growing into disciplines

in the nineteenth century nev

had witnessed a revolut

that was qualitatively di,

Po take into account that they

lived in and studied a societ,

.com that which had previously

existed. They continued moral philosophy's search for univer-sals

that would explain the evolution of a society that changed only

quantitatively.

Positivism and Empiricism

Contrary to the early Enlightenment's appeal to facts, which

had been for the purpose of challenging the system of absolutist

control and belief, the nineteenth century's worship of the empirical

assumed acceptance of the world it attempted to objectively reflect.

Moral philosophy's habits of irttegrated, critical thought were

abandoned in the rush to accumulate data. There was no longer any

time or place in the sciences of man for morality. For helpful re-

forms, there were plenty of suggestions, but because what was

natural was right and inevitable (i.e., not subject to will) there

was no question concerning the basic contours of society.

This was a gross distortion of moral philosophy's concept

of nature. And the source of the distortion was the abandonment

of morality. Moral philosophy was a comprehensive "science" only

because it was moral. It looked for what was natural because nature

1,4
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was God-given. The nature it sought was an idealiv..d nature and

not entirely phenomonological. One had to "see through" the details

of experience to find it. Once nature, particularly human nature

was discerned, it could pull the string to gather every aspect and

every observation of experience into one world view. Human nature

was the source of moral philosophy'- and the moral philosophers

searched for it because it was the ku, to moral action.

The nineteenth century social sciences split off from each

other only after fulfilling the prerequisite of splitting off from

speculative philosophy, and thus from the realm of moral questions.

Many a social scientist, both then and now would tell you that

there were certain questions that stand outside the sphere of

science -- all of them just happened to be the question of what

should be in the world. Witness Comte: "Theological and metaphysical

philosophy do not hold sway today except in the system of social study.

They must be excluded from this final refuge. Mainly this will be

done through the basic interpretation that social movement is

necessarily subject to invariant physical laws, instead of being

governed by some kind of will.19 Thus, in continuing moral philosophy's

search for empirical laws, the social science that emerge in the 19th

century have left behind its goals of being philosophical. Rather

than being held up to transcendent standards of the Good society,

social life is demoted to supposedly neutral facts.

The process of that demotion, of course, was not quite so simple.

The social sciences in the 19th century developed along several

different, sometimes contradictory, lines at the same time. There

10
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was no master plan by,which they stripped off the cloak of morality,

divided themselves along self-evident boundary lines and implanted

themselves in academic departments. Each of the social sciences

r'
developed in a unique way, depending on the internal intellectual

development of its subject, the specific institutional demands and

conditions of national, political, and university systems, and the

tolerance of exi, disciplines. Here, we are most interested

in the direct- n of tr development; the movement toward "value-

free science" and away from the problem-centered, reform-oriented

inquiry of the 18th century. This is only one of many tendencies

of social science in the 19th century, but it is one that I think

is central to an understanding of why men began to see.social life

as a series of autonomous systems and of what implications this had

for the nature of their budding disciplines.

The Example of Auguste Comte

The work of Auguste Comte systematized the ideas of the

"neutral" tendency in social science, especially in regard to

sociology. Comte's works appeared before the social sciences began

to emerge, but nevertheless, provided a philosophical context and

justification for their direction of development. In this sense, he

"christened the social sciences many years before they were born."

I will first discuss Comte's system and then the way in which the

American social sciences emerged as its reflection.

The 1830's work of Auguste Comte did much to put sociology

on the road to the "scientific objectivity" which Was seen to be

the true basis for its establishment as a separate academic

16
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discipline. Marcuse summarizes Comte's contribution:

Comte severed social theory from its connection with the
negative philosophy (of the Enlightenment and specially
Hegel) and placed it in the orbit of positivism. At the
same time he abandoned political economy as the root of
social theory and made society the object of an independent
science of sociology. Both steps are interconnected.
Sociology became a science by renouncing theAranscendent
point of view of the philosophical critique.

In keeping wii moral philosophers t-r,-)re him, Comte sought an

,.: of man. His positive sociology wouid be modeled

on the natural sciences: the phenomena of society would be

treated as facts to be generalized into laws by the sociologist.

As in natural science, the sociologist would make observations

and establish linkages. Beyond the facts, nothing could be under-

stood or empirically verified; therefore the search for underlying

causes was abandoned:

In the positive sragethe human mind cognizing the im-
possibility of arriving at absolute nc 3ns, renounces
the quest for the origin and destiny cq '.:he universe and
the attempt to know the underlying causA, al phenomena,
and devotes itself to discovering, by-1,-- -ts of a judicious
combination of reason and observation, .eir actual laws,
that is, their invariable relations of .uccession and
similitude. The explanation of facts, thus reduced to
their real terms, is henceforth nothing but the relation
established between the various particular phenomena and
a few general truths, whose number the advances of science
tends increasIply to diminish. Cours de philosophei
oositive,...

In addition, the L.uucepts with which the sociologist analyzes

hie "Cate were to originate solely in the data itself:

17
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The various irreducible laws which make up this order
form a natural hierarchy in which each category is based
on the preceding category according to their decreasing
.generality and increas15g complexity ... Systeme de
politique positive,...

Ostensibly, this was to parallel the alleged "neutrality" of the

natural sciences. A fact was a fact and only a fact. The sociologist-

scientist's role was not to evaluate it or place it on any scale of

importance, except one that measured its degree of complexity.

Nevertheless, the r'asequences of Comte's notion of scientific

neutrality turned out to be anything but neutral.

The goal of Comte's sociology was to "understand the neces-

sary, indispensible and inevitable course of history in such ways

as to p-.....om7.-?e the realization of the new (industrial and scientific)

order."- The laws of society, like those of math and astronomy,

were proa:Laimed ot subject to human will. These laws were 'an

expressi±i apstract form of a natural principle operating through

material ,r- human) objects."
25

Sociology could discover these

laws andlitate their movement in a previously deteiii ned direction,

but it c-.-IME:m177.T influence the direction itself. Comte's positivism

took soc 1 reaity as a hasically unalterable given and thereby

sanctior as salutary.

Buz, t wa,s not solely on the basis _f its inevitability that

Comte haLaad the new order. The primary a_ 2urement of industrial

society 77hat science would permeate its every aspect. Not only

physics and ecnn^mics, but poetry and art w7Juld be determined by
.

science. 7-o Comre, this was the ultimate in man's control over

,nature 7nysical and human.

is
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The laws of social movement, according to the positivist view of

history, are a harmonious, universal progression toward the age

of science and industry. All change and reform are therefore

based on the spread of the scientific method in human intelligence.

"Comte's science was meant to resolve the crisis of the modern world,

to provide a system of scientific ideas that will preside over the

re-organization of society.
26

If scientific ideas were to be the entire foundation for

the new order, it was essential that they be correct. The laws of

social movement that sociology was to uncover were thus absolute;

that is, absolutely precise in description-and absolutely clear in

determination and direction. Not surprisingly, this absolutism of

scientific social laws Lad to a certain kind of relativism. Each

stage of social development is relative to the general laws of

evolution and is therefore right (by virtue of its provisional

character) for its given moment of history. When it is no longer*

correct, the laws of harmonious progress will move it onward. Man

has no choice. The question of the value or desirability of any

stage or any one of its particular attributes is therefore outside

the purview of sociology -- whose purpose is only to discover and

not to judge its laws. The positivist quest for scientific neutrality

leads to submission to the dictates of established phenomenal exis-

tence -- hardly a neutral, not to mention scientific, conclusion.

The most crucial aspect of Comte's conception of sodiology

for our purposes is the notion of the unity of the social sciences
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that follows from it. Comte criticized the political economists of

his time on two grounds; that they wanted to create an independent

science_of economics and that they would base economics on what he

considered to be non-empirical abstractions. The social sciences

could be separated only if they were founded on "metaphysical" ab-

stractions. To Comte all phenomena are uniform in their "universal

and necessary relatedness;" they are unified within a one-dimensional

plane in a linear fashion. At its highest stage, sociology woulu

uncover this plane:

The methodological emphasis was on the idea of a unified
science ... ,Comte wanted to found his philosophy on a
system of "universally recognized principles ... unification
is a matter of agreement among scientists whose efforts
along this line will sooner or later yield a "permanent
and definite state of_intellectual unity." All the sciences
will be poured into the same crucible and fused intn a well-
ordered scheme. All concepts will be put to the test of
"one and tHe same funftamental method" until, in the end,
they issue forth ordered in "a rational sequence of uniform
laws" Posftilzism thus-will "sy'";ematize the whole of our
conceptions.

With minor exceptions (which will be discussed later) this is

amazingly similar to several contempory conceptions, of the pos-

sibilities for inter-disciplinary study.

Perhaps it appears ironic that Comte, who sought an absolute

method by which to unite the social sciences, should be the founder

of the separate social science of sociology. But, for several reasons

the irony is an illusion. Fir=-,r, given positivist methodology, the

19th century social sciences share of the knowledge (data) explosion

-made some division of labor essential. Second, the abstractions of

2, 0
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economics were not as metaphysical as Comte thought. As discussed

earlier, the industrial revolution brought about the apparent separ-

ation of social from economic life.. Contrary to what Comte wanted to

believe, this separation was reflected in the sciences, and not vice

versa. Third, because positivist laws were consecutive and descrip-

tive, they were easily separable. Unlike the din1,-vr1, -,iew (to

be discussed shortly) which attempted to cut a wedge in the pie

of social relations, the positivist social sciences skimmed off

the tnp crust and divided_it amongst themselves. The only basis for

trs reintegration would he methodological because the phenomena they

soughlt to describe were _seen as next to but not expressive of each

other.

The Emergence of the SEnnrate Social Sciences

The social sciences cf history, economics, psychology, sociology,

anthropology, and political science developed as separate disciplines

in the last quarter of the nineteenth century in America. Each has

a unique though not autonomous history; yet, each developed in the

common context of a rapidly expanding system of higher education,

with all its attending origins and effects. As these sciences grew,

both their styles of procedure and their goals reflected in ever more

concrete form, the demands of the society that was pouring its money

and its youth into the hopes for a trained and intelligent future.

3y the beginning of the 20th century, the American social sciences

were well cza_ their way to being the live embodiment of Comte's hopes

for factual, systematic and slightly ameliorative sciences of man.
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The demands that American society placed on its academic

shoulders in this period were changing quickly, but led in one clear

direction. Prior to the Civil War, the main purpost, of higher ed-

ucation had been the acculturation of the "upper" L )ns and t le

training of the clergy. Aftei the Civil War, the problems of its

after-effects (of reconstruction, taxation, etc) combined with the

"take-off" of American industry and the perpetual depression of

American agriculture to place higher education in the new position

of providing technical and -Drofessional sdlutions and cadre for the

'strange new world that was appearing. .The emergence of the separate

social sciences and the direction of their early growth were a res-

ponse to these demands.

The social sciences were nurtured in liberal arts colleges

before they blossomed as full-blown disciplines with the public

university systems. Two general factors account for this.
28

irst,

the passage of the Morrill Act in 1862 funded the development, within

universities, of widespread and enormous technical and training pro-

grams for agriculture and the mechanical arts. These programs gained

great prestige and importance by providing for the technical needs

of every aspect of the business of wealth-getting, from mining and

engineering to agriculture and the "exact" sciences. The offerings of

the arts colleges, by comparison, looked rather pale and dilettantish.

In order to compete with the now prosperous universities, they began

to expand their curricula. Second, the introduction and popularization

of the elective system carried this expansion of curricula into the

exploration and discussion of whole new fields. The social sciences
.

were initially introduced as .51inor topics within larger disciplines,
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but as they were carefully examined in thc -elatively unpressured

forum of thE L!guS, their potenti± aical ...ontasliAtions

began to be discover d. aa: discovery, more than anythiag else,

was behind their emergence and eventual institutionalizatlon as

separate academic disciplines.

The social sciences split off from their larger unity within

moral philosophy in somewhat of a chain reaction. Prior to the

Civil War, each of the fields mentioned earlier was discussed within

moral philosophy. In addition, history found special attention in

classics
29

courses, as did political science in thoe.;i..: of law. Within

many of the departments of moral philosophy, even prior to the Civil

War, history, political economy and political science began to be

taught in separate courses. 30 As history isolated itself from the

classics, in its early stages, it discussed primarily constitutional

and political questions of the past. Joint departments of history

and political science were established in several of the schools that

were to pioneer the establishment of the separate study of history. 31

It was not until the beginning of the 20th century, when historians

began to look into past cultural, social and intellectual life that

political science as a wholely independent field was able to emerge.

As political economy courses explored the vast European and British

literature of economics ±= view of the ever more pressing American

economic situation, it left moral philosophy more and more in the

realm of ethics. Sociology courses were taught beginning in the

1870's although as a legitimate academic d_epartment sociolrgy was not

fully recognized until the 90's. Anthropalogy had a slower start.

C)
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The first anthropology department was introduced (at the University

of Pennsylvania) in 1886; others did not quickly follow suit, except

within sociology departments, until the 20th century. Psychology

had a fairly continual growth from the 1870's onward.
33

In general

then, history, political science and economics had an early start

though political science's full appearance was thwarted until after

1900; sociology, anthropology, and psychology began in the 1870's and

80's and grew fairly rapidly (though not at an equal pace with each

34(Table 1)
other) from then on. A short discussion of the origins

and early years of each of these disciplines may clarify the process

of differentiation that they underwent.

The founding of the American Association for the Promotion of

Social Science in 1865
35

brought the concept and the first studies

of sociology into American academic daylight. Prior to this, several

studies of slavery had come out of the South, among them Hughes'

Treatise on Sociology: Theoretical and Applied and Fitzhugh's

Sociology for the South, both in 1854.36 Continuing this line of

attack, but with different politics, the AAPSS emerged as an ex-

plicitly reformist organization,
37

steered into existence by the

professional intellectuals who were later to establish, on one hand,

The Am-eNctgan Sociological Society(in 1905)2the AHA(in 1884), and the

American Economic Association ( n 1885) and, on the other, several

solely reform-oriented organizations.
38

The AAPSS had four committees;

education, public health, social economy and jurisprudence. Its self-

canscious purpose was to r.pply the natural laws of man to social con-

trml. Once the education, public health and social economics commit-

tees had discovered these laws, the jurisprudence department could

24
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formulate them in legal terms and the organization could lobby for

their passage.
39

This procedure is, of course, more than reminiscent

of the moral philosophy that the membership of the AAPSS had been

schooled in.

That membership gradually began to teach social science

courses in their respective colleges and universities. Sumner

taught the first course at Yale in 1872, 40 Laws at Missouri in 1876,

Mayo-Smith at Columbia in 1878, and Sanborn at Cornell in 1885.
41

These early courses were primarily concerned with the problems of

race, immigration, divorce, intemperance, labor, education, poverty,

and crime.
42

Under the increasingly dominant influence of Spencer,

especially at Yale and Missouri, social science developed a synthetic

approach to the generalization of contemporary social data.
43

The

Yale catalogue of 1888-9 and 1895-6 carried course descriptions from

Sumner stating that the "course would be occupied entirely with

positive information and scientific method, and would not take up

any of.the subjects of criticism and speculation popularly connected

with 'social science'."
44

Several other streams combined with those of the social science

movement and the Spencerian scientific viewpoint to form the sociology

that was evolving in this period. In 1889 Giddings was granted

Columbia's first chair of sociology. He was very much influenced by

the demographic work of Charles D. Wright and by the French social

psychology of the 90's (which, incidentally was closely related to

Smith's work on moral "sentiments"). 46
Because Columbia's sociology

department was one of the first and the largest to develop in this
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period, Giddlings' interests entered easily into the mainstream of

§ociological thought. In the 80's, moral philosophy split into

Christian ethics, social ethics, ethics and Christian sociology.

In general, the first three of these were taken over by divinity

schools and philosophy departments, but Christian sociology was

found in sociology departments in the 90's.
47

A. W. Small, who

took Chicago's first-.chair-of sociology wrote and taught from this

viewpoint and both Ely and Commons explored it in the 90's.
48

Also,

in the 90's, most theoretical sociologists concerned themselves with

the philosophy of history, though this aspect of the field was later

excluded.
49

In the 1890's, then, with the establishment of the first

departments of sociology in major centers of higher education, sociology

emerged as the confluence of the reformist thrust of the early social

science movement, the synthetic approach taken over by Sumner and Laws

from Spencer and Comte, the ethical viewpoint left over from moral

philosophy and the demographic and social psychological strains of

Giddings' work. These forces, however, were not all of equal weight.

In divorcing itself increasingly from philosophical and ethical

questions, sociology took up the task of studying social conditions

and institutions as they actually were. Sumner's Folkways and

Westermarck's History of Human Marriage.., both put sociology firmly

in this path after 1900. In contrast, Small's work quickly lost favor.
50

The analysis of social problems took place increasingly in terms of

functional, as opposed to the past structural descriptions. This

development was well supported by the Progressive position that the

2
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governthent's application of well-reasoned adjustments could solve

all social problems.
51

The period from 1890 to 1910 saw a tremendous general growth in

the funding, enrollment, and faculty size of institutions of higher

education,
52

partially under the auspices of this same Progressive

position. Sociology departments and courses, like those of the

other social sciences, kept pace with this expansion. In 1889 there

were four institutions offering sociology courses. In 1901 there

were 132 institutions with 399 courses. In the next 8 years, the

number of institutions teaching courses increased by 155% and the

number of courses by 1627.
53

The increased number of courses and

resources allowed sociology to fragment itself. Almost as soon as it

411
became a discipline it began to split into topical areas: rural,

family, urban, race, etc. The problems of data gathering, seen as

basic to the scientificity of the field, were slowly solved through

the establishment of government and busineSs bureaus and divisions.

Thus, by abandoning the reformist and ethical strands of its origins

(to reform organizations and professional schools of social work),

sociology went to work with the vast new resources provided, to serve

its benefacnrs by providing the man- and brain-power to make their

world turn smoothly.

Anthony Oberschall's contribution to a collection of essays

on The Establishment of Empirical Sociology makes an additional,

original and essential point about the institutionalization of sociology,

as it relates to the present movement to institutionalize interdis-

ciplinary social scientific research. He argues that
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... the wide resource base and competitive nature of
the rapidly expanding higher education system in the
United States, together with the sponsorship and active

.backing of the new discipline.by influential and organ-
ized groups who perceived sociology in their interest,
were crucial factors enabling the Nstitutionalization
of sociology in .the United States.

But, he adds:

... the opportunity provided by sociology was expointed
not just by intellectually dissatisfied and socially con-
cerned scholars, but by a group of upwardly mobile men
who otherwise could not have moved into university positions
through the already established disciplines. Such an
opening was therefore seized, and a group of professors
with a vested interest in the continuity and differentia-
tion of the new discipline was formed. The multiple
starts of sociology at several universities.and the
sheer quantity of sociologists then made fora high
probability that at least some would be successful in
this process sg intellectual differentiation and
innovation...

The conditions Oberschall (and others) describe as the basis for

institutionalizing sociology in the United States are very similar,

as we will later show, to those existing in America following the

Second World War. There is the same tremendous expansion of educa-

tional resources, the same panic about "social problems," the same

proliferation of reform organizations putting pressure on and getting

intellectual support from universities, and the same development of a

group of highly qualified social scientists who have no homes in already

existing disciplines. It is paradoxical that the establishment and the

submersion of this discipline have so much in common.

Anthropology was, throughout the 19th century, a close neighbor

to sociology in the kinds of questions it asked. It differed in its

data sources and in its institutional experience. Both fields sought

28
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to explain social behavior and institutions: anthropology, of

primitive peoples, sociology of contemporary societies. Both

were early influenced by slavery and anthropology by the presence

of native American peoples and cultures. From the 1830's on, a

large literature on the physical anthropology of Negroes began to

appear in the South,
56

and later in the century much of the anthro-

pological field work was based on Indian culture 6aost notably, that

of Morgan on the New York Iroquois).57

Anthropology had a much harder time becoming an academic

discipline than did sociology. Anthropology courses were taught

with an especially physical, archeological and linguistic emphasis

starting in the mid-1880's at Pennsylvania, Harvard, Clark, Yale,

Columbia, and, in the 90's, at Chicago.58 Almost all of these

courses were taught in sociology departments where the influence

of Spencer made them quite at home. Anthropology departments were

not introduced until after 1900, and then, only slowly.

This is not to say that there wasn't a great deal of anthro-

pological work going on. In this period a tremendous amount of field

work was done and systematized so that when anthropology emerged

as a discipline, it had a core of factual materials at its base.

These materials could be largely credited to the United States Geo-

logical Survey; In 1876 it organized an ethnological survey under

J. W. Powell to study the archeology of the Indians. This survey

became the Bureau of American Ethnology and later expanded its in-

terests to the cultural aspects of the field. A second major force

behind the accumulation of anthropological knowledge was the Museum

29
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of Natural History which opened in 1869. 60
Several of its curators

(Putnam, Boas, and Wissler) taught anthropology and were responsible

for the founding of other museums. Anthropology was long a field

and museum subject before it was housed in institutions of higher

education.

The experience of history as a discipline was quite dif

ferent from that of anthropology and sociology. It originated more

in the classics than in moral philosophy. The history of Greek and

Roman geography, customs and political life was taught as a comal

lary to their literature. As an independent subject, history arose

with the study of modern political institutions and its early

existnece is therefore closely related to that of political science.

In the first half of the 19th century history was studied,

written, and taught primarily as a form of literature in America.

Most of this was done outside of academic institutions by wealthy

amateurs. Previously, these historians had written local histories

of both the New England and Virginia settlements. In this period

histories of the United,States as a nation began to emerge.
61

Increasingly, modern history courses began to be taught in the major

academic institutions. Harvard was the first to introduce a chair

of history in 1839.
62

This chair was given to Jared Sparks. Sparks

and his successors at Harvard, Bowen and Torrey, were very much

influenced by the work of Francis Lieber of South Carolina College

and later Columbin (who was primarily a political scientist) and

Thomas R. Dew of Willign and Mary.
63

These two men believed that

modern history should be concerned with "historical interpretaticin

as a guide to social understanding."
64

The explicit denial of this
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approach to history, under the influence of zhe German historian

Leopold von Ranke, put history on the map as a separate, increasingly

"scienzific," academic discipline in the peri-: Illipwing the Civil

Wa

7n the 1870's an..i ErT.,3 graduaze education in Inistory began

wit. -1:thl, introduction of t'lla German seminar ap-^rnach... Henry Adams

.±mac---uratzed it at Harvard in 1871
65

but the m influential and

impc%Aat of the early graduate seminars in hi qt. ry, in terms of

the iiis,torians it produce_ was begun at John by Herbert

B. Ada:Ls in 1876.
66

Joht±717ranklin Jameson, Wocdrow Ialson,

Frederick Jackson Turner and Charles Andrews all came out of this

famous seminar. Other seminars were started by Burgess at Columbia,

MtMasters at Pennsylvania, and Turner at Wisconsin.
67

It was through

these seminars that Ranke's methods of historical scholarship were

introduced and spread. These emphasized the objective critical

study of reliable sources dealing with primarily political insti-

tutions, particularly in their legal and constitutional aspects.
68

The maxim of the Oxford historian, Edward A. Freeman that "history

is past politics; politics is present history" hung over the library

of the Hopkins Historical Seminary.

In 1884, under the leadership of the above named historians,

the AHA was formed.
70

It oversaw the activities of its rapidly

expanding profession in these years. Those activities centered primar-

ily around the massing of historical data. The principle behind this

was that "The facts must be gathered first; the generalizations will

then emerge from their comparison."
71

After 1900, the subject of
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histwricail expanded to include the social, illtelleczuaL

and_paill7 rat 4-i-rtitutions cff the past. 17'1' this, political ..,ence

claime4 2a-_7o1 over the territory LS been sharing history

in th- 7,1ame_ of its development.

31Ifte-: tin law, in the classics, in moral philosophy ir nolit-

ical ecommy aqte historv together laid the fonndations for the field

of politcc: sciews,a. It wa.s only after the Civil War, as law became

increasimq. -.Trtrtiessional and the other fielis increasingly spialized,

that'pal: .s;:-.:znce entered college curricula primarily with history.
72

In 1880,---= .graduate school of political science was created at

.Columbia .,..b6On'alrgess.
73

It was the only, lonely one until the

1890's whe .=!iwartments were created at Chicago and Missouri.
74

After

the turn c. t±e zentury, the American Political Science Association was

formed (carat mf a joint meeting of the AHA and the American Economics

Association r=ivately endowed research institutes began to be

funded
76

pl-rz, =i-rally, departments of political science became wide-

spread.

Like C:.771.7 social srientists in the last quarter of the 19th

century, scientists spent their energies gathering enough

information tz;z:make a claim for their own discipline. They began

with historical and comparative studies of political parties, admin-

istration and colonial government. Also like other social scientists,

their interestz., bry the end of the century, were increasingly tied to

those of gwm- it. Desc=iptive surveys, emphasizing the functional

as opposed to structural aspects of political life, particularly

with Tegar to foreign relations, began to become quite numerous. More
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directly, the field of political science was able 7.1d gtwuenc

by =mining political scientists for public empinvnemt. Co2nmbia's

graduate school set the precedent for this. The ige Handbook of

1880, in fact, proclaimed =ts public contributinn: 'The purpose of

the school is ... the develnpment of all branches -:-: :he poli'riPal

sciences [and] the preparation of young men for al_ =1 political

branches of public service."77 Under the enormous -,11-gth of iligher

education in the 90's and the first decade of the 2D=1: century, the

field of political science mas increasingly able tcL :11P--t this goal,

though even in 1914 there were still only 38 departments of molltical

science in the country.
78

The development of economics in the United States, 1n contrfiet

to that of political science, began much earlier and proce ded much

more rapidly. The services economics could provide were clear. In

1885 a group of young American economists returned from studying in

Germany to found the AEA for the purposes of furthering research and

publishing economics monographs.
79

Rebelling against the philosophic

style of the economics of moral philosophy, these men were interested

in developing a statistical, inductive economics of American institu-

tions. Calling on Comte's critique of the abstract nature of political

economy, they supported the growth of microscopic studies of economic

life- "The most fundamental things in our mind were the Ideas of

evolution and of relativity ... the-old economists held -toe irlea of

a body of established truths arrived at chiefly by deductimn "",ased upon

certain traits of human nature and familiar observation-

33
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Until the 1870's pr.__ ical ec,==77-was taught 'in separate

vtthin departments moral --j21:1,asophy. In 1871 Harard

inatitnted the first s4eparat chair%
E

Other colleges anci versities

s000 follmwed suit. The tofluence .nf German schocl c=._.11-11ed with

an rnmx-rmte-diffionit ecotomic sinuar:Lon in the "limited Sta=a4:3 to give

411"--ally an almost "applied" slpy- to the field.82 The prab_lems of

tanarian, banking, tariffs, immigration, transportation - mmernment

regnlatton of industry -were exineiii with increasing reference to

the specific social (as opposed to political) relations of production

(and occasionally distribution). By 1890, the historical treatment of

economic issues was fairly well standardized and separate -'cto the

field of economic history.
83

Economists then settled dawn ta the

nitry-gritt7 of-- fact-finding. The establishment of Feder--,1 brreaus

of social statistics helped them enormously. By the turn of =he cen-

tury, the field was professionalizef in schools of business, commerce

and finance and thoroughly institutionalized as an academic "science"

of.accumulation.

Like the fields of history aod economics, American-psychology

was very much influeured by German treatment of this new field. In

the last quarter of tEe 19th century p ychology emerged in,Germuny

as the s77-7-thesis of twc approaches to the human mind: one orntating

in tb73 field of phys:Lmiogy and concerned with perception, sensation,

andmaerve-function, and the other the philosophlz discussion of

the relionship between mi....-11:and bod77..,
84

Wilhelm Wundt, a German scholar trained in phymiology and

philosophy and considered the first psychologist, argued L.11- an
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inraeperdenr, sistematic six of psychology. 'iilundt's concept of chis

E:ian_fe 71T Eoetiatice" parc'cels quite closely Camte's concept of a

u.sienca of soietyll. ER c ,:ined the C"iscipline of psychology as

:1) the exIalyol-s of -_scious processes into elements,
th terml-natl -= the manner of connection of these

alamenty, and (3) the_:Letermination of their laws of can-
Tbe goaLz_z psychology is the analysis of mind

SiOle quOlirie:s znd tbc determination of the form of
opAred OultiPaznity.u-j

In critter wnrds, %Indy helieed that psychology should study the struc-

turf af cmnscioneas,

I= the 1PO's elmostal-zery American who later participated in

the development 'If the American field, studied with Wundt at his lab-

oratory in_Leip0g. 86
But, under the dual influence of William James

(wirh whom-.se,476aa of them alzio worked) and the constraints of

American :ulttre, mated t'zrough spencer, psychology took on a whole

:law appearance the UniteE. states. American psychologists were

! interr..sted :^z1 the acttve processes of mental activity than in

fra statiz stzullre. o7 Chey developed a psychology lf individual

dtfferances in A4litv 41"-1ust to the .nvironment-

At the fai Chicago in the 90's, under the influence

c= Th=ilrawey Fr&",,: Angell, this point of view became known as

E3
"_i_nuctional ,6chnni -Lne various aspects of the .1ses of the mind

-.7h= th:_. functidP1- .e..:57°t1 emohasized were developed inInn several sub-

_in the -9001.1atir5e-twen 1890 and,1910. Chicago pioneered the study

of:Edrrarional 00a(1 An30"4-1 Psychology;
89

.Columbia of intelligence and

T.Q. -1=sting under Cat-Gell, Thorndike and Woodward;" and Clark, the

study af Child a0(1 Adole scent Psychology under the dynamic influence
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of G. Stan_ey Hall.91 Jam,=- bath taught almost all of these

during the 80's at Harvard. 'where he taught in thelphilosophY depart-

ment until in 1889 he was malde=ofessor of psycha1ogy.
92

Ttlese four

institutions, in addition Hc*ins in the 80's, housed the firvt-

9.7z.and mDst important psycLloli7g7 elemartments in America. 3y go's

they were training the 9ay7.:WaIoz±sts -who developed the: discillne

and laid the basis for the hth.viorism of the 20th century. 9 4

By 1900, then, sociolmay, history, psyrhology, snd e0110ml.c5

werr,:r1 fairly well-established_disciplines in American college0 4nd

univexsities; anthropol:ogy au= political srience were about emerge.

All of these disciplines uremoving in common alrecItion. They

were concerned with the 1"scTrtific" stitica1 generalizat of

social facm, and with proviiing professional anawers to sociAl prob-

lems based on those frts. Eut, because they failwed Comte'.9- outline

for soriml szrioe, L. of their solutions were base7.-1 on one TJor

assumption: that the ,7.1,3tence end structure (the phenomeno1Pgital

facts) of capitalist suy were an unalterable gi7en. Bezouze tbe

only possible, not t-o 7,4i:Ltion necessary, social solv-,tions were piec

meal, :iielvelo7or=m-r the di"fferent and segregated approactles of

each nftthimse made perfect sense. It was not un70-1 aftez-

the seccrE world rjaatrhe possibility of an underlying 11135-ty- f

social existence began- to be explored. The structure underneAth the

structure (as Piaget calls it) demanded the e.amination of ir"--

disciplinary approaches to social problems and scienoas. Onr Ita2:

and some. of- his faIllwers, who had never taken the struchure Of

socien- (but rather, _as taken) had seen thz,.wor:i as 411

3 6
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infinitely inter-related whole.

At the same time, however, Narx -was =artiallywitki--1 the

tradition of the positivist social scientists who founded the American

social disciplines. He tot was trying tJ establish the laws of human

society on an empirical bis He too c-ir..-Lthered his work scientific.

But, Narx's concept of science was very r:'-''-erent from that al Comte

and his American descendf-nrs Where the pr-.,itivists' stamce was of

neutrality, Marx's was of r:iticism; where ±e positivists' laws were

universal, Marx's were historically specift4-....; where the positivists

saw knowledge as the key to alleviating the impact of preietermined

laws of nature, Marx saw it as the basis fe,-7 freedom tc determine

the direction of those lams;41 where the -p-=sitivists saw a= smtial

forms as relative to their stage of de..1.omnernt, Marx _saw them in

the light of "autonomaus aire stam4a1-4.-f truth:' (ank, judrged them

by those standards)i,
96

What 3.,.111 these.dtEtezrences in a=mr7nach add

up to is that Matx's work totLz. never haze I:mund a any one

of the new social scienme de'.1L-ttment. (P-7c-rntring all ideimgical

considerations) though it ahR=mhed thl soblect matter r-Z aLIL of them.

Marx's notion of soc...-s: facts and of how categories thought

illuminate those facts, is at the he ot-- this paradox. "I",.) Marx

every fact is more than itseLf It is the embodiment a- i opposite

(s) (as production is ,mmammo an) and at same time, cznflitts

with and negates its omionatte,..$) (as the tr=7ate arrnme.-a=mn of

capital restricts the social determination loot- its use). Lfarx's

concept of the fetishism of commodities ill=strates hou this view

of facts leads one away from compartmentalimsd social azience:

3 7
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the labor of the individual asserts itself as a part
of the labor of society only by means of the relations which
the act of exchange establishes directly between the products,
.and indirectly, through them, between the producers. To
the latter, therefore, the relations connecting the labor
of one individual with that of the rest appear, not as
direct social relations between individuals at work, but
as what they really are, materi0 relations of persons
and social relations of things.

The exchange of commodities embodies the exchange of labor-time and

restricts the exchange of commodities on the sole basis of use. Be-

caase exchange value is a social relation of production, it is neither

purely economic, nor purely sociological, nor purely any one thing.

As Marx shows, it is purely historical -- but not in the sense of the

act-sdemic discipline of history.

The categories with which Marx anal zed the multi-dimensional

sccial facts he studied were historical categories. In conceptualizing

the relationships between the phenomena he worked with, he isolated

the dominant features that gave them meaning, in contrast to his

contemporaries, who gave all factors equal weight, and divided them

only in terms of consecutive classifications. Marx criticized the

political economists who talked of land, labor, and capital. 98
These

insipid categories, he said, each of which could be seen as playing

an equal role in all forms of society, precluded the analysis of the

relations of capitalist society. Rather than "sinking the particular

in the general", as the positivist offspring of moral philosophy

attempted to do, Marx "saw the general in the historically unique." 99

We can see the contrast between these two approaches in the

work of John Kenneth Galbraith and the criticism Marx would have

aimed at this level of analysis. In discussing "Post-Industrial
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Society", Galbraith begins his analysis with the technological im-

perative. To him all use and problems of machinery are the same, no

matter how great the differences in the societies that use it. "Capital-

ist of Communistic, all states tend to converge in character under the

imperatives of technology.
n100

lechnology is an autonomous force that

determines the direction of social development. Marx replies:

Machinery is no more an economic category than the ox
which draws the plough. The application of machinery in
the present day is one of the relations of our present
economic system, but the way in which machinery is util-
ized is totally distinct from the machinery itself.
Powder is Piuler whether used to wound a man or to dress
his wounds.

By using a model that abstracts from the historically specific relations

of capitalist use of technology, Galbraith precludes the possibility

of critically analyzing those relations. The one-dimensional view

of society that a historical category produce, leads to an essentially

conservative social science.

In addition, the search for universal categories (or, as it is

called today, the absolute method) obscures the processes of change.

As Marx pointed out, "The most modern period and the most ancient

period will have certain categories in common ... (but] it is pre-

cisely their divergence from these general and common features which

constitutes their development.
102

This view is quite out of keeping

with the positivist "philosophy" that was behind the establishment of

separate social science disciplines in America. As discussed earlier,

that philosophy points to the counting and generalizing of repetitive

social "data". All exceptions to "empirical" generalizations are
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seen to be, not the basis of growth and development, but examples

of unexplainable deviance.

I have used Narx to illustrate what the fragmentation of the

social sciences sacrificed in the process of academic establishment

and acceptance. It is my belief that the question of the depth in

which a social scientist chooses to view the world is, in the final

analysis an essentially political one (necessarily though not suffi-

ciently). Marcuse summarizes this point from another angle:

The dialectical theory of society emphasized the
essential potentialities and contradictions within
this social whole, thereby stressing what could be
done with society, and also exposing the inadequacy
of its actual form. Scientific neutrality was incompat-
ible with the nature of the subject-matter and with
the directions for human practice derived from an
analysis of it. Furthermore, the dialectical social
theory could not be a special science among other sciences,
because it considered the social relations to embrace
and condition all spheres of thought and existence.
Society is the negative totality of all given human
relations ... and not any part of these. For these
reasons, the dialectic was a philosophical and not a
sociological method, one in which every single di-
alectical notion held all of the negative totality
and thus conflicted with an yAltting off of a special
realm of social relations.

In contrast, the compartmentalized view of society accepts it as an

amalgam of established, one-dimensional, immutable (though ameliorable)

social facts. At ths same time, it hides this conservatism behind

the cry of neutrality and declares all questions of multi-dimensional

possibilities or potentialities beyond the realm of science. In the

main, the social science departments of the late 19th century, accepted,

and, indeed were themselves a product of this framework.
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These autonothous departments provided the dominant.resources

for social scientific research until after the second world war. In

the concluding section of this paper, I will discuss the contempory

attempt to work across the boundaries of the individual disciplines,

but first, a brief word about the pre-World War II period.

Several exceptional and early attempts to swim against the

current of isolation partially laid the basis for the post-war inter-

disciplinary undertow. In the early 1930's, Wilson Gee, himself, the

director of the University of Virginia's multi-disciplinary Institute

for Research in the Social Sciences, did a study of existing research

institutes.
104

He describes the social research organizations of

eighteen major American colleges and universities and reveals that a

large number of them were multi-disciplinary; i.e., they had staffs

of people from the varioug social science departments. Most of their

funding, however, came from private foundations, (in contrast to

post-kaar massive government funding) 105 and was consequently incon-

sistent, unstable and sparse.
106

-The research that came out of these

centers was done primarily by individuals and primarily within the

context of the individual's discipline. 107 With their roots in young

and immature academic deliartments, the early centers aimed modestly

at the mere encouragement of social research. It is remarkable that

they brought diverse disciplines together, if only under the same

budget, considering that disciplines were still trying to define

themselves.
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Only one of the early centers (of those I have come across),

the Yale Institute of Human Relations, went beyond the mere housing

of several social sciences, in a sustained attempt to integrate and

co-ordinate the research of its membership. The goals of the IHR were

twofold: "to promote co-operative research on problems of human

welfare and to develop a unified science of individual and social

behavior as a foundation for more effective training of physicians,

lawyers, ministers, nurses, teachers and research workers."108 The

institute is particularly interesting in that its early attempts to

create an integrated science of behavior are almost archetypical of

the forms and procedures of many contemporary interdisciplinary ventures.

The following description of the Yale IHR is based on a brief history

that Mark May, its many-year director, wrote in 1971.109

The Institute of Human Relations was organized in 1929 as part

of a plan to develop and integrate all teaching and research at Yale.
110

It was a "voluntary association of scientists" all of whom did research

in an area related to human behavior and relations. Attempts at co-

ordination in the early years took two forms. First, they took the

form of teams of various disciplinarians working on a common social

problem. Interdisciplinary studies were done on juvenile delinquency,

automobile accidents, unemployment, mental health, the administration

of justice, residential mobility. Second, they took the form of

emphasis on the development of new techniques and the co-ordination

of data obtained by several techniques. May says that the solution

of specific social problems by "frontal attacks" of teams of inves-

tigators using and developing co-ordinated techniques failed in almost
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every instance because this procedure "follows rather than precedes

the development of scientific theory. It is [he says] no doubt a

useful procedure and often a necessary one, but mainly after a field

has been cultivated to a point where the problems requiring a multi-

science approach are clearly defined."111 Five years after its in-

ception, the IHR began to explore the possibilities of a theoretical

basis for correlation of the knowledge its researches were discovering

and generating.

The staff and leadership of the Institute brought together

four basic fields in developing a theory of behavior. Clark Hull's

work on learning which defines conditioning as "an automatic trial

and error mechanism which mediates, blindly but beautifully, the

adjustment of the organism to a complex environment," served as a

catalyst for three of the institutes' major interests. The psychoan-

alytic bent in the work of John Dollard and Edward Sapir, the con-

ception of social structure in the work of Sumner and Keller (who

was represented in the Institute by his student, G. P. Murdock) and

further developed by Loyd Warner, and Ithe study of culture and its

impact on personality and behavior in ihe work of Sapir and Clark

Wissler. In 1935-6, Hull, Dollard, Zinn (a psychoanalyst) and others

undertook a systematic exploration of psychoanalytic theory from the

standpoint ofIlearning theory. Previously, Hull had given a seminar

on learning! theory. Another series of seminars in the mid-thirties,

each one yeariin duration, explored the fields of learning and be-

havior theory; psychoanalysis and psychiatry, and social structure

and culture., "The main concepts, principles, methods, and illustrative
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data of each were presented informally, and discussed critically.

Particular attention waS paid to points of overlap among the three

fields.
,112

Thus, through rigorous mutual education and criticism,

the staff at the Institute began to build on each other's work and

together developed a unified theory of the relationship between

learning, culture and personality in.human behavior'. That theory then

provided a basis and a direction forfuture IHR empirical and methodo-

logical work. "After numerous point's of contact had been established,

'amA areas of common ground discovered, the number of problems of mutual

interest multiplied rapidly. H113

Parodoxically, the Yale Institute of Human Relations was

'squeezed out through administrative conflidt with the University in

the early 1950's,
114

just when interdisciplinarity was becoming the

vogue. As we will see, the later institutes have much in common with

the Institute of Human Relations but, unfortunately, more with its

blind alleys than with its successes.

The Second World War marks a turning point in the disciplinary

organization of social research. We will approach the developments

in this most recent period from two angles. First, that of the chrono-

logical development of different kinds of extra-disciplinary research

centers, and second, that of the continuous debate and discussion of

their role and importance (or lack of importance) in the development

of social research.

Very little has been written about the historical growth of

interdisciplinary research. What we have been able to come up with

is primarily gleaned from a series of reference catalogues called

Research Centers Directory. 115
This series catalogues research
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organizations by subject and gives a brief, general description of their

purposes and administrative organizations. What follows is a summary

impression of the chronological development of the various kinds of

post-war interdisciplinary centers. A more'precise study of the Research

Centers Directory might give us a larger crop of early forms of certain

centers, but the trends of development are, I believe, fairly accurate.

The first, most pervasive and most heavily funded of the waves

of new extra-disciplinary centers was in the field of international

relations and studies. These centers took two forms. The first and,

at that time, less prevalent, studied one country or region of the world

from the perspective of various-disciplines. Part of the reasoning

behind the establishment of the regional kind of research institute

was that so little knewledge about these areas existed, that experts

really needed to be filled in on the basics of their field's findings. 116

The Harvard Russian Institute is perhaps one of the most successful

examples of this kind of center. 117
The second form of international

studies centers stressed comparative research either by one discipline

on two or more regions (as in comparative political systems centers)

or by various disciplinarians on one problem in,more than one area.

This second kind of center tended to be less interdisciplinary than

the first, though the extent of cross-disciplinary integration in either

has not been very extensive.

A descriptive and evaluative review of area and language studies,

sponsored by the Social Science Research council was recently published. 118

It discusses the degree of interdisciplinary integration in 203 graduate

level programs in two ways. First, in terms of the staffs' self-identity

in research and teaching, with the area -- a score of 7 -- or with a
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single discipline without reference to the area -- a score of O. 119

Respondents were also asked to indicate "whether they thought that -

their colleagues viewed their area-related activities as -(5) highly

.prized,.(4) normal and necessary, (3) exotic and tangential, or (2) a

dispensable luxury." The following table summarizes the not very

positive results.
120

AREA/DISCIPLINE IDENTIFICATION AND RESPONDENTS' JUDGEMENT

OF COLLEAGUES FAVORABLENESS121

TEACHING

Mean Rank

RESEARCH

Mean Rank

COLLEAGUES' FAVORABLENESS'

Mean Rank

History 4.53 1 5.19 1 3.87 1

Political Scitnce 3.81 ..
-, 4.83 2 3.70 2

Anthropology 3.44 3 4.78 3 3.53 3

Economics 2.74 4 4.45 4 3.28 4

Sociology 2.87 5 4.43 5 3.52 5

Psychology 1.94 6 3.72 6 3.14 6
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Secondly, the SSRC report discusses interdisciplinarity in terms

of the integration of disciplines in the training of graduate students.

Though programs have a large spread of disciplines represented in their

courses and faculty, study of students'

rarely avail themselves of courses outside their own disciplines and

that when they do, the burden of integration is on them.
122

In addition,

interdisciplinary courses are extremely sparse. 123
Richard Lambert,

who wrote this report, asks the very apt question,."How does this

happen to an educational innovation, one of Whose primary rationales

is to provide a bridging of the disciplines, a route of escape for

students from the increasingly tight restrictions of disciplinary

boundaries?"
124

He answers that "... most programs are really Unse

constellations of faculty members moving their awn graduate studemts

along withinAisciplinary pathways to a competence in the anmmwithin

their disci0Iines. Perhaps one or two related courses wiil-taken

'in anothex A±scipline and same language training, but that dm .all.
,125

These problems in area studies centers of overbearing departmental

loyalties unfortunately crop up, as we will see, in most other kinds

of interdisciplinary institutes.

Another kind of interdisciplinary institute that sprouted after

the second world war, was in the field of human relations, specifically

in industry. In his book about American industry's use of social

scientific research, (The Servants of Power), Loren-Baritz outlines

the important aspects of human relations:

This field was, as the name suggests, interdisciplinary;
borrowing from both psychology and sociology, human-relations
experts freqently were also trained in anthropology and other
related fields. In industrial terms these experts made use
of the psychology of the 1920's and the sociology
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of the Hawthorne experiments. The new element was
their focus, as they put it, not on the isolated
individual or on the dehuManized milieu.but on the
interrelationships between theindividual and his
several environments. Believing it was possible
to isolate the Internal and external pressures on
the individual which would explain his conduct and
thought, the human-relations experts concerned them-
selves with motivation and with small groups in their
search for clues to the.enigmas of human behaVior.
Interested also in the processes of human relation-
ships, they studied such phenomena as leadership and
Communication. Making use of relatively pew techniques
such as role-playing and sociometry, the human-relations
specialists carved out for themselveslAat they believed
was a distinct professional domain...

Though human relations had roots in the 1920's and 30's "tndustrial

_relations" work, it betame widespraad as an exnlicit attempt to com-

Ebine the industrial w=tk of psychology and soc±ology during the late

!fO's and 50's. But, ftom the perspective of each of these_disciplinea,

--ibstantive interdisciplinary integration (along the lines of the

Yale Human Relations Institute) never really took place. The results

of human relations research had its limitations. In sociology, Baritz

says, there was a general belief that the "chief impetus to the field

of,Industrial sociology came from observational studies in industry

rather than inference from theoretical principles" 127 and this belief

discouraged a concentrated effort to tie together the many dissociated
....... 11

studies with some kind of underlying theory. Data were piled on data;

statistical analyses were pursued with increasing vigor. And, as the

industrial psychologist Kornhauser developed the criticism in 1947,

The human problems of industry and economic relationships
lie at the very heart of the revolutionary upheavals of our
century.. One might expect industrial psychologists to be
fired by the challenge of these issues. But most of us
go on constructing aptitude tests instead -- and determining
which of two advertisin2de slogans "will sell more of our

1company's beauty cream.
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In the lot 1950's and early 60's the new passwords for inter-

disciplinary inel"atio were urban studies and public affairs and

administration. They Were later joined by environmental studies

and in the instOctiorial field bY black studies and women's studies.

Every "nexe or cOtrenv social problem seemed to spawn a research in-

stitute with a yraff ffom relevant departments. In 1969, the National

Academy of ScieoCe and the Social Science Research Council published

the:results of a largest:ale survey of the then-present state of the

beirmvitral and sOelal OChences, in view of their potentials.for growth

Ac=ording to thiO repoft 3/4 of the social scientists working in

Im=verSity reseaM inott-rutes and 4/5 of research funding were in

in.Litutes that ileusQd, whatever capacity, more than one discipline.
129

337 1969, then, EpOrica0 social scientific research was most commonly

organized outside, and it some cases, beyond the single discipline's

approach to the Otudy of social life. We turn now to some of the

main features of this oewly Predominant form of research organization

In the coOcludiog section of tile paper, we would like to explore

the literature 04 debote on interdisciplinary research. Our discussion,

and the way in wilich is organized, is based primarily on the reports

of three confera0% 00 interdisciplinarity. One came out of a symposium

on "Problems of Plterd 1,sciplinsry Relationships in the Social Sciences"

that was organiz04 by ele Penn state Psycho-Social Studies Program in

1967. The sympoOiUm vas part of this then-new programs's attempt

to build a self-Plage for itself as an interdisciplinary program. 130

A second source 0 f our discussion is a session of a 1969 meeting of the

Council of Gradn04 SopPols'on "Inter-and Trans-disciplinary Programs."131

The Council of G"lete Schools is an organization of graduate school
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administrators who attempt to pool their knowledge of the ins and 00t,

ups and downs, of graduate education and :research. Our third szlurce

is a report on s seminar on "Interdisciplinarity in Universitl-ee 132

that WAS called in 1970 by the Center for Educational Research And

Innovation. The CRS- is an educational branch of the Organizatlon

for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), which has 25 Illember

countries. Its purpose is to support and promote co-operatioo

educational research among the member countries of the OECD. These

three conferences, one from an interdisciplinary department, orIQ frOm

an administrative organization and one from an international canter

for education research, reflect the concern among educators wOh the

structure and problems of extra-disciplinary research and teactling in

universities.

Our discussion, which mirrors the preoccupations of the0e

conferences, will have three general foci. First, we will tall' aboot

the different kinds of extra-disciplinarity; the definitions 014k various

commentors offet and the expression of-those definitions in diAse

kinds of extra-disciplinary research organization. Next, we 0-11

discuss the difficulties these organizations have encountered, bOth

intellectually and administratively. Finally, we will describ0 one

or two institutes to illustrate their structural organization alld to

analyze the sources of successes, as well as their failures.

One section of the OECD/CERI conference analyzed a quesOonnaire

on interdisciplinarity that had been answered by 132 responden0 in

72 colleges and universities around the world. After describipS the

many and diverse responses to the question of the origins of iptor-

disciplinarity, Guy Berger (Maitre Assistant, Departement des 5a1ences
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de l'Education, University of Paris VIII) comcludes that:

... we are induced to doubt the_ entire approach to
the problems of interdisciplinarity. There are pracmdcally
no experiments which have been conducted on interdi=-Aplin-
arity alone, whereas there are-existing experiments cAealing
with the needs of science, individuals, society, anE of
the university, all of which end up rather quickly encountering
the issue of interdisciplinarity. For interdisciplLnarity
is the lowest common denominator of iymvation, witnant
necessarily being its starting point.

What Berger is saying is that there are so many different kdnds of

interdisciplinary centers, and so many ways in which disulplines are

combined, that we should consider the possibility that interdisciplinarity

is nothing more than those centers' lowest common denominator.

In diverse forms and from various angles, the literature of

interdisciplinarity attempts to evaluate the truth of Berger's statement.

It asks the questions' :4hat is interdisclolinarity? What is a discipline?

Is there any such thing as a pure unidiscinline? Are there _assumptions

or frames of reference that a=e specific tn each discipline? Are those

assumptions contradictory and if they are, how do we deal with contra-

dictory explanations of a single social phenomena? Is there a way

in which disciplinary styles and explanatory models can complement

each other and how can those complements be found2 Is there any

quality that all forms of interdisciplinarity have in common? What

are the differences in those forms? Why have people been so interested

in overcoming their disciplines? Have they been successful? What

does it mean to be successful and what are we really trying to do?

We do not in any way mean to imply that we, or the people we discuss

have the answers to these questions. We can only explore how several

groups of experts have begun to discuss the questions, talk about
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our own and their inclinations, and raise more questions.

Interdisciplinarity has been discussed in two predaminant

ways. The first sees it as the sharing of technology, methodology

and concepts by permanently established fields, for the purpose of

expanding the quantity and quality of empirical data.
134

The second

sees it as the broadening of old disciplines and the creation of new

ones through total absorption of previously external explanatory models.

The first sees interdisciplinarity almost as a matter of luck, in that

one discipline's use of another's findings or procedures is seen as an

imposition of beneficial though not necessary externalities. The

second sees interdisciplinarity as a necessity, arising out of the

internal nevelopment of certain disciplines.

Neil Smelser has this to say about the nature of disciplinary

maturity and boundaries in the study of people and the world they

inhabit:

The presence of numerous 'schools' in a discipline
generally betokens a relative scientific immaturity...
As it achieves scientific maturity, it more nearly
attains consensus on the scientific problems to be
posed, the relevant independent variables, a theoretical
and philosophical perspective, and appropriate research
methods. Simultaneously, it witnesses a decline of distinc-
tive schools; a decline in the quantity of polemic about
the 'nature' of the field and the value of different
approaches' to the field; a decline in propaganda,

proselytization, and defensiveness; and an increase
in discussion of findings in relation to.accepted
criteria of validation. The existing disciplines may be
ordered according to the degree to which they currently
manifest these several concomitants of this aspect of
scientific maturity. At one extreme are mathematics
and physics, and at the other are humanistic disciplines
such as literary and art criticism The social sciences
occupy an intermediate position...135
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This conception of disciplinary study implies a world that is standing

still. If we assume that the purpose of science is at least to under-

stand the world, then the scientific and "humanistic" categories, the

"accepted criteria of validation" which we bring to bear on the questions

and data we work with, can only be "mature" (fixed) when the World

becomes fixed. Or, in other words, "The organization of science re-

flects man's understanding of the organization of nature.
136

Fortunately,

science has shown that the world not only turns, but turns within a

system.

Smelser's ideas are one aspect of the argument that is taking

place in the sciences today over the nature of disciplines and of dis-

ciplinary study. In contrast stands the formulation presented by

Piaget.
137

He says that the internal development of bothrthe natural

and the social sciences has revealed the necessity of shaking up the

established disciplines and reorganizing them "by means of exchanges

which are in fact constructive re-combinations."
138

He argues that

mathematical and experimental techniques have led to the discovery

of fundarental structures. These structures are sets of necessary

connections, as opposed to laws which are simply noted as factual

data. They are systems, beyond the boundaries of phenomena, of

"transmissions which are the sole basis of causality but cannot

be noted by themselves."
139

Ironically, Piaget demonstrates his thesis with one of the

fields that Smelser considers most "mature," i.e., unchanging and

unconcerned with its own "nature:"
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... the elements studied by chethistry easily lend
themselves to arithmetic enumeration and geoMetric
dekription and obey thelaws-of physics, but they
also have A numherof specifically cheMical character
istics (affinity, valence) which are considered ir-
reducable to the'former..1 The same applies to biology
in relation to cheMistry, or sociology in relation to
biology. Any interdisciplinary research is therefore
excluded in advance,.for its very principle is contrary
to that of natural boundaries separating the various
categories of observables from eadh other. Nevertheless,
modern theories based on electronic models of ionic
valences or co.-valences show well enough how subjective
the boundaries between chemistry and physics are-and
how the search for causal explanations is essential
to scientific activity and at the same time provides
a source of interdisciplinary connections ...We are
compelled to look for interactions and common mech-
anisms. Interdiscipliriarity becomes the pre-requisite
of progress in research, instead of being a luxury
or bargain article. The comparatively recent pop-
ularity of attempts at interdisciplinarity therefore
does not seem to be due to quirks of fashion or (or
not only) to social constraints imposing increasingly
complex problems. It seems to result from an internal
evolution of Science under the dual influence of the
need for explanation, and therefore the attmt to
supplement mere laws by causal "models" ...

These are the two opposing themes that dominate recent discussions

of extra-disciplinary study in the sciences (here with particular re-

gard to the social sciences). The first, as presented by any number

of social scientists, here represented by Smelser, assumes present

boundaries fixed, and calls for exchanges of methods and concepts in

the attempt to accumulate the greatest possible amount of data: "The

institutional goal of science is the extension of empirical knowledge." 141

The second, as articulated by Piaget, calls for the.complete reshaping

of knowledge "by means of exchanges which are in fact, constructive

re-combinations." Each of these views is the culmination of lines

of thinking and studying that can be traced back to the emergence of

social science from moral philosophy which was taking place throughout
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the nineteenth centurT. Two aspects of that emergence heve been dis-

cussed here: the development of positivist departmentalized social

science and the dialectical alternative posed by Nhrx. We will now

discuss how both the varying definitions of interdisciplinarity and

the varying ways in which it is institutionalized, reflect the dis-

tinctions of these two points of view.

People who write about interdisciplinarity use different words

for the same concepts. Here I will try to simplify the rather verbose

discussion of definitions.
142

There seem to be three important and

prevalent kinds of extra-disciplinary social scientific research. The

first, about which there is the most general consensus on terms, we

will call multidisciplinarity. It signifies the mere juxtaposition

of more than one discipline, intellectually, as the addition without

integration of knowledge, and institutionally, as the presence of

varying disciplines within a research institute. Heinz Heckhausen,

a German psychologist and participant in the OCED conference, calls

this "Composite Interdisciplinarity". He uses the example of city

planning to describe it.

City planning ... asks the questions of sciences as
diverse as engineering, architecture, economics, biology,
psychology and others. In a strict sense, even the re-
spective material fields of these disciplines do not
overlap, let alone the related subject matters and levels of
theoretical integration. What keeps such a strange assembly
of disciplines together, however, is a jigsaw puzzle-like
composition of adjacent material fields within the complex
compound which the realityoof city life is. The interde-
pendencies of multifarious conditions in the diverse material
fields have to be explored for their Influence on important
issues of urban life like health, economic welfare, graceful
living, opportunities for child development eybother goals
set by human values transcending all science.
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It may be overly generous to attribute the explorations of the

"interdependencies of mUltifarious conditions in diverse material

fields" to multidisciplinary centers, but this is certainly the general

idea behind bringing the disciplines together in them.

The second kind of exira-disciplinary center we will call inter-

disciplinary, though sometimes what we are here describing is called

cross-disciplinarity. It signifies, as Smelser and any number of

other social scientists project and recommend, the use by one

discipline of the analytical tools of another. Here one discipline

is dominant, but is assisted by others. There is a one-way movement

f7om donor to recipient. The application of game theory to economic

behavior or the statistical analysis of historical censuses are

examples of interdisciplinarity. Institutionally, most problem-oriented

research institutes are interdisciplinary in the sense that the presence

in them of diverse disciplinarians is for the purpose of bringing

together as many relevant methods and points of view as possible.

'The third predominant classification of extra-disciplinary

research is trans-disciplinarity. It signifies the creation of new

fields in the boundaries of the old, through the search for and arrival

at causal explanations. Psycholinguistics is the most striking social

scientific example of trans-disciplinarity. Here, research on the

role of intelligence in the development of language has helped to

explain the structure of both reason (previously only studied in

psychology) and grammar (previously only a subject for linguistics),

and has-revealed that they are necessarily related. There is a two-

Ivey exchange in which the findings on psychology and of linguistics

have changed both fields mutually. 144
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These three definitions summarize the discussion of the different

ways in which the social sciences can be combined. It is, of course,

evident that they are sequential levels of the same process (as Eric

Jantsch points out In his more elaborate scheme in the OECD report):
145

One would not find the second without the first, the third, without the

first and second. Consequently, in practice the first two are much

more common than the third, by virtue of simple laws of development,

and, partially, as I hope to show, by virtue of the historical pur-

poses of positivist social science.

Now that we have glimpsed the general classification scheme

of extra-disciplinary research organizations the distinctions among

them can be further explored by looking into what kinds of problems

they grew out of, what their original goals were, and how these were

reflected in their various structural arrangements.

Multidisciplinary research centers typically originate in an

attempt to share scarce resources. Speaking to the Council of Graduate

Schools on the "role and structure of interdisciplinary rosearch centers,

Daniel Alpert, Dean of at the University of Illinois,

outlines their general structural form.146 Multidisciplinary centers

are primarily service organizations for selected departments. The

work done in them remains within the context of the single discipline,

except for the chance encounters of proximity. Graduate students gener-

ally work with one professor in the same way that they function in

departments (as in the international studies programs discussed earlier).

Multidisciplinary centers are commonly administered by representative

inter-departmental committees, headed by a center director. The director

is responsible for co-ordination and assurance that clients are adequately
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served. Co-ordination here means primarily the distribution and

apportionment of,resources. Though many multidisciplinary centers may

deal with a specific common problem or region, their orientation is

descriptive and additive. The urban planning centers described by

Heckhausen are a good example of this. These centers are accumulating

knowledge that will ostensibly serve as a basis for inter- and perhaps

trans-disciplinary integration later on. There is one other source of

the multidisciplinary center, and that is the search for funds. Often

they are a nominal multidisciplinary conglomeration of individual dis-

ciplinarians with a catchy phrase and a common need for funding. 147

Interdisciplinary research has diverse origins and purposes.

Three necessary conditions for interdisciplinary research have grown

continuously and simultaneously since the second world war. One is

the development of analytical tools that can be used by a variety of

disciplines.
148

For the mos, part, this "new intellectual technology"

is related to the computer and includes game theory, decision theory,

simulation, linear programming, cybernetics and operations research. 149

Another is the possibility interdisciplinary institutes offer for in-

novations that tradition-bound departments may shy away from.
150

For instance, team research is much more acceptable within an inter-

disciplinary research institute than it is within a department. A

third is the relative availability of the large scale funding necessary

for the initiation of these institutes, because they tend to be the

largest, most expensive forms of organized research.
151

Each of the above spurs to interdisciplinary research deal

primarily with how it is organized. Technology and funding and

innovativeness allow for interdisciplinary research. But --- what makes
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it happen? Why do these developments add up to interdisciplinarity?

We have come across two.answers.

The first is given by Caroline Sherif and Muzafer Sherif in the

published report of the Penn State Psychosocial Studies symposium

on interdisciplinarity. 152 They argue, essentially, that inter-

disciplinary centers are necessary for the verification of the findings

of each of the individual social sciences. Because the social sciences

often study a common subject at a different level of analysis, they

can validate, or invalidate, each other's research. "Within the con-

fines of the single academic discipline," the Sherifs argue:

It is possible to avoid the validity criterion like the
plague. As long as we have to deal only with our colleagues
we talk it:stead of reliability of measurement and repre-
sentativeness of sampling techniques. We refine our tools
and techniques for these purposes until we are in the
graves5Jt danger of being reliably and representatively

1
wrong.

Interdisciplinarity militates against this danger. They illustrate how

with an example from their own field of social psychology and in terms

of the dufinition of the "stimulus situation" in that field. To

paraphase: In early experimental psychology, stimulus was conceived

as a discrete item or dimension of the physical environment. Later,

it became evident that "the significance of a particular stimulus"

depended on its relationship "to other items surrounding it as well as

to the relevant past experience of the organism ... Even that creature

sacred for many years in the psychological laboratory -- the rat --

was shown to perform differently in the same maze depending upon its

location in the room relative to windows.
u154

The effect of the

"isolated stimulus" point of view on early social psychology, was that
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the stimulus situation was taken c4r granted and assumed. Thus,

when Muzafer Sherif, who had had experience in Turkish culture, studied

social psychology at Harvard in the early 1930's, he was dismayed by

the generalizations this social psychology was making about family

life, competition and other kinds of social situations. Those

generalizations were based on questionable sociological, anthropological

and historical assumptions. Consequently, he went searching into

these fields to find the source of the disparity between his own and

American social psychology's experience of the stimulus situation.

The social psychologist, he says:

has to be concerned with social stimuli in terms of
their patterned properties and form, even if he is
a good psychologist and nothing else. And this neces-
sity brings him to those social sciences whose problems
have concerned the regularities of patterned actions,
events and objects in social life. It leads him to
the social sciences that have studied the development
stabilization and change of such regularities. In short,
he becomes dependent upon so^iology, anthropology,
political science or history, as the case may be. He
becomes dependent upon their findings in order that he
may properly specify the past history of the individual's
social stimulation and the properties of situaiigns and
events that he faces in an immediate occasion.

The argument of the Sherifs mckes t lot of sense. What they are

prescribing is very similar, in form, to the attempts of the Yale

Human Relations Institute, which we discussed earlier. It would be

very interesting to see how many and wht.t kinds of recent interdisciplinary

institutes function along these lines. Our impression is that very

few do.

The second major reason advanced for the necessity of inter-

110
disciplinarity comes from the area of problem-oriented research. That

6.0
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reasoning, here put forward by a policy researcher, goes as follows:

... policy problems do not came in neat, discipline-
defined packages, but rather require the simultaneous
consideration of issues that traditionally have been
regarded as the province of several social science
disciplines. Therefore, it seems likely that training
social scientists to do policy-relen-ant work requires
a much higher level of.gisciplinary pluralism than
has been traditional.

Problem-oriented research usually sees its "problee(subject) as too

complex, or too important to be handled by any single discipline.

Because the problem-oriented institute is a prototype of the inter-

disciplinary center and seems to be its most prevalent form, we will

use it to demonstrate both how interdisciplinary centers are organized

and what kinds of difficulties they encounter.

As outlined above, most interdisciplinary problem-oriented

research centers are organized to facilitate communication and mutual

assistance between disciplinarians. To varying degrees, participants

teach each other relevant aspects of their disciplines and methodologies.

These participants are generally attached to both a department and the

research center.
157

Their tenure and status are determined primarily

by the department, even when a major portion of their time belongs

to the institute. The inter-disciplinary center is usually administered

by a director and a multidisciplinary board of directors. Their main

task is leadership in the successful assimilation of varying viewpoints

in the solution of a given problem. 158 This is quite different from

the co-ordinating role of the multidisciplinary center's administration.
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Multidisciplinary Problem-Oriented Research tnstitutes

Problem related research institutes reflect the difficulties

of many inter- and multidisciplinary centers. As a matter of fact, the

general estimation of the success of these centers seems to be quite

low.
159

The problems are numerous and complex. They are often

manifested in administrative forms.

The most common difficulty is the relationship of the institutes

to the academic department. Even the initial creation of extra-

disciplinary research institutes is limited by the existence of the

department. 160 Because they are the prime budgetary unit, initiative

for new programs is usually rooted in departments which naturally

are more interested in creating programs and gaining facilities that

they can control alone, than they are in sharing the wealth. The

department's do:ninant role in funding keeps the interdisciplinary

institute on financial tenterhooks and makes necessary the devotion

of large amounts of staff time to report and proposal writing. 161

In addition, as already mentioned, the department has quite a pull,

both administratively and intellectually, on the staff it shares with

the institute. Though a researcher may become especially interested

in exploring the relationship between his and another field, he is

usually dependent on his own discipline, with its established standards

and goals for professional recognition and tenure.
162

Or, he may feel

constrained from making an interdisciplinary research commitment for

fear of losing touch with his own discipline. In this connection,

it is interesting to note that the dlvelopment of the field of sociology

in the late 19th century in England and in France by exactly such

constraints.
163

The people who developed the discipline were restricted

6 2
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by their commitments to either the social institution (for example

the statisticians' role in government) or the already established

disciplines that they came out of. Maybe someday someone will write

a history of the new disciplines that may come out of interdisciplinary

research and will mention with awe that there could have ever been a

time when its creators were torn between the new field and their

past commitments.

One crucial corollary to the problem of the relationship between

the department snd the interdisciplinary institute is that of finding

leadership with a genuine openness and commitment to the exploration

of interdisciplinary possibilities. 164 At a weekly seminar of one

such institute, in which participants supposedly came together to

learn each other's frames of reference, a graduate student once put

a sign on the door that said "Sociology 102". That institute is

directed by a sociologist and, as the sign implies, spends much more

of its meeting time on sociological than on other social scientific

1
topics.

65
This is a problem of being victimized by one's head set.

In commenting on a similar situation at the Yale Institute of Human

Relations, in the 30's, Mark May remarked that older members were

"too old and too well-established in their fields to be expected to

change their interests and habits of work. The institute ... therefore

looked to its younger men for the development of an integrated program...

The integration that was later achieved was developed mainly by

younger men, most of whom .erc of junior rank."166 Because the member-

ship of any interdisciplinary institute is naturally committed to the

framework of an individual discipline, it is essential that a strong

leadership be present to crack open and questior, Ehose commitments.
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It would be interesting to look further into how interdisciplinary

centers would evaluate the impo-,7tance of their own leadership to the

quality of interdisciplinarity within their centers. It is our im-

pression that the lack of such a leadership has been an important

factor in the failure of many an interdisciplinary attempt.

The opposite problem to that of leadership with strong dis-

ciplinary loyalties seems to have equally destructive effects. That

is to say, a leadership with no disciplinary commitments lacks

"discipline" and is doomed to dilettantism. In a speech to the

Columbia University Seminar on General Education on "History as

an Interdisciplinary Discipline," the historian Peter Gay argues

the benefits of "discipline": "The first value of a discipline...

is that it provides discipline.., by offering a recognized set of

ideals, embodied in a known body of literature.., by posing an organized

set of demands: standards of scholarship, candid criticism and lin-

guistic skills.
.167

Eleanor Barbar, who works on international studies

programs at the Ford Foundation, carries this point of view into a

criticism of much of the current interdisciplinary research.
168

She

argues that many interdisciplinary problem-oriented research programs

are the product of the laymanIs.analysis of social problems. They

deal with those problems primarily in terms of their most concrete

symptoms. Rather than exhaus,:ing the possibilities of the individual

discipline and then approaching other disciplines with clear and

sharp questions, these centers look "sideways" for fast and.easy answers

and results.

A policy-researcher's criticism of academic social science

illustrates Dr. Barber's point precisely. He says that:

6
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... academic social science seeks to understand society,
not to intervene in it... This is not a criticism of
academic social science, foianderstanding is a pre-
requisite to intervening...

Nevertheless, he goes on, social science is not directly useful be-

cause its detachment leads to the generation of non-action oriented

theories for the following reasons: It only identifies broad

impersonal causative forces wnich policy can't deal with, and policy

makers need more specific details of social processes than the high

level of generality and abstraction that social science presents.
170

Interdisciplinary institutes' attempts to get away from these "limitations"

of academic social science are responsible for what Dr. Barbar calls

their reification of the layman's analysis. Or, to quote a graduate

student in an interdisciplinary social welfare program,

For the sake of being relevant, the people in my
program treat all problems and their historical
contexts in a purely descriptive manner. They
think describing a situation is understanding it.
But, in my opinion, a merely descriptive analysis
mystifies the problem in that it assumes that the
solution is inherent in the description, and ignores
the undeflying forces that rigorous and open analysis
reveals.

It is exactly the solutions that descriptive social science implies,

with their false promises of immediate and painless results, that

government funding agencies, especially throughout and since the 1960's,

have been pressing for.
172

This is the legacy of positivist, ameliorativs

social science and its worship of the empirically descriptive. Most

interdisciplinary institutes accept this inheritance and, in my opinion,

this is the underlying source of their failures.
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To see how both kinds of problems, those that arise from over-

and from under-commitment to a single discipline, are manifested in

concrete form, let us-look at the Wisconsin Insititue for Research on

Poverty. It is primarily a multidisciplinary institute with inter-

disciplinary aspirations that was founded and funded in 1966 by the

Office of Economic Opportunity and the University of Wisconsin.
173

It

was established for the purpose of doing "research into the nature

causes and cures of poverty in the United States" in response to the

1960's "widespread perception of poverty as a national disgrace coupled

with renewed confidence in the nation ability to eliminate poverty

through government intervention." The staff of tht.. Institute has been

composed of differing numbers of representatives from the various social

science disciplines at different times. Almost all of that staff have

joInt departmental appointments. Each carries out research on a

poverty-related theme and communicates his/her findings to the rest

of the staff and graduate students at regular seminars. It seems,

however, that the Institute has been dominated by economists, in number

and in the sources of its "best" work. Its attempts at interdisciplinarity

have been judged quite unsuccessful, except in one explicit case: its

negative income tax experiment.

What seem to be the effect:3 of interaction across disciplines?
The economists at the Institute attest that they have learned
something from the noneconomists, the noneconomists from the
economists. This undoubtedly is so. However, with the
exception of negative income tax work, it is hard to find
much evidence that interaction has affected anyone's research.
Economists continue to look at the economic variables,
sociologist at sociological variables, and both continue
to work within the conceptual frames of their own disciplines.
While there have been instances where social scientists
have undertaken interdisciplinary research that transcends
the individual discipline to look at its own piece of a
problem and then somehow interlock the pieces, examples
of success stories are hard to find... The negative

6 6
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-
income tax case is as close to being "interdisciplinary"
as anything the Institute has done. The hypotheses and
questions to be probed have been developed by a multi-
disciplinary group dominated by economists. It is
difficult to determine whether what has happened thus
far transcends the simple additimof sociological
questions to econoruic questions.

It is not surprising that the most successful interdisciplinary attempt

is the negative income tax experiment. This experiment obviously assumes

(tautologically) that the cause of poverty is lack of money. In terms

of description, as the social welfare graduate student above pointed

out, it is not difficult for disciplines to add to each other's

observations -- which is what the above quote says is the level of the

negative income tax project's analysis. Nor is it surprising, given

the fact that the institute is grounded on the assumption that govern-

ment intervention can solve poverty, that the negative income tax

is the major solution that it comes up with.

It seems to me that there are two related failures here. One

is the prostitution of social research to the established boundaries

of vested interest. The other is a failure to develop an integrated

theoretical analysis of the causes of poverty. Not only is the fate

of the poor put in the hands of the more dominant economists, but

it is put in the hands of economists with an obvious commitment to

solution of only the symptoms of poverty.

Where does this all leave the possibility for interdisciplinary

research? Perhaps the only real and, at this point, successful

alternative is in creation of new transdisciplinary forms of research.

One really has to know the fields themselves to describe that and

since I don't, we will have to base our comments on the earlier summary
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of Piaget's abstract description of them.

Piaget says that transdisciplinary comes out of the revelation

of the macessary relations of phenomena. Those relations are not

apparent in the phenomena themselves, but only in their underlying

structures. Bis transdisciplinary fields would never meet the

criticism (of Dr. Barber) that they sidestep the possibilities of

the already established disciplines because they emerge precisely

through the exhaustion of the discipline's explanatory models. Trans-

disciplinary forms would also not be prey to criticism of overcom-

mitment to a discipline because they are built on knowledge recognition

of the discipline's limitations.

Most importantly, transdisciplinarity comes out of a search

for causal relations -- not just causal relations that imply policy

reforms, but causes that explain the underlying processes of social

life and organization. It is in this sense that Piaget's formulation

parallels Marx's. Both understand that social facts are expressions

of other, sometimes hidden, sometimes contradictory social facts.

Perhaps transdisciplinary research in the social.sciences is as sparse

as it is, not only because the social disciplines are so young, but

because neither academic nor policy-oriented social scientists care

to live with the impli:.ations or the responsibilities of truly analytical

research. This is not new in social scientific research. What we

need now is a commitment to making it dead history. Unless social

science breaks away from the descriptive tradition of its ameliorative

past, transdisciplinary analyses of society will never be honestly

explored.

6 8
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Policy-making is the determination of general frameworks for the

identification and resolution of societal aud organizational issues.

Policy-making involves not only the substantial direction of policy

decisions, but the processes of decision-making as well. The policy

domain is inclusive of the most crucial and fundamental decisions which

determine the future of the concerned society or organization. For

example, national policy-making often determines the division and allo-

cation of resources and responsibilities between public and private

sectors, the distribution of national goods and properties, the scope

of government, the extent of public controls, the content and hierarchy

of national priorities, and the directions of national actions.

Awareness of the critical role of policy-making has grown in the

most recent decades. On a national level, it has became crucial along

with awareness of the need foemore sophisticated administratiVe theo-

ries and structures to deal with rapid social and technological change

characteristic of the modern world, and to eliminate disastrous (and

unintended) consequences of policies in an increasingly complex and

interdependent world. Policy-making is characterized by a high sense

of responsibility, initiative, and risk in the face of complex problems,

such as population explosions and food shortages, total war capabilities,

galloping technoiogiers, rising mass expectations, social turbulence,

and resource limitations.

Policy-making is critical in the determination of the future, not

only on the global and national levels, as indicated above, but also on

reglonal, community, and organizational levels. Most work done on .

policy-making has been on the organizational level, but in the modern



world of inter-organizational, inter-societal, and inter-level inter-

dependency, policy often has broad and reverberating impacts far beyond

the immediate policy-making organization and situation.

Policy-making is part of the configuration of processes known as

decision making. It is probably the most important aspect of decision

making. That is, an inefficient organization working in an acceptable

direction is better for the society and its future than an efficient

organization going in.an unacceptable direction. (G. Caiden 1971, 75)

The logic of that statement is simply that the latter's efficiency only

compounds the policy-making error. Of course, the difficulty lies in

the determination of what is an aaceptable, right, or good direction.

This is the complicated arena of policy-making.

Throughout this essay we attempt to utilize a rather simple def-

inition of policy-making. Policy-making is basically a "statement of

intent". A "statement of intent" has the implications (which are not

so simple) that:

(1) a partitular object, set of objects, or area are designated
to be affected (either in the environment or organization);

(2) there is some statement as to what the affect is to be, how
it is t..) be affected, and lierhaps, why it is to be affected;

(3) particular sequevcaz of behavior which are desired in rela-
tion to the affect arq,1 identified;,and

(4) actions can be identified and undertaken in the implementa-
tion of the statement of intent.

Policy-making is not a well-developed field of study. Though

fairly clear definitions of poltcy-making are possible, there is little

consensus regarding either the riature or the domain of policy-making.

Its place in the soCial sciences is not clear. The placing of policy-



making in any one field does not aid in understanding policy-making.

(k. Ranney, 1968) It is eclectic and draws from the knowledge and

methodologies of many areas and yet is not well developed enough to

carve out its awn identity.

This essay is intended to be an introduction to the dtudy of

policy-making. The framework developed in the essay dramatizes basic

themes in policy-making by creating a major controversy--a controversy

between rationalistic and incrementalistic approaches to policy-making.

Though this controversy was created for essentially heuristic purposes,

there is basis for such a controversy in the literature which has been

researched for this essay. Although the authors whose works are uti-

lized to illustrate the areas of and the natures of the controversy

between these two approaches did not address each other intensively in

debate and dialogue, the controversy is no less real. It is interest-

ing that although the controversy was initiated in policy-naking liter-

ature (D. Braybrooke & Lindblom, 1963), the relevant represen-

tatives of rational incremental approaches have seldom directly faced

one another. Each side of the controversy appears to have its own area

or domain and feels little need for confrontation with an opposing

approach or ideology. In this sense, the controversy is more created

than actual.

Though the controversy is created, it does, in fact, come from

familiarity with a wide range of study in rJ1icy-making and adminis-

tration. For the purposes of this essay, it is felt that the framework

of controversy is useful for understanding and analyzing policy-making

literature. The creation and exaggeration of controversy between

81



rational and incremental approaches to policy-making provides a frame-

work for synthesizing and relating various aspects of literature on

policy-making and administration. Though the controversy is presented

here for heuristic purposes, the nature and depth of the contro*eray

is demonstrated in the consideration of administrative traditions which

can be associated with these approaches to policy-making. The nature

of the controversy is illustrated i: the extent to which the approaches

form poles around which coherent administrative traditions can be drawn.

The approaches and their relevant administrative traditions also illus-

trate the extent to which themes within particular approaChes stand in

contradistinction to one-another. Through this argument, the contro-

versY, though constructed for the heuristic purposes of the essay,

becomes an actual controversy in which the areas of divergence are

clear and critical.

Although the creation and exaggeration of the controversy which

provides a heuristic framework for synthesizing and analyzing the lit-

erature of policy-making and administration is limited to literature

in this essay, it is felt that the framework would also be useful for

analysis and practice in actual policy-making situations. The themes

upon which the controversy is based are real and divergent, making the

controversy an actual reality as demonstrated in administrative prac-

tices which may stem from the opposing approaches. Though synthesis of

the approaches is considered, the controversy is deep enough that one

of the approaches will dominate. In reality, there may be various

forms of synthesis, but as the controversy is essentially unresolvable,

the synthesis will tend to be unstable indiCated by a movement toward

8 2



a dominance of the philosophy and practice of either the rationalistic

or the incrementalistic model. But for the purpose of this essay, it

is intended that the framework of controversy only provide the oppor-

tunity for an understanding of policy-making and synthesis of the lit-

erature through the created, exaggerated, and idealized rationalistic

and incrementalistic approaches to policy-making.
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This essay is intended to be introductory to a study of the area

of policy-making. The literature which has been researched for the

purposes of this essay is not a body of literature which was developed

around the central themes of the es:say. In fact, many authors 'desig-

nated within this essay may not have been aware of other authors to

whom they are related within the design of this essay. The essay at-

tempts to synthesize into its framework a wide range of studies which

were not initially addressing each other. It presents the analysis and

synthesis of an acquaintance with the fields of administration and

policy-making through the creation of a controversy between two ap-

proaches to planning and policy-making. The controversy, specifically

between.rational-6Auctive approaches to policy and disjointed-incremental

approaches to policy, is not based on a dialogue between the authors

which are designated as relevant in the framework of this-study. The

controversy is based on the literature in the fields of administration

and policy-making, and is initiated in this literature. (Particularly

in the works of C. E. Lindblom and related authors) However, for the
....

essay, this contrevertiy has been constructed to illustrate the extent

to which themes within particular approaches to policy-making and ad-

ministration can stand in contradistinction to one another. The crea-

tion and exaggeration of controversy provides the framework for synthe-

sizing and analyzing the literature of policy-making and administration.

Here, it is intended to be heuristically useful. It is suggested that

the framework of the controversy, is also useful for the practice and the

analysis of policy-making. Thus, though the controversy is, in some

senses, less t!.til actual, it is, in other senss, very real. This is

8
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demonstrated in the consideration of the administrative traditions

which are associated with the approaches to policy-making.

I. AN UNDERSTANDING OF POLICY-MAKING

This section of the essay is an introduction to.Ran understanding

of policy-making. Policy-making is related to an organizational context

with some discussion regarding the perimeters of the study policy-

makers and policy-making. The intention is to emphasize the perspective

that an understanding 'of policy-making comes from a study of the essence

and characteristics of policy-making actors and processes rather than

from a definitive discussion of the boundaries of policy-making as a

subject area.

* * * * * *

Policy-makers are involved in the task of allocating organizational

resources. Organizations have been defined as social units or human

groupings deliberately constructed and reconstructed to seek specific

goals. (T. Parsons, 1960, 17) Policy-making processes attempt to

implement th interests and values which will attribute to organizational

goals.

We live in an organizational society. Our lives are bounded by

organizations. Our bitth is in an organization, our education, our

working and leisure activities, even our deaths. Organt2ations are an

integral part of every life and every society--hospita, educational

institutions, business enterprises, religious organizations, the state,

etc.

Wt-)
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In contrast to earlier societies, modern socitey has placed
a high value on i:Atiouality, effectiveness and efficiency.
Modern civilization depends largely up organizations as the
most rational and efficient forms of social grouping known.
By coordinating a large nimber of human actiuns, the organi-
zation creates a powerful social tool. It combines its per-
sonnel with its resources, weaving together its leaders,
experts, workers, machines, and raw materials. At the same
time it continually evaluates how vsll it is performing and
tries to adjust itself accordingly in order to achieve its.
goals. (A. Etzioni, 1964, 1)

The emphasis on rationality, effectiveness and efficiency in

modern organizations and organizational actions highlights the signi-

ficance of goals and goal attainment for organi;:ations. However, the

perspective of orgaizational existence based solely on specified goals

and goal attainment is rather simplistic. The nature of organizational

goals is not so clear.. Organizational goals can be defined as 'states

of affairs' which organizations attempt to realize, or as 'desired

images' of the future. (Btaioni, 1964, ch.2) Goals, however define3,

are complicated in that they may be overt and covert, manifest and

latent. Goal displacement or distortion may occur. There may be goal

succession, multiplication, and expansion or contraction through the

history of organizations. Goals may be hierarchically arranged, de-

pendent on a listing of priorities. Goals may also be in conflict or

competition. In short, organizational goals are not sch simply and

clearly defined as may be suggested by the initial statement of the

essay.

An understanding of the nature of organizational goals is the br.cis

of an understanding of policy-making and approaches to policy-making.

Policy-making and goals are intertwined, but even more critical to this

essay, an understanding of the nature of organizational goals is the
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410
basis of choices of approaches to policy-making and policy-making studies.

In beginning to examine policy-making approaches in this essay, we-begin

iirith the proposition that policy-making can be defined as essentially

involving "statements of intent". (G. Benveniste, 1972, 34) As state-

ments of intent, the following characteristics can be idenrified with

policy-making:

(1) They are statements about Characteristics of future events;

(2) They contain either implicitly or explicitly sets of values
stated in the forms of objectives or goals;

(3) They identify processes and mechanisms for implementing the
values through prescribed actions: zold

(4) They are social and organizational phenomena (as opposed t,
individual or atomistic phapomena) which consequently in-
corporate the coordination of individuals and groups as
subsets of a larger system which forms'observable aggregated
social activity. (C. Lindblom, 1968, 4-5)

Msny atudies of policy-making are primarily-characterized as

attempts to identify and study the roles and actors which are legiti-

mized (to a greater or lesser degree) by e.ocial offanizations to par-

ticipate in the processes of policy-making. Early studies of roles

and actors focused on elitist stratification theories which assumed

that policy-makers are a clearly identified elite with whom policy-

making powers are Concentrated. (e.g., F. Hunter, 1953) There was

.tendency to assume that reputed power was actual power, and often it is

true that the impact of a few on the total organization or community

is so strong that it can appear to be the most significant.

Later stndies were sophisticated by the inclusion of such plural-

istic concepts as: (1) policy-making is tied to issues such that

mobilization of influencer 'Jithin decision-making processes is relative
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to specific and general themes or issues, and (2) policy-making Isar-

volves the actors throughout the entire process of decision, not just

those concentrated neer the very conclusion of the process. (e.g., R.

Dahl, 1961) These studies attempt to distinguish between various

degrees of influence and power as well as between the potential for

control and the potential for power. It is a snphistication ancLcomp-

plication of the understanding of policy-E.: tmd decision-making

and accepts as central the existence of issues around which organiza-

tions and groups aggregate and mobilize.

Though the study Rnd understanding of policy-making has been

sophisticated, refined and complicated--as suggested and superficially

commented upon above--some recent research has shown that these earlier

studies still have validity. For example, recent studies show that

there is still a substantial concentration of action and power among

significant actors. (Conway & Feigert, 1972, 185-190)

The impact of a sophisticated understanding of the policy-making

processes led to the realization that policy-making was not just the

conclusive decision-making acts. This has led to the elaboration of

phases or stages in policy-making. A seminal paper on policy-making

phases identifies five phases: (1) problem selection; (2) proposal

formulation; (3) policy selection or :lecision; (4) policy implementa-

tion; and (5) poliy appraieal. (McDougall & Lasswell, 1959) Other

phases and stages have been identified and used in ahalysis, such as

the resolution of differences of opinions or conflicts between various

groups or members, but the above are fairly widely accepted as Lasic

phases iv poliCy-making analysis.

8 8
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The examination of policy-making beyond the identification of major

actors and roles assumes that there exist some identifiable or regular-

ized patterns within these processes, i.e., that each study will not be

extremely idiographic or limited to each unique set of actors or each

unique situation. As noted above, this has led to the identification

of sequences of phases in policy-making. The various attempts to elab-

orate the phases of policy-making have included, at a minimum, the fol-

lowing:

(1) intellectual activities of perception, analysis and choice
which are often subsumed under the concept of 'decision-
making';

(2) social processes of implementing policies formulated by
means of organizational structure, systems of measurement
and allocation, and systems to ensure performance and
regulation; and

(3) dynamic processes of revising policy and plans as changes
in organizational resources, goals and environment dictate
adjustment within the context of the initial problem,
policy, or considerations. (Bauer & Gergen, 1968, 2)

An understanding of policy-making involves the entire range of

decisions, not.just those which are the conclusive decision-making

acts which define general They inclv.le planning, implementation

and revision of decisions.

It is the distinctly-, mission of the policy-maker that he
must allocate scarq '4sources and. must mediate among con-
flicting sets of vals and interests. He must form judge-
ments specific to the situation with which he is confronted....
Finally, he must balance each individual isSue off against
a wide range of other issues, including not only those that
presently exist, but those that exist in the future. (Bauer
& Gergen, 1968, 3)

So the undestanding of policy-making in an organizational context

becomes obscured not only by the complications in c understanding of

8 9
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organizational goals, as noted above, but by similar complications in

understanding and identifying the roles, actors, and even the issues

which fall within the scope of policy-making. There is a wide range of

the degrees and kinds of influences and power which are exerdised by

vaus roles and actors. These are shifting and may be actual or

potential. Also, there-is a fluidity of key or central issues, trade-

offs between issues, issue conflicts and impacts of past and future

issues.

Policy-makers are involved in making decisions which require judge-

ment specific to their organizational and Eltuational contexts. However,

in identifying those decisions with which the valicy-maker is involved,

i.e., those which are of a policy nature, it is perhaps easier to es-

tablish boundaries by identifying those dedisions which are not of a

policy nature. Policy decisions are not those which may be repetitive

and which may require little cognitation. They are not those decicnns

which have limited scope, impact, or consequence.

By implication, this defines policy decisions as those decisions

which require considerable judgement, those which require much and

diverse information. They are decisions which have broad impacts and

considerable consequence.' Such decisions have beell referred to as

If

critical decisions" and "strategic decision:3", based on the importance

of the issues and the decisions to their organizational context.

(P. Selznick, 1957)

Obviously, this definition of policy decisions is'qv'te ambiguous.

It does not establish boundaries of a universal nature for identifying

those decisions and issues which fall within the considerations and

9 0
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scope of policy-making. The ambiguity is perhaps unavoidable and in-

evitable, given the generality of our discussion in this essay. The

ambiguity is.also very conscious and deliberate. The inclusion of a

decision within the policy-sphere may depend on the level of the organi-

zation under examination as well as the perspectives of the persons

involved in_or observing the organizational phenomena which are the

focus at a particular time.

Acknowledging the ambiguity, we shall continue the attempt to

define policy-making with the statement that policy-making involves all

those processes which revolve around critical and strategic issues,

events and decisions. Critical events and decisions are judged by the

perceived importance of the issues to their organizational context.

Strategic events and decisions are those which direct an organization's

critical and scarce resources toward perceived and desired opportunities

while adapting to a changing environment. (Bauer E. Gergen, 196E, 16-18)

We end this section of the discussion with a caveat regarding

definitions. Gunnar Myrdal has observed that much "labor was often

wasted -n finding ptecise definitions of our several social science

disciplines in the belief that this was an important activity." However,

the validity of scientific inferences does not depend on their definition.

He concludes that the "one and only type of concept which it is permis-

sible to keep vague is the meaning of terms such as economics, sociology,

or psycholov." aq. Rein, 1968) We propose that it is likewise pos-

sible to explore the boundaries of policy-making, the relationships to

other fields of study, the dimensions of the sthject area, but the ex-

ploration will illustrate that the perimeters are not clear. The suect

9 i
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is rather ambiguous. The lack of a precise definition, however, need

not deter from an understanding of the substantive issues and dimensions

involved in policy-making.

II. THE DIMENSION APPROACH TO POLICY-MAKING ANALYSIS

Policy-making studies have used a variety of approaches, as sug-

gested earlier in this paper. Alternative approaches include the

selection of sets of actors, decisions, or events for analysis, for

example. In this paper, the focus is on an approach which emphasizes

the selection of dimensions of policy-making as a conceptual approach

to understanding policy-making. In exploring and studying policy-making,

many different dimensions can be used to form an analytic scheme. Dis-

mensions refer to particular conceptual tools and frameworks which

permit the analytic aggregation and disaggregation of policy-making

processes, events, decisions, ar:s, and actors.

This section of the essay is designed to be an introduction to the

dimension approach to policy-making analysis. The work of three authors

Jill be reviewed as exemplary of dimensional analysis of policy-making.

The interest in these papers is in the selection of dimensions, the

issues which the various dimensions raise and haw the studies identified

and utilized the concept of dimensions of policy-making. We are not

examining or critiquing, in any way, the conclusions of the studies at

this time, nor the validity or utility of the dimensions they have

selected, nor the related methodologies. We are interested in under-

standing what the selection of analytical dimensions is and how analyticol

dimensions can provide a conceptual framework for looking at policy-

making action or literature.

9 2
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110.
1. Allison's_Eauly of the Cuban Missile Crisis

The selection of particular dimensions or pccticular conceptual

frameworks for analysis leads to consequetial observations, policies,

and orientations. This is as true for students of policy-making as it

is for policy-makers. The relation between approaches and dimensions

which are reilected in policy orientations have been highlighted in an

examination of the Cuban Missile Crisis by Allison. (G. Allison, 1968)

Policy-making is analyzed through three apprc-Ves, highlighting dif-

ferent dimensions of policy-making proces2es. The three approached have

been identified as: (1) A Rational Policy Model, (2) An Organizational

Process Model, and (3) A Bureaucratic Politics Model.

First, he selects the Rational Policy Model. In this approach,

there is an analogy between the government as an actor and the economic

model of rational man who maximizes to achieve specific and explici

goals or ends. The government or state acts as a monolith or single

body and its acts reflect obvious self interest. This approach empha-

sizes dimensions of rationality, allocation, achievement.

The second model, Organizational Process, emphasizes the interplay

of the various points of view of different government organitions

involved in the crisis and their particular attention to thelor diverse

interests and routines which are determinants of their behaviors. In

this model, the various organizations have their own limited perspectives,

goals, values, and interests which form the basis of their acts and

decisions in policy-making. Policies which are then perpetuated are

then not those designed to meet-specific rational ends of goals, but

those which are based on previous experience, on previous decisions,
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on oilter patterns of normalized organizational bzhavior. That is, policy

reflects various organiza!-ional norms and regulations which compete and

cm:promise with those of related organizations. Dimenslons of increment-

ali*m, adaptivity, and congruency, especially as based on regulations and

the status quo is emphasized.

Allison's third model emphasizes the personalities and political

interests of individual participants in the crisis. In this model, the

internal politics of policy-making is not the redult of conscious ration-

ality, uor of organizational regulations and movements from the status

quo. It is rather the reflection of conflict and argument within and

between persons, both as individuals, and as representatives of organ-

izations. Policies then reflect a continuous process of determining the

relative positions and strengths of individuals and organizations or

their respective constituencies. The dimensions of initiation, functions,

and maintenance-are highlighted among others by this approach.

None of the three models suggested by Allison in this analysis are

new. The value of identifying the three models is that it makes it

possible to examine the ideas and conce thich are related to the models

and to explore their consequences in research and in action in a concrete

situation. That Li, in relation to an actual situation, the sets of

assumptions, information and values associated with model or approach and

which have been largely intuitive and implicit in many studies become

more explicit. In the context of this essay, this becomes useful in

assessing and in understanding the complexity of the processes of policy-

making. It emphasizes the dimensions which various approaches imply and

draws out ale significance of conceptual frameworks which will be used in

9,i



41110 THREE APPRAACHES TO PM:ICY-MAKING: CUBAN MISSli CRISIS

Model Focus Some Assumptions About Or anizations

Rational Policy
Model

1

The goals and
bhavior of total
organization

Organization is monolithic and autonomous.
Behavior is rational, i.e., goal-seeking
and achievement-maximizing.

Organizational
Process Model

The interaction of
subgrouls, norms,
and experience ,"
which establish
precedences

Organization reflects sut).;.ekip interests.
Routines are determinants v:'. 'ehaviors.
Interdependency is primary tharacteristic
of organizational relations.

Bureaucratic
Model

The interaction cf
personalities ;,..nd

individual polktical
interests

Organization reflects personal conflicts
and the relative positions lf power
and influence among persons and thei::
constituencies.

Figure 1

This figure summarizi!s the three approaches to policy analysis which
G. Allison presents in his study of Conceptual Models and The Cuban
Missle Crisis. Of particular interest to this essay is the extent to
which assumptions inherent to the model of policy-making chosen to form
the framework for policy analysis differ from those o& other models.
These assumptions then have a significant impact on the focus of policy
analysit and on the conclusions of policy and policy analysis.

9
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analysis of policy-making and the consequential conclusions for policy-

makers or for researchers.

2. A Stud of Polic -Makin in Peo 1 Re ublic of China

In a study of policy-making for the Cultural Revolution of the

People's Republic of China, the dimensions of Participation and Criteria

for Decision are identified. (H. Harding, 1969) The dimension of

Participo,ion is based on the degree of and extent of participation in the

processes of policy-making. This dimension has two basic categories, High
.

Mass Participation and Low Mass Participation which is also called Elitist

Participation. The dimension of Criteria for 7)ecision also haa two cat-

egories. Pragmatic Criteria are reflef:ted in the domination of the

factors of unique situations and seta of actors among the decision cri-

teria employed in policy-making. Dogmatic Criteria, on Cie other hand,

is the domination of established tradition and interpretation of Maoist

Thought in deci.)u criteria for policy-making.

Harding uses thece dimenr!..ons to identify four distinct policy-

making strategies:

PARTICIPATION

High Mass

Elitist

CRITERIA FOR DECISION

Pra matic Do matic

Pra:matic Mass Line D :ftatic Mass Line

Pragmatic Elitist
i Dogmatic Elitist

Figure 2

This figure illustrates the interaction of two dimensions of
policy-making to form four distinct strategies.

-
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410 The study compares and contrasts the various strategies and em-

phasizes the basic differences which exist in the characteristics of

the processes of policy-making with the choice with a particular strategy

or mode. Divergencies emerge in the choice of policies, tactics, and

processes. For the purposes of this essay, we have drawn from Harding's

observations and discussion of the divergencies following from strategy

selectiOn to show the utility of his choice of dimensions to contrast

approaches to policy-making. These observations are limited to his

analysis of the Chinese policy-making processes and are not intended to

be generalized to other policy systems. (See summary in Harding, 1969, 13)

We will summarize the differences which were emphasized between two

strategies along the dimensions noted above, Participation and Criteria

for Decision. The strategies of Dogmatic Mass Line (DML) and Pragmatic

Mass Line (PML) lead to significant differences. First, in summarizing

policy choices, DML is highly dependent on a diagnostic model. That is,

the identification of the correct policy option is according to the match-

ing of the correct diagnosis with the correct prescription from the doc-

trinal source. The emphasis is on the doctrinal interpretation and its

applicetion to the situation which is being diagnosed. This is a very

prescriptive and normative approach. PML, on the other hand, depends on

the selection of the most feasible and acceptable option. That is, it

emphasizes the policy option which has the highest expected utility in

the specific situation. There is a high dependence on the rationality

of feasibility, effectiveness, and efficiency in policy choice.

Harding points out quite appropriately that the number of options

considered in PML and DML differ substantially, as well as the substance
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,1-4

of those options considired. FML and DMI Also call for significantly

different types of expertise; information, analysis, and prediction.

The processes of decision differ significantly also according to the

degree of participation in the policy-making processes. It also follows

that the differences in the criteria for decision affect quite strongly

the processes. DML, for example, using dogma as the criteria for de-

cision most often will compare policy options for their harmony with

doctrine and tradition. The basis for resolution of disputes and con-

flicts then is the correctness of the diagnosis and the appropriateness

of the dogmatic prescription, that is, the consistency with the inter-

pretation of the dogma and with the accepted tradition. This implies

that there is a utiversalistic interpretation of the criteria of deci-

sion which can be universally applied or implemented. Prescription and

implementation can be learned and transfered to a wide variety of

situations. PML, however, uses more pragmatic criteria which permit

the comparison of possible solutions in the context of the concrete

situation. The uniqueness of the situation and the decision are

stressed rather than universal truths derived from tradition and dogma.

Disputes and conflicts are then resolved through compromise or through

agreement on the feasibility, effectiveness and efficiency of policy

options, that is on costs and risk calculations according to performance

or achievement evaluations.

There is also noted a difference in control functions and timing

between the two strategies. Control comes through calculation and experi-

mentation between alternative policies before the policy finalization

and is then carried on throughout the implementation according to

9 3
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C9MFARISON OF DOTqATIC MASS-LINE (IJmL) ANM PRAGMATIC MASS-LINE (PML)

O

Characteristic 114L PML

Basic model

Basis of factions

Number of options

Criteria for decision

Pasis for resolution
of factional disputes

Risk*Control

Diagnostic: identi-
fication of 'correct'
option

Class standpoint

Two

Dogmatic: options
compared with the
doctrine

"Correctness"

Post-decision risk
control through
feedback and policy
modification

Rational choice: selection
of most feasible option, with
highest expected utility

Different information,
analyses, predictions

Several
.

Pragmatic: options compared
with each other in the con-
text of the concrete situation

Agreement on cost and risk
calculations or compromise

Pre-decision risk control
through prediction, calcu-
lation and experimentation

Figure 3 (adapted from H.Barding,1969,13)

This figure illustrates the comparison of two policy-making apProaches
along lines of major characteristics. The comparison permits a clearer
understanding of the differences between the approaches, that is, the
points of divergence can be summarized by looking at the characteristics
of the approaches. Obviously, there is some controversy between the
approaches around the themes of policy formuLation and evaluation.
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rationality considerations of efficiency and effectiveness in the PML

strategy. Control in DML, however, comes after the decision phase of

policy finalization and is basically designed through comparison of feed-

back against the dogmatic guidelines which have been interpreted as rel-

evant and prescribed.

This study provides a fine example of the utility of identifying

dimensions for analysis of policy-making. It illustrates how the se-

lection of particular dimensions is useful in examining conceptual frame-

works which lead to consequential policies, observations and orientations

to policy-making. The choice of dimensions, in this case, pertitted a

combined analysis of actors, processes, and policy results.

3. A Dimensional Analysis of Planning Theory

To examine planning and policy-making, Faludi has chosen to emphasize

dimensions or modes. He has selected three major issues or themes which

dominate planning theory and uses each of these issues as a basis for the

dimensions to form the analytic framework to understand planning theory.

Each issue forms a basic dimension of planning or policy-making and each

dimension has extreme ends. The dimensional continua are identified

by their extremes: Blueprint--Process Dimensions, Rational-comprehensive

--Disjointed-incremental Dimensions, and Normative--Functional Dimensions.

In the first continuum, the extreme ends emphasized are seen in a

priority on Blueprint versus Process models of planning or policy-making.

On the continuum of this dimension, the extreme Blueprint mode is char-

acterized by the engineer aspects. That is, a great deal of rationali-

zation and action specification is necessary for effectiveness. The

objective is to remove as much uncertainty as possible and to attain the

1 0
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desired effects and objectives in specified actions. It is assumed that

such a great deal of certainty is possible. The Process mode, on the

other head, emphasizes the continuous nature of policy-making. Adapta-

tion during implementation, for example, is a primary and inevitable patt

of the process incorporated from the initial phases of planning and

policy-making. Feedback and the management of external and internal

information requiring review, evaluation, 'land reformulation of policies

is characteristic of the Process mode. The dichotomy in these'two modes

is seen primarily in the emphasis in control in the Blueprint mode which

contrasts with the emphasis on interaction in the Process mode.

The issue related to the second dimension is the extent to which

policy is to follow an ideal of rationality. This is to suggest, among

other related concepts, the need to evaluate all conceivable alternatives.

The extreme modes of this dimensional continuum are the Rational-

comprehensive modes and the Disjointed-incrementalist modes. As this

particular dimension is the focus of this essay, we will have the oppor-

tunity to follow quite intensively the policy implications around this

dimension of planning and policy-making.

The third issue which Faludi chooses to emphasize is the degree of

extension of the scope of rational policy selection and specifications.

That is, to what extent policy-making shculd and does include the speci-

fication of means as well as ends. The extreme ends of this dimensional

continuum are labeled as the Normative modes and the Functional modes.

. The Normative mode suggests that the attention should be entirely on the

ends, goals, or objectives of policy, and this is the boundary of policy-

making sphere for both policy-makers or researchers. The extreme mode,

10 1
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DIMENSIONAL CONTINUA OF PLANNING AND POLICY-MAKIVO-ADFR1ACHES

ISSUES

Blue Id nt "rocess

Firm, consistent Image of Planning Uncertain, adaptive

Complete Control of Environment Incomplete

Short Internal and External
Time-lags

Long

Rational-comprehensive >Disjointed-incremental

Holistic

Small

am.m.

Narrow and
Technical

Normative(

1_

Bureaucratic

Determined

Image of society Atomistic

Relative -autonowy
of experts

Great

Scope of influence Wide, Technical
and Value influences

Role of experts

Functional

Political

Degree Of influence Varying

Figure 4 (adapted from A.Faludi,1973,pp.138,156,177)

The issues in this figure are illustrative of major points of
controversy and divergence between various policy-making approaches.
The antithetical positions cf the identified approaches demonstrates
the utility of dimensional analysis and the extent to which divergence
between nolicy aonroaches may be irreconcilable.
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Functional mode, suggests that the sphere of policy-making includes the

specification of means and further concludes that such specification

should be the primary activity and concern of policy-making.

These dimensions are useful in understanding not only theoretical

approaches and related literature, but in understanding or analyzing

actual policy-Making situations and processes. They can-form-the baste's

for research and provide research hypotheses. The modes at the extreme

ends of the continua are useful in identifying tendencies in policy-

making rather than being actual characterizations of policy-making per

se. That is, actual policy-making is not concentrated at the ends of the

dimensional continua, but are somewhere between the extreme modes.

* * * * * *

It is possible to select from many dimensions to understand policy-

making. Many of the dimensions will be inter-related and interdependent.

For example, Rational-comprehensive modes can be identified.closely with

Blueprint and Functional modes of policy-making. Among other dimensions

which might_be identified, some literature deals with related concepts

such as: (1) Adaptive and Development policy processes, (2) Allocative

and Innovative policy processes, (3) Legitimizing and Change orientations,

(4) Repressive and Liberative orientations. As can be seen in this essay,

the selection of dimensions for policy-making analysis is actually only

an initial stance which, upon examination and expansion, will begin to

include, by implication or even explicitly, other dimensions. It will

also exclude particular dimensions. This essay will illustrate the degree

of interdependency among policy-making dimensions as we choose to move

from an e:aminationof Rational-comprehensive policy-making and Dis-
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jointed-incremental policy-making approaches to an exploration of the

administrative implication of these approaches.

II/. TWO APPROACHES TO POLICY-MAKING

Of the many possible dimensions which may be used for action and/or

analysis of policy-making, two have been selected for closer examina-

tion in this paper: a Rational Deductive-Approach and a Disjointed-

Incremental Approach. Interpreted as dimensions, these approaches

have been quite highly idealized and stylized in this essay. This

abstraction is intentional. It will simplify the exploration of diver-

gency between the two approaches. As suggested above in an examination

of dimensional anansis of policy-making, these two approaches can be

seen, on some levels, as opposiee or extreme ends of one dimension of

policy-caking. This implies that the approaches are, on some points,

mutually exclusive. As the points of divergence are explored, it will

be seen that the approaches can form the basis of a controversy in

policy analysis. In simplest terms, that means that the use or selec-

tion of one approach can exclude the use of the other approach. More

realistically, the choice of one approach implies the exclusion of basic

elements of the other approach.

The selection of an approach may be implicit or explicit; it may

be intentional or intuitional. However, it can be seen that from the

selection that implications and particular relations with other dimen-

sions of policy-making may be inevitable, or at least, that the inter-

relationships of various dimensions will become quite distinct. This

proposition is seen throughout the essay in the choice of study approaches
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to policy analysis in relation to relevant administrative traditions.

The proposition is that organizational action based or designed,

explicitly or implicity, on particular dimensions and approaches to

policy-making imposes particular patterns and images which have specific

consequences for system organization, system actions, the nature of the

outcomes of the processes of the system, and so on. ,That is, the

selection of an approach to policy-making can be associated with par-

ticular administrative practices and traditions. Within each dimension

and approach, specific assumptions regarding the nature of society, the

nature of knowledge and information, the nature of man are embedded.

Where significant divergence within these aspects occurs, there will be

substantial divrgence in problem selection, formation and expression of

preferences, and consequently, the courses of action and policy along

with the subsequent results will also differ significantly.

This paper is an exploration of two approaches to policy-making, a

rational-deductive approach and a disjointed-incremental approach. The

work of C. E. Lindblom provi.des the basis for this distinction initially.

His work also suggests that a controversy is involved in the discussion

and comparison of these approaches. Our first task will be to become

acquainted with the basic characteristics of these approaches before we

can continue into an exploration of divergencies, relevant administrative

traditions and some consequential implications relevant to policy-

making and policy analysis.

* * * * * *

L. The Rational-Deductive Approach (RDA)

This anproach has been called the conventional analysis of political

1 0
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action and policy-making. (H. Harding, 1969, 4) There is no one

spokesperson who stands out as representative of this approach, but

there are many who essentially use this approach to planning and policy-

making or.analysis. For example, Leys selects Tinbergen as exemplary

of this approach and illustrates how the approach stands in contra-

distinction to the incremental-disjointed approach. (C. Leys, 1969, 248)

Another distinct use of this approach appears in the policy analysis

literature of Dror. (Y. Dror, 1968) However, as represented in this

essay, the rational-deductive approach tias been idealized to the point

that it is not easy to point to the works of one person who best

exemplifies the approach. Rather a general approach is presented which

condenses and combines the works of several authors into a more coherent

presentation of the essential characteristics of^ne approach.

In the Rational-Deductive Approach (RDA), policy-making is basic-

ally a matter of choice. Choice is basically a matter of finding the

appropriate.responses to appropriate questions. (Bauer & Gergen, .

1969, 27-28) The approach is most simply illustrated by questions such

as, "What do we want?", "How can we best get it?", and logical sequitors

of these questions. The necessity for developing RDA is that people

and organizations generally want more than they can get. That is ca-

pabilities are limited, competition may be keen, resources are scarce.

consequently, choices must be made from among competing desires, as not

all desires can be satisfted.

Choices are formed through systematic analysis and formalized

statements which clarify preferences among alternative choices. /t is

then possible to determine the allocation of scarce resources among
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alternative Choices and among competing desires and ends. Rationality,

as a central concept in RDA, is the assertion of optimizing behavior

to achieve the most highly preferred ends. Optimizing suggests that it

will be done in the mist efficient economic, and effective manner.

In its simplest form, RDA identifies two elements in an act of

choice, an act of policy-making: (1) the set of alternatives from which

the choice is to be made; and (2) the set of preferences according to

which actors rank these alternatives. Alternatives can be identified

by either listing all members of the set of feasible alternatives or a

representative sample therefrom, or by stating the constraints or the

characteristics which the alternatives must satisfy.

Elementary analysis can be initiated by breaking the acts of RDA

into three sets:

(1) the statement of preferences;

(2) an exposition of alternative actions; and

(3) the relating of alternative actions to stated preferences
so that efficient choice is made among alternatives.

A more sophisticated statement maintains the strong correspondences

suggested above which are assumed to exist between the result and the

goal, between the consequence and the objective. An exemplary statement

of RDA assumes that the system or organization is teleological. That is,

the system is characterized by goal-seeking behavior, is unitary in its

action and decisions, and is rational in achieving its goals and objec-

tives. (W. C. Churchman, 1971)

As seen by the following statement, the relation between goals and

policies are primary, even in a more sophisticated statement of the

phases of RDA:
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... 1. purpose in relation to situation constitutes the
action generating element of a given system; 2. the initial
acts in the process are the conception of the most desirable
ends--nsmely of longterm consequences valued as ideals;
3. the first decision concerning objectives is made in regard
to such consequence and value assessments--if the best deter
minable alternative consequence does not satisfy the long
term valite requirements; the system closes at the objective
setting phase and feeds back into purpose so that a recon
sideration of the proposed action becomes possible and so
that a new action pattern embodying a different, mare accept
able, consequence can be visualized or actually invented;
4. if the objective(s) do satisfy the value/consequence
requirements, then the process continues to its subsequent
phases through the setting of goals and decisions concerning
the most relevant means, which then are directed to the
selected result(s) that must, as a matter of course, be con
sonant with the longterm consequences that-were initially
defined; 5. it is, finally, with respect to consequences
thus chosen that the result--outcome governed by the goal
and the means--feeds back into the situation and changes
reality in a manner that can be called "planned". (H. Ozbekhan,
1972, 68)

The tradition formed around RDA is based on several assumptions.

Tfiese include the assumption that the establishment of sets or ranks

of values and preferences (usually referred to as utility schemes) to

evaluate actions and future consequences by an order of their desire

biliiy is possible. Another assumption is that problens-are single,

unitary, structurally identifiable, and have rather distinct boundaries.

It is often assumed, as well, that problems will have-solutions, and

that when implemented, these solutions can eliminate the problem. A

high degree of certainty and stability in relevant conditions of policy

situations is often assumed. And, as noted,above, it is assumed that

there exists a 'rationality of behavior', that is that actions and

decisions can be determined and judged by,a ranking of alternatives.

The theoretical consequence of these assumptions is seen in attempts

to discover namic relations which exist between actors, environments,
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conditions, preferences, values, ed choice selection among alternatives.

Nomic relations, characteristic of A acientific orientations identify

laws of action and react&on so that given the aspects of a particular

situation or interaction of elemente, it is inevitable that particular

consequences will follow. Nomic relations are assumed to exist irrer

spective of.the uniqueness of situeti one, i.e., universalistic principles

exist and can be discovered througP research and experi ence and

ace.

these

universal principles can be transferred over time and sp

Certain difficulties are readOY evident in RDA, and have been

acknowledged by theorists and practicioners sympathetic to RDA. Pri-

marily, the dominant alternative 1_0 rarelY present. DoMinant alterna-

tives are elusive for a variety of reasons including : (1) the reality

that the choice may affect more then one individual or group; (2) a

diversity of interests and prefererites /post often be addressed; and

(3) interests and preferences are ehifting. Secondly, the outcomes

resulting from a range of choices ere seldom known with a high degree

of certainty. Further, all the collsequesces of the choices and actions

may not occur immediately or withir; the timing anticipated. For example,

consequences may be deferred, unintentional, or accentuated.

Sophistications of the basic 519A have attempted to minimize the

complications arising fram these atknowledged difficulties. These

include the construction of indifference maps to measure the rates of

marginal substitutional and marginal rates of transformation, i.e., the

.willingness and the possibility of occhange between preferences. Other

sophistications on RDA include ranktN sYsterns which go beyond the

simplistic ranking of alternatives bY cme attribute, explicit analysis

1 ()
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of variables within spedific preference functions, definition and

clustering of values underlying objectives and goals established to guide

Choices among Alternatives. Methods have also been designed to permit

the consideration of non-marketable and non-quantifiable alternatives,

the prediction of uncertainties, and the , ,rnatives by the

priority of process or procedure of poll "g .mplementation

over other criteria of optimization. Spatial, temporal, and distribu-

tional dimensions have also been explicitly incorporated into some

methods relevant to RDA.

However, the majority of these sophistications are still basically

designed around the central criteria of optimization and efficienty in

choice, and still strive for perceived improvement by the selection of

thebest alternatives for the situation. RDA, therefore, is normative,

i.e., it establishes an ideal pattern of behavior for a situation or a

Set of situations, or a set of ideal guidelines for the ideal behavior

for those situations. The normative nature of RDA will become more

obvious later in this essay as we examine the relevant administrative

traditions.

2. The Disiointed-Incremental Approach (DIA)

The work of C. E. Lindblom is the most systematic treatment of

this approach. As a major spokesperson for this approach, he argues

that policy-making processes should be analyzed, and strategies con-

structed, by examining the way in which organizations actually go about

making their critical decisions and handling strategic events.

(Braybrooke & Lindblom, 1963, ch.1) This is obviously more of a de-

scriptive approach to policy-making analysis than the more normative
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approach of RDA. The themes of Disjointe4-Incremental Approaches (DIA)

revolve around the behavior of organizations in reality, rather than the

construction of normative statements and nomic relationships about what

organizations 'should' db. Lindblom asserts that RDA does not relate

to organizational reality, nor to the nature of knowledge within the

area of policy-making.

The synoptic approach makes such comprehergive demands for
information and analysis that theories are desperately
needed merely to discipline the gathering of information
and to organize the multiple implications of whatever evi-
dence is gathered. Yet theories of this sort, highly struc+
tured bodies of generalizations that systematically employ
concepts offering some approximation of axiomatic treatment,
have simply not been developed for most of the topics that
fall within the field of public policy evaluation. (p.49)

The approach which LindblOm presents has been titled Disjointed-

Incrementalism and he proposes that Disjointed-Incrementalism (DIA) is

useful for analysis and action, planning and policy-making. DIA

describes a "set of practices that, however subtly and idiosyncratically

each mind works, represents a point of convergence for policy analysts

in their adaptations to the difficulties of problem solving and evalua-

tion. The set of adaptations is relatively simple, crude, almost

wholly conscious and public...." (p.82) In fact, they are seen to be

so simple, that they are seldom perceived to constitute the systematic

and defensible strategy which they do. Taken together, Lindblom asserts,

they actually do form a "mutually reinforcing set of adaptations with

rational and systematic coherence." (p.82)

It is readily obvious that rationality, as the concept is employed

here, is not the same as employed in RDA. The essence of rationality

in DIA is not the ultimate construction of nomic, universal relations,
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nor the ultimate construction of ideals (which are often unattainable

and impractical in the sense of DIA). Rationality is rather, the

matching of actual practices of policy-making to the environment in

which policy-making is embedded, that is, in relation to actual political-

social-economic contexts and capacities. In this understanding of

rationality, feasibility is more important than logical consistency or

rule identification. The analysis policy situations is a paramount

concern.

Lindblom poses.two dimensions , , policy situations which are re-

lated to policy-making: (1) the degree of understanding of cause and

effect in the situation; and (2) the degree of change which is sought.

He notes that he is basically addressing those changes which are incre-

mental, not revolutionary, in his analysis for policy-making. He is

also concerned with decisions where the understanding of cause and effect

is low, i.e., where the solution is not calculatable, repetitious, or

routine. This lack of understanding may exist either because of low

consensus or a lack of understanding regarding the action-consequence

assumptions which might be utilized in a situation. It may be noted that

this corresponds closely with our earlier discussion of policy, but we

did not discuss the limitation of issues of change to incremental,

rather than revolutionary changes, i.e., smaller rather than larger

changes. Though these are useful categories, it is often difficult to

determine which changes are revolutionary and which are incremental in

reality as most changes occur in patterns of activities rather than as

isolated activities/decisions.
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Although there may always be some divergence of opinion of the

significance of a particular change, Lindblom notes that there will

always be sufficient convergence of opinion, because, while "people

favor (or disfavor) contrary things, they make issues of the same topics

and because they tend to agree on which factors are important for theo-

retical explanations of change." (p.70) Incremental change includes

II

any changes permitted within the smallest set of patterns, as well as

some of the mane,- in the larger patterns, including very

small changes in the very largest." (p.65)

The set of behavioral rules comprising DIA are proposed because

they seem to be better adapted than the ideals of RDA to the practical

needaand limitations under which people do actually make policy choices.

The features of this approach can be used to identify the range of al-

ternatives which should be considered, and the rational processes for

making plans and policy.

The elements of DIA are highly correlated to Lindblom's itique

of RDA. The features of this critique are based on specific &.aptations

which RDA is uncapathE. of making:

(1) Man's intellectual capacities are limited;
(2) Man's knowledge is limited;
(3) Extensive analysis is costly;
(4) Analysts inevitable to construct a Aomplete rational-

deductive system (or a welfare function);
(5) The interdependencies between fact and value is very

significant, but overlooked in RDA;
(6) The openness of systems to be:analyzed is significant;
(7) The analysis need strategic sequences to guide analrais

and evalmatIoni and
(8) There Issa large diversity of±arms in which policy

problems arise.
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The elements featured in the model of DIA, as presented by

Lindblom, are:

(1) Marginal-dependent choice;
(2) Restricted variety of policy alternatives considered;
(3) Restricted number of consequences considered;
(4) Adjustment of objectives to policies;
(5) Reconstructive treatment of data;
(6) Serial analysis and evaluation;
(7) Remedial orientation of analysis and evaluati,m; and
(8) Social fragmentation of analysis and evaluation.

We will examine each of these elements in some detail below.

Marginal-Dependent Choice is enratructed from the observation that

policy-makers have an idea of present conditions, objectives, and

policies, and that these form the basis or beginning point of policy-

making. In seeking to improve the present, they must obtain More

information about the present. Consequently, alternatives are campared

in terms of their similariLf tm the present--the status quo. Informa-

tion about alternatives to7the7present is derived from historical

experience, contemporary espemnemces, and/or simulations of experience.

A dominant chararnecilstic, then of their investigations is
that they focus-mar the increments by-,which the social status
that might resur-.--:rilaaalt alternativepolicies differ from the
status quo. Toluca. the.point in other terms, their investi-
gations are conotned wdth margins at which it is contem-
plated that soc1.4/1sutan= might be changed from that existing.
(p.84)

This differs radical117 frrea the ranking of social statass-in RDA.

It certainly reduces demande on the system. It also identifaes incre-

ments by which consequencetsmf policies differ so that no cm-Tmeptualiza-

tion of a total complex am: zmnprehensive social state is necessary.

It is less abstract and distracting to the analyst, so that mltimately

proposed policies are more 'Jeastbl, and therefore, more rational.
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It then follows that a Restricted Variety of Alternatives will be

considered. Specifically, those alternatives will be considered which

incrementally differ from the status quo or which can be based on the

status quo. This restriction is also further limited in that not even

all increments to the present are considered, "given the discontinuities

in the adjustments by which policies can be varied, given certain char-

acteristics in the ways individuals describe and explain policies, and

given failures in imagination and other restrictions on the infinite

multiplication of alternative policies." (p.88)

The third element featured in Lindblom's treatment of DIA is that

for any given policy alternative, only a Restricted Number of Consequences

are Considered. This is necessary and realistic. It is also desirable.

The need for simplification limits the elements of social structures and

processes which are considered beyond the realm of concern. Elements

may be excluded for a variety of reasons; their extreme stability, the

universality of knowledge regarding their specific consequences; their

extreme instability; the paucity of knowledge which may be used to judge

consequences, social and spatio-temporal distances making analysis too

costly and uncertain; and any of a number of other reasons. This element

of DIA emphasizes the establishment of the domain and boundaries of

policy and alternatives, with explicit parameters of consideration.

The fourth element of DIA is the acknowledgment of the Ad ustment

of Obiectives to Policies. Policy objectives shift throughout the

policy-making process. These shifts may occur for many reasons, such

as the former objective becoming impossible, unacceptable, infeasible,

or irrelevant. The perspective of RDA postulates that means are adjusted
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to ends, i.e., policies are sought which will attain the specified

objectives, but Lindblom notes the significance of the revefse of that

relationship of one-way adjustment.

Since the reverse adjustment is superimposed on the conven-
tionally conceived adjustment of means to ends, the net
result is a-reciprpcal relationship between ends and means
or between policies and values that is different from that
envisaged in the synoptic ideal. (p.93)

The point is simply that objectives are not absolutes. While the

policy-maker contemplates means, he continually and simultaneously.con-

templates objectives. In.RDA, the objectives must be ideally established

and stabilized before the selection of the appropriate means. In DIA,

the objectives need not be absolute nor stabilized. Objectives actually

appear in sets and matrices of interrelationships. Policy-making in-

volves the adjustment (and perhaps, even the discarding or innovation)
1

of objectives as more information becomes available, such as informai:ion

on coiis, feas7ibilities, instruments, implementations, and changes in

the policy situation or preferences.

From the adjustment of objectives of policies, it can be seen that

there must be continual Reconstructive Treatment of Data. The basic

aspect of this element is that DIA shows a tendency to deal with themes

and their values throughout the entire policy-making processes.

The strategy (DIA) seizes the reconstructive opportunities
that are latent in the multiplicity and fluidity of values.
Multiplicity and fluidity are by no means absolute draUbacks
to rational evaluation.... Fluid themes invite, as settled
sets of rules do not, exploratory responses--attempts to
meet concrete demands of specific circumstances as imagina-
tively as is compatible with meeting them appropriate17. (p.99)
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With the transformation of problems, as implied by the adjustment

of objectives to policies, there is reconstructive treatment of data,

which is a consequence of the reciprocal relationship of ends and means

throughout the policy process. "As fact-systems are restructured and

proposals are tedesigned, shifts occur in the values deemed relevant to

settling the questions." (p198) This process is also reciprocal, in

the sense that shifts in values and themes likewise afl,s_L tue atteut-L.u,1

t= 'carious tact-systems and policy designs.

From the reciprocity of processesas noted above, it is proposed

that Analysis and Evaluation is Serial. It is thus adapted to continual

change. AB policy analysis is incremenzal, exploratory, serial, and

matked by the adfustnent of ends and means, it is also expected that

long-term aspirations will not appear aa stable, dominant critical

values. There will he, rather, constanz Re-orientation and Remedial

Orientation in theseserial analyses aced evaluations. This is an

extremely important point as it highlights the complexity of the organ-

izational learning processes which are invnlved with planning and policy-

making. In RDA, organizational learning cnmes through the evaluation

of the appropriateness of the policy after the consequences and actions

have been completed, and so that the learning can be applied to another

situation and decision.- In DIA, however, organizational learning involves

a remedial dimension which is continuous and concurrent with policy-

making, and not-concentrated at the culmination of policy-making. The

relevance of practical versus dogmatic criteria of decision are evident

in this aspect of the controversy between RDA and DIA. In DIA, organi-

zational learning involves a remedial dimension through the significant
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inclusion of learning and objective establishment through dangers or

ills to be avoided (negative learning), as well as from the more posi-

tivistic learning of successes and the post-process evaluations char-

acteristic of RDA.

The final element of DIA is that -oalysis an evaluation in the

',oliry processes occur at a large number of points throughnut the system,

i.e., it is Socially Fragmented. This is one reason for tne term

"disjointed", which is often interpreted as au emberrassinn and awkward,

if mot perjorative concept.

Analysis and evaluation are disjointed in the sense that
various aspecta of public policy and even various aspects
of any one problem or problem area.are analyzed at various
points, with no apparent coordination and with the articu-
lation of parts that ideally characterizes subdivision of
topic in synoptic problem solving. (p.105)

Disjointed may also refer to the focus on remedial policies which

are more accessible and adjustable, in opposition to the addressing of

aAnore comprehensive set of goals and alternative policies, as in RDA.

The concept of "disjointed" is quite fascinating.

Disjointedness has its advantages--the rrirtues of its
defects--chief among them the advantage of preserving a
rich variety of impressions and insights that are liable
to be 'co-ordinated' out of sight by hasty and inapprom-
priate demands for a common plan of attack. There are
circumstances.to which no one plan is especially suited.
(p.106)

The elements of DIA illustrate the descriptive nature of this

approach. It is an attempt to be empirical by establishing the patterns

of behavior which are actually related to policy-making. This does

-present some conceptual difficulties, leaving a very loose tradition,

theoretically speaking. The confirmation of a descriptive theory ds,
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410 generally, in principle a very difficult, if not impossible task.

Empirical validation of descr'ni -les can be demons: to be

incorrect, but the actual confirm, theor_kes is

possible only if all alternative theories are rejected. However, a

large set of works which propose to be models, propositions, hypotheses,

and theories or quaisi-theories have been developed. There is a great

deal of overlap, redundancy, contradiction, and complementarity within

this very loose set of studies which can be identified with DIA, a very

disjointed and incremental grouping! Later we will attempt to identify

the administrative tradition which can be related to DIA.

Obviously, the approach to policy-making and policy analysis as

outlined above is not without difficulty. Although the imprct of

Lindblom's thesis has been undeniably strong, the reaction of proponents

of RDA has been strong also. Dror, for example, emphasizes the derogatory

nomenclature of "muddling through", as characteristic of DIA, and sug-

gests that adoption of the model by decision-makers might tend to an

underestimation of the impact of diese actors. He notes that it is useful

to point out the reserl-ations regarding the impact of such actors, as

Lindblom has done, but "these are insufficient to alter its main impact-

as an 'ideological reinforcement of the pro-inertia and anti-innovation

forces." (E. Dror, 1964, 55)

Though there is little argument regareLmg the validity of the

empirical bases of DIA, the problem is hyw can such highly descriptive

observations of real-life planning become prescriptions? Should descrip-

tions even become prescriptions? Etzioni argues that "Decisions by

consent among partisans without a society-wide regulatory renter and
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guiding institution6 should not be viewed as the preferred approach to

decision-making." (Etzioni, 1967, 387) First, the interests of the

most powerfulwould be over-represented and the under-privileged or

politically unorganized would be under-represented, due to the inevitable

differentials of respective power positions and abilities to corner and

utilize resources. Secondly, major or basic societal innovations would

be neglected betause of a major focus on the short run which is, of

course, based zn variations of past policies. "While an accumulation

of small stepalcould lead to significant change, there is nothing in

this approach to guide the accumulation; the steps may be circular...

or dispersed...." (Peretz, 1967, 387) Boulding, a major spokesperson

for general systems theory, proposes the same critique more graphically.

In this model, 'we do stagger through history like a drunk putting one

disjointed incremental foot after another." (Boulding, 1964, 931)

As noted, a difficulty with DIA is how a descriptive model can

became a prescriptive model. Although Lindblom anticipates this criti-

cism, his justification is not satisfactory because although "Lindblom

says that decision-makers will be successful when using his strategy,

he neither indicstes variables by which degrees of disjointed incre-

mentalism could be identified, nor defines 'success' in decision-making."

(A. Faludi, 1973, 153)

Another major critique also points out that Lindblom is against

making choices of a fundamental kind, that is those choices which would

.affect the whole community or large parts of it, or which would result

in substantial change. In fact, as noted above, he deliberately deletes

this subset of sttuations from his analysis of policy-making (as is
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implied in the name of the approach).

Social fragmentation of analysis and evaluation, in his terms,
means that analysis and evaluation in a democratic society
takes place at a very large number of points. Each of the
many different approaches is being taken simultaneously by
more than one decision center.." In this case, whatever
the direction the community as a whole takes, it cannot be
the result of deliberate choice. Rather it in the resultant
of the operation of various forces. (A. Faludi, 1973, 153)

Another expression of the difficulty of Liddblom's exclusiOn of

specific categories of change from his analysis is seen in Etzioni's

criticism that this isd methodological mistake. Although incremental

decisions may greatly outnumber fundamental decisions, the significance

---.04.-the21ster decisions is more critical for the society. Re concludes

the "significance for societal decision-making is not commensurate with

their number." And, furthermore, "it is often the fundamental decisions

which set the context for the numerous incremental ones."

Although fundamental decisions are frequently "prepared" by
incremental ones in order that,the final decisions will
initiate a less abrupt change, these decisions may still
be considered relatively fundamental. The incremental steps
which follow cannot be understood without them, and the
preceding steps are useless unless they lead to fundamental
decisions. (Etzioni, 1967, 397)

So that it is difficult to distinguish the relationship between incre-

mental and fundamental or large changes. In fact, most incremental

decisions are a breakdown or specification of.fundamental decisions,

or they anticipate large decisions. Also the accumulated impact of

incremental decisions is possibly identifiable as relatively fundamental

changes.

Another difficulty with DIA is that not all incremental decisions

tend to be remedial, that is, small steps taken in the 'right direction'

or to alter steps in the 'wrong direction'.
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If a decision-maker evaluates his incremental decisions and
small steps, which he must do if he is to decide whether or
not the direction'is right, his judgment will be greatly
affected by the evaluation criteria he applies. Here, again,
we have to go outside the incrementalist model to ascertain
the ways in which these criteria are set. (Etzioni,

A final difficulty which we 14111 note has been implicit in the

above criticisms of DIA. This is the charge of extreme conservatism.

This is in relation to the direction of the change, shifts in-power and

wealth, speed of the change, and issues of daange. Lindblom anticipates

the charge. People may be encouraged to associate the strategy with

conservative political attitudes, but the synoptic approach (RDA) may

well seem more conservative than the strategy (DIA).

Unlike the strategy (DIA), it (RDA) seems suited to taking
a stand on fixed principles. That is, at least one reason
why conservatives might be incluned to calim the synoptic
approach for themselves. There are also reasons why pro-
gressively minded people might be inclined to assign the
synoptic approach to them. Does not the synoptic approach
encourage the assumption that every-detail of an innovation
ought to be shown to be theoretically adequate before a
move is made. (p.108)

He continues to point out that DIA is neither conservative nor

progressive. It specifies nothing about the direction or the speed of

change. Its incrementalism only demands that time for consultation and

negotiation be included in policy processes. Furthermore, since most

policy issues are exploratory and even experimental, time is essential

to inspect and evaluate the results of the sequential policy-making

moves.

3. Summation

The discussion of these two approaches to policy-making has covered

the major elements of each approach. These are summarized in the
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following chart. As stated in the summaries, the major lines of the

controversy between the approaches becomes more evident. Theseare

particularly.notable in the assumptions which are illustrative of each

approach. The assumptions listed are not an exhaustive coverage of the

assumptions which could be associated with each approach, but have been

selected because they highlight the themes of the controversy.

In the rationalistic approach (RDA) decisions around policies are

made by defining the goal, weighing alternative actions of achieving

the goal, and choosing the best alternative according to criteria which

have been established. There are imarco-lever societal decision-makers

who have the capability and capacity to control and implement societal

policies. Information requirements are quite high, including a rather
:-

comprehensive knowledge of alternatives and consequences. Certainty is

quite high, as is evidenced in the assumptions regarding the stability

of environmental conditions which are either predictable or have little

capability to disturb the policies which are designed.

In the incremental approach (DIA) sub-groups within the system hold

different values, interests, and views of society. These interact in

policy formation in a dynamic manner as evidenced in components of DIA

in the summary chart. The approach is seen to be more realistic in

light of the limitations of men and organizations. The term incremental

most often refers to the movement from the status quo in a very conser-

vative manner. However, it can also be used to describe the need to

incorporate time and process for negotiation in policy-making as well

as the incorporation of the reality that decisions are based on a know-

ledge of the present and judged against an understanding of that reality.
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Disjointed refers to the extent to which policy formation, analysis and

evaluation occurs at a large number of points and on several levels,

many times simultaneously. Society does not have centralized decision

makers with high control over policies and actions, Society is an

aggregate of individuals and groups in competition, an atomistic view

of society, where small decisions taken with a view to individual

advantage automatically result.in developments which are to society's

longterm advantage.

An understanding of the basic components and assumptions of RDA

and DIA permits the identification of action which can be associated

with each approach. This is suggested in the identification of typical

behaviors which can be related to RDA and DIA. This will be examined

in greater detail by exploring the administrative traditions, with special

relevance to RDA and DIA in the next section of this essay.
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IV. POLICY APPROACHES AND RELEVANT ADMINISTRATIVE TRADITIONS

This section of the essay addresses the administrative implications

of the approaches to policy-making and policy analysis which have been

identified and explored above. It is proposed that particular adminis-

trative traditions can be associated with each of these idealized

approaches to policy-making. The linking of RDA and DIA to these ad-

ministrative traditions is an attempt to further explore the consequences

of the selection of either of these approaches. It is also an attempt

to construct the lines of a controversy which exists between these

approaches to policy-making. These administrative traditions, which

have been judged relevant within the considerations of this essay, do

not form coherent, distinct, evolutionary traditions as might be evi-

denced in systems of knowledge within the sphere of physical and natural

sciences. The traditions are quite loosely bound and must be linked

together in the form of a tradition through the argument presented in

this essay. Therefore, an understanding of the essential characteristics

of RDA and DIA were presented before this exploration of the adminis-

trative implications of the approaches. From an understanding of the

basic elements and the critiques of the approaches, the administrative

implications are based on the strengths, weaknesses, and emphases of

the approaches.

* * * * * *

1. RDA and Relevant Administrative Tradition

Particular administrative traditions can be associated With each

of the idealized approaches of policy-making. RDA can be seen to be

associated with the administrative traditions which are involved with
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the improvement of conceptions for decision-making and policy-making by

broadening the role of logic and guided empirical research ±n these

processes. There bas been extreme importance attached to objectivity,

i.e., detached, deliberately imperannal, emrzzrically verifiable, rad

v*ilne-free analysis, ntAnt_need for nulecnt=ty has tts basis most

dirnctly in the mo71-,-EelJaumm natural sciencePs, which many socia ciemces

havy used as a-mythadollagical model. The accepted methodolow lane

which rests on pure cl)jective modes of relations between thitte7aerver

and the object of Cnservation. There is 2= impersonal relatizr 4hich

assumes that the obser=rer has no impact c= the observed. Consueurly,

personal judgment abot.:: values has been mften deemed improper--i.e.,

unscientific--subjects within thesphere of this traditiOIT.7.- The central

claim of RDA in policy sciences has been their "asserted capacity to

enlarge the role of explicit, logical reasoning, of empirical knowledge,

and of consensual discourse in realms of decision-making otherwise

dominated by supposedly less trustworthy sources of choice." (A. Dunsire,

1973, 88)

RDA has been called normative in all of its forms. (Bauer &

Gergen, 1968, c11.2) This means that it establishes an ideal pattern of

behavior or guidelines for that behavior. These are then generalized

for a wide variety of organizations and situations. An extensive lit-

erature in the field of administration can then be related to RDA.

The most obvious administrative implications of this approach are

seen in a strong emphasis on imperative administration. Imperative

administration is based on the premise that centralization and control

are essential for the success of policies, plans, and administrations.
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The administratUve f:-r-unlIZIon related 117o RDA can be traced to the

developments in adm1m1sst7it1cal ehe begimming of this cert-tzlr. The

methodological compontnitr 177;as.rL7gisted clearly in the IPio' s and can

be illustrated by the wrt'slnh .:epresent the tradition e scientific

management .in administrs.

The title 'Father of S=EEemrc Management' is usually bestowed

on'Frederick Taylor, an,e4.1cf-o wrote: sevmral seminal papers on

time and motion study ancli l iiiT..tcaationsh±p to wage systens. In 1911,

Taylor published a book 1'rinciples and Methods of Scientific

Management. His stated 1V M that book were:

FIRST. To point =rnigh a series of simple illustrations,
the great loss w_ 7.1a:.1.13 whole country is suffering through
inefficiency in L_-.1mcmr eil of our daily acts.
SECOND. To try- rimrminee the reader that the remedy for
this inefficienc: 11 in systematic management, rather
than in searching t:or -13.me unusual or extraordinary man.
THIRD. To prove thwit the best management is a true science,
resting upon cic.a7-17 dined laws, rules, and principles,
as a foundation- 1.'nall ..-rrther to show that the fundamental
principles of sr-ifivr.management are applicable to all
kinds of human ar-T4t1t=tes, from out simplest individual acts
to the work of our gprem= corporations, which call for the
most elaborate coorm=mtion.

One of the imurrrant objects of this paper is to
convince its reade= Cxr every shngle act of every workman
can be reduced to (F. Ir. Taylor, 1911, 5-6)

Efficiency and principlasemmme the gmidelines of administration.

Administrative study was seer development of a science. It was,

in fact, asserted that the principles of scientific management were

"applicable to all businesses, all departments of all businesses."

(A. Dunsire, 1973, 90) Admirf---,..a.u.,ve science was about the work of

replacing intuition and hundbes 7,!,/ observation, measurement, and the

development of nomic relatfortshipmar principles. Traditional methods
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111 and practices c7i administration were to be replaced by calculatimn

other rational methods of scientific management.

Though scientiftc management, with Taylor, began at the mechmnic:-1

and routine operational levels, it was soon _extended to total organi-

zations. Scientific management Principles were judged relevant for

enterprises as a whoLe, including organizational leadership and pol:Lv-

Scientific management principleS Vere also mot limited to the busine

enterprises, but were considered relevant fmr all organizations.

As administrative texts begaa to accept the underlying concepts

scientific management, it has apPaared that a primary premise was tima

dichotomy of polities and administration. This was seen as both

evidenti.e., existing in realirY--and desirable. Administration was

a Iself-contained' world with its own values, rules, and methods.

(A. Dunsire, 1973, ch.6) Organization theory was stated in scientific

management terms, i.e., it was largely seen as a problem in organization

technology, Basic principles were developed, such as: (1) the necessity

of hierarchy or scalar process; (2) the uses of staff agencies; (3) a

limited span of control; and (4) subdivision of work by such scientific

principles as purpose, process, place, or clientele. The budget was

emphasized as an instrument of rAtionality, co-ordination, planning,

and contmol. Personnel management was stressed as another element of

rationality, i.e., jobs were to De described scientifically and clearly,

employees were to be ratimnally Selected, paid and advanced. It can be

seen that concepts and principles such as these are the basis of the

association of Weberian traditional perspectives on bureaucracy also

with the administrative tradition relevant to RDA.

1 2, 9
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The Taut& i snip/Trifle manageoemt 7-- further -.! mrtmoted by Fayol,

Gulick, an Ur,k. Ferrol, for example.. Asted szizistrative theor7

to the state_ Em. states examples mt. BeagLlim an6 Ttmmme to illustrate

the impact of sti-Anr-=-444- management in 'bringing aballt the 'inspired

reorganization' 7nf Atzste. agencies. (H. 7e7vol, 1937, 101-114) Other

studies have iiitrated the impacts in England.. 1SA, Germany, etc.

And more recentlx, there has been am interest it the relevanme of simi-

lar principles tb optimizing the demelopmemt pa-'rm of less development

cam:tries.

Fayol states the relevance of scientific management to the state:

The structure of high command in the public service has
the same general aspect in all modern states; undifferent
names we find almost everywhere a Prime Minister, ministers
and directors.

The PrimelMinister has authority over the entire
governmental enterprise. It is his duty to conduct the
enterptise towards its objective by encheavoring to make
the best possible use of the resources at his disposal.

.... Let us see what is the principle role of the high
command_in the public service. In a great enterprise like
the state, this role is essentially administrative; it
consists in preparing the operations of the various govern-
mental services- in seeing that they are carried out and
in watching the:results. To prepare the_ operations is tn
plan and organize; to see that they are carried out is to
command snd co-erdinate; to watch the resvalts is to control.
(H. Fayal, 1937, 102)

Fayol summarizes the.;belief system of acientifim management by

saying that administrative scienceembraces "enterprises of every size

and description, n every form F714_ emery. .7mirpose. All undertakings

require 21anning,-mrganization, cnmmend, .rmerdinatimn, and control, mnd

in order to functionaproperly, All must mbserve the same general

ciples. We are no_longer confronted witbseveral administrative

130
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sciences with :me alone, whidh can lie .el-TrEded equaIly to public

and to prate afafr amd whose principalements arc today summar-

ized in lane= we errn thc_ Administrative. 1114:,7r77." (H. Fayol, 1937, 101)

Urwic anc)=.:er-r- spokesperson of Lentific management, sees

e=ganizatimn AS InPicalk-r- a technical prob. As a -Llechnical problem,

there are mrinciFles raf:."-:.1. can be applied c=versally fnr the solution

of the problem.

-.-there mme- atinciples which:cam be arrived at indtctively
fram the ,.--mm-y7of human experience of organization, which
should gave= arrangements fax human association of any
ktnd. Teese principles tan be samdies as a technical
anestion, .. itrempectime of the porunse of the enterprise,
the persamael rumposing it, or any constitutional, poli-
tical, or-socfai theary underlying_its creatian. They are
cancerned-with the method of subdividing and allocating to
individuals aLl tMe various activities, duties-and respon-
sibilities essential to the purpose contemplated, the
correlation afItheseactivities and the continnous control
of the wotk ofindividuals so as to-secure the most
econamicaL.and =he mast effective tealization of the 2urpose.
L. Urwick, I37, 49)-

Urwick outlines theme principles as imrluding the following.

First, Coordina-i- is a. Trinctrle which expresses the basis of all

other principles. It involves ..The divzis:Lon of all orgamizational

activities by v7c=ica1 and hor=contal L. into tasks. "Such sub-

division is-: 4smaal7 either 'ser=a1'--therssponsibilities follow each

other in pautess. "uanttsay"--the responsfbilities are defined by:areas

or objecnz... cr r=,mpInnsibiIities are distinguished by

kinds or subec=s, B=.-where any ILE=e mumbers are concerned, work

must alem be di-21aLa an hy harizomtallimes into different levels of

authority and resoommatility.' (L. li.rwick, 1937, 49)
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The:sub-principles which were developec :Tele-rant to this latter

divisic2 .and co-ordination included the Scalar. Process, emphasizing-

tee need to have "clear lines of authority rtnning from the top intn.

every corner of the undertaking and that the et...--Jasibility of sub-

ordinates exercising Celegated authority shcaid 7',1e precisely-defined."

(pL.31)

From this follows the principle of -peciallinttion, whicb is a

"function of the great advances in appli:ad knowleage, the

amount amd complexitcmof specialized skin reirrred in connection with

every activity and the-tncreased amount of authmrity and responsibility

along with tasks in imcreasingly complex auman.arganizations.' (p..51)

Spam of Control is another important-principle Which asserts that

"no human brain should attempt to supervise rt="7",..ctly more than five,

or at: the mast, six other individuals whose wort is interrl.ated." (p.52)

Neglect of the limitations imposed by a..., 'Ilaturzi. span of control was

seen'to result in great 17robloms, in fr=7:, Insoluble problems, in co-

ordination.

line and Staff syst-Pms of organizzt- ,t1,1 :Ls a principle whith asannts

the achievement of other-=inciple5t in ..t :nt permits the deaegation

of'authority to an ine tt anu,nita staE__fnr area coordination..

It .ta2an extension of thavpriacipl of Enecialization, but permits the.

functioning of control and roordination within the'limitations of span

of control.

Most of the work of: scientific management focused on the formal

or structural aspects of orgacizations. It maintained a clear distinction

between the office and the merson who occupies the office- 'The central
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set of propositions which were developed included these, wh±rh illustrate

the relationship to RDA: (1) Given the general purpose of an organize,-

tion, it will be possible to (2) identify the basic funcnions necessary

for the realization of that purpose (e.g., nroduction, commercial, etc.).

When basic functions have been identified, it is then (..1 mecessary to

break down broad categories into specific subcategories. 4) Stb-

categories must further be broken into taMacs. (5) Tasks ahmuld then

be grouped in such a way so as to have marimmm outpun or prwduction for

minimum cost. (N. Mouzelis, 1967, ch.4)

The solution...lies in the discovery of a set al 7Tinciples,
which when correctly applied -to the particnlar situation will
prove invaluable guides to the construction. of a motional-
efficient framework for managmement... Tow, im crier:to dis-
cover such principaes, a basic mreccndition is a rBear idea
of the structural features cammmn to all existimrzarganize-
tians. In other words,. the formation of prtncigies is
preceded by a descriptive and conceptual ansaysis-f how
an organization is structured.

For such an analysis the matnn crtxreptsTanera=v used
are-those of authority and functlat:- -the

organization structure is conceive ZE a IlLztL4rtt7-which AA
created by the delegatton of autlint'2:ny andnespanalbiiity
fram the top to the hntton of the fArrgamr,-zation. Morimontat17-
the differentiation is analyz:ed d_ of fu,731..m.
(N. Mouzelis, 1967, 89)

Gulick developed the POSDCORB formula c77-s*Iinimrtatirm. Posucm

utilizes the basic administrative components- discussed above, and has

become nearly synonymous with scientific management--3Plamminm,

Organizing, Staffing, Directing, Coorelmatt, Reporttalg, anA Tudgetin4,

Throughout the development and e"..11:11-z,Lt,..ic-71. of thE,e ---l_ctples of

scientSfic management, Control and Cenranalion -rema-tivessenttal fer

the staccess of rationality in administration. GuLack,

emphamized centralized direction and cniut.,n purnose. Patiuu..il coordin-
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ation was based an these two basic premises. Other authors have

identified such arinciples as command, routines, group identification

and cooperation- (e.g., V. Thompson, 1961) However, it can be seen

that cammand and routines correspond to central management (and

implicitly, standardized rules), while group identification and co-

operation are fords of interdependency based on common goals or purposes.

Statements which are typical of this tradition can be illustrated

by the follawimg:

If a government is ever to be coordinated, it must be
coordinated in the minds of the people who authorize it
and those who operate it, from the top to the bottom of
the structure.

Human scurciety, therefore, requires a conscious control
and_maniipulation of the various equilibria which exist
in it. There must be an organizing centre within a given
field &it: social vitalities. This centre must arbitrate
conflicts from a more impartial perspective than is
availahl:e to any party of a given conflict.

Though the aeministrative tradition relevant to RDA can be traced

back to the earlier part of this century, this does not imply that its

impact was restricted to that time. In fact, its greatest development

may have been largely a result of some spectacular successes which were

achieved during World War II when the solution of some well-defined

tactical problems led to governmental recognition of the values of

both operations research and systems analysis. (L. Tribe, 1972, 68)

Arising from these successes, an attempt was made to keep together some

of the operations research terms by a joint contract between the US

Air Force and Douglas Aircraft which set up a civilian research group

to work on military problems. By 1948, this group had split from

13
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Douglas and had re-organized as the non-profit RAND Corporation. By

the 1950's RAND had come to emphasize what is now called systems analysis.

Systems analysis focused "on problems to be rigorously maximized. Systems

analysis does not abandon quantitative techniques altogether, but

reserves their use for selected aspects of each problem; its practi-

_ .

tioners see it as an attempt to apply systematic, common-sense reason-

ing to the structuring of complex decision situations." (L. Tribe,

1972, 68)

Policy aaalysis as developed during this period was directed toward

the soiution of problems by identifying clearly defined objectives and

the consequential selection, through systematic and rational analysis,

of appropriate and maximizing solutions. There was a domination of

operations research and systems analysis by economists. Increasingly,

economic modes of logic, which included quantitative and statistical

techniques, were adapted and applied to problems which had traditionally

seemed to be very uneconomic problems.

Throughout these developments, there was an increasing sophisti-

cation of the principles and techniques which can be related to RDA

policy-making or those forms of decision-making designed to optimize

and maximize. The applicability of the techniques, methods and

approaches to problem-solving and policy-making seemed to expand rapidly

through experience and theoretical developments. A brief acquaintance

with the relevant literature would highlight the work of von Neumann

and Morgenstern, the development of decision analysis and the decision

tree, cost-benefit analysis and time-discounting methods, linear pro-

gramming and objective function maximization and minimization.

1 3
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Increasingly, there was an application of these approaches to policy-

making and decision-making throughout business and government. In

government, the earliest applications were in the Defense Department,

but the practices were soon to spread throughout the federal govern-

ment.

In all the sophistications, the fundamentally econamic approach

was maintained, as well as the premise that principles could be developed.

That is to say that the approaches retained much of the quantitative

emphasis and mathematical rigor of early operations research, along

with a perspective of structuring situations based on the terms of'the

traditional economic models of reality, and the pervasive concept that

methods and some principles could be developed and applied universally--

or nearly so.

Success in the utilization of this approach, as achieved through

effective coordination and control of available resources while apply-

ing established rules and procedures to specific forms of information

to the evaluation of alternative selection, has had a large impact on

the areas of administration, planning, and policy-making. This is

evidenced in recent decades by the influences of general systems

approaches, the attention to planning models on the national, regional

and sub-regional levels--both in the US and abroad, the policies of

supra-national organizations on loans and evaluation policies, and the

organizations and re-organizations of private and public enterprises to

find more rational, efficient, and effective forms of organization-and

administration.
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A specific example of the impact which RDA has had recently in

Policy-wmaking is the development of PPBS as an 'inspirational' organi-

zation principle designed to solve difficulties and problems of

accountability, rationality, decision-making and administration. PPBS

is the acronym for Planning Programming and Budgeting System. It has

been suggested that PPBS is a technique which provides assistance in

"input-output-effect-alternative analysis." (B. Gross, 1969 114)

The actual definition of PPBS is a source of confuSion and disagreement,

but in the tradition of other RDA relevant technologies and approaches,

it attempts to clarify and link long-term and short-term objectives

with alternative policies and strategies. It then evaluates these in

terms of effectiveness and efficiency to provide the basis for ultimate

policy choices. Originally it was seen as a very significant "managerial

innovation", as a "technical breakthrough", as the "complete integration

of policy-making and budgeting and implementation". (B. Gross, 1969,

111-137) It was soon apparent, however, that PPBS was less of a

technique and more of an idealogy, a spirit, an approach, which could

incorporate a number of specific techniques and technologies in dif-

ferent combinations for the same purposes. (B. Gross, 1969, 116)

The purpose of PPBS was to coherently combine into an aggregated

process several historical phases of policy-making controversies. The

controversy focused on the phases of policy-making and budgeting,

implementation and evaluation includes aspects of: (1) input costs

and budget cycles; (2) the specific activities on which money is spent;

(3) the economic effects of total public spending; (4) the effects of

specific programs and alternative paths toward the same or improved
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objectives; and (5) control over decisions regarding spending and

program alternatives. Concerns with these phases has often been

associated with the need for improvements in public management, and

is often oriented toward economy, efficiency, effectiveness, the

general welfare and prosperity. In each phase, the relevant techniques

are often justified by explicit theoretical considerations and spell

out format prescriptions which can be used in bureaucratic and political

competitions for scarce resources. The attention to the techniques and

phases was drawn by the gap between the prescribed practice and the

actual practice which is often quite large and which implies a loss of

control and coordination capabilities.

PPBS was seen as a breakthrough which would reduce this gap

between prescription and reality. It proposed specific analytic capa-

bilities, specialized information cycles, and concepts on which perti-

nent information should be based. These concepts relate to: (1) inputs

and their costs; (2) outputs (end products and services); (3) effects

(benefits or disbenefits); and (4) alternatives. (B. Gross, 1969, 117)

PPBS does provide the basis for both quantitative measurements and for

qualitative information. Substantive content is provided for by the

inclusion of short-term and long-term goal-oriented behavior, as seen

in the use of concepts and terms such as objectives, plans"and programs.

Parameters of policies are identified and evaluation systems are ini-

tiated. The major emphasis is on the power of analysis to provide a

consensual basis for major policy decisions.
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The enthusiasm which PPBS invoked initially is seen in a speech by

President Johnson when he introduced the Initiation of PPBS throughout

the entire government. In the early 1960's McNamara had made such

analysis a critical factor in the decision and policy-making processes

in the Department of Defense. At the height of its success in DOD, the

President was influenced to introduce it in all-federal departments and

agencies.

This morning. I have just concluded a breakfast meeting with
the Cabinet and the heads of Federal agencies and I am asking
each of them to immediately begin to introduce a very new and
very revolutionary system of planning and programming and
budgeting throughout the vast Federal Government, so that
through the tools of modern management the full promise of
a finer life can be brought to each American at the lowest
possible cost.

Under this new system each Cabinet and agency head will
set up a very special staff of experts who, using the most
modern method of program analysis, will define the goals of
their department for the coming year. And once these goals
are established this.system will permit us to find the most
effective and the least costly alternative to achieving
American goals.

This program is designed to achieve three major objectives:
it will help us to find new ways to do jobs faster, to do jobs
better, and to do jobs less expensively. It will insure a
much sounder judgment through more accurate information, pin-
pointing those things that we ought to do more, spotlighting
those things that we ought to do less. It will make our
decision-making process as up-to-date, I think, as our space-
exploring programs.

PPBS exemplifies this tradition. It attempts to be neutral and

objective. It separates administration from political realms, charac-

teristic as well of the Wilsonian approach to administration. It

attempts to provide 'hard' evidence as a basis fOr decision-making and

as a basis for improving policy-making processes. Analysis is the basis

for eliminating the gap between the normative or prescriptive policies
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which are developed throughout the policy-making prOcesses and the nature

of reality through the implementation of the policies. The assumptions

of the necessity of effective control and coordination of resources,

according to established rules and procedures, form the basis for

successful administration, and are continually emphasized in the RDA

approach to policy-making and administration.

The administrative tradition relevant to RDA supposes the value

neutrality of the centralized policy and decision makers. It thereby

attempts to effectively separate fact and value in administrative

processes. It implies a specific model of cognitive activity, i.e., a

form of rationality. Rationality is tested by the criteria of deductive

logic and internal consistency. The scientific and theoretical tradi-

tion is one adoOted from the logical empiricists, and invariably has an

impact on the knowledge and the forms of knowledge which will be

utilized in policy-making. (W. Dunn, 1974, 86) Organization and

administration are characterized by purposive and rational action,

goal-oriented behavior. Processes and decisions are guided by tech-

nical and strategic rules derived from empirical knowledge and deduced

decision procedures. These processes and techniques permit the veri-

fiable or falsifiable prediction regarding physical and social events.

The tradition assumes that choice essentially takes place in a closed

system and that it is possible to have sufficient control over all the

significant variables. It also makes some assumptions regarding the

extent to which the system acts in unity, that is, the extent to which

the system has a single set of preferences. Demands are also made on
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knowledge, requiring a reasonably full range of alternatives and con-

sequences. .The RDA tradition proceeds as if choice can be made accord-

ing to established criteria which are rationally determined and under-

stood, and that it is the intention (and practice) to select according

to rational, empirical, and analytic frameworks as developed. Further,

it is assumed that the basis of decision is the rational calculation of

opportunity, preference, and capacity.

Dimock summarizes this approach:

First, there are always the problem and the issues. Second,
there are the facts and analyses that need to be applied to
the issues. Third, there is the setting forth of alternatives
and the pros and cons applicable to each possible solution--
all this in light of larger institutional goals and objectives.
Fourth, there is the decision proper, which depends upon
choosing among alternatives.... (1. Dimock, 1958, 140)

Throughout the RDA tradition, the theme of imperative administra-

tion prevails. Autonomy is assumed. Control and centralization hold

high administrative priorities. Policy-making is portrayed-as rational,

goal-seeking behavior. Policy-making and administration is a linear

progression from goals to policy to action. As we shall see in the

following sectiony-thi-6 stands in distinct contrast to the administra-

tive tradition which can he constructed around-DIA.

2. DIA AND RELEVANT ADMINISTRATIVE TRADITION

In exploring the relevant administrative tradition associated with

DIA it is apparent that the tradition is not as well developed as that

associated with RDA. It is not as coherent, nor as historically consis-

tent. However, as seen in the following kvgument, it is the proposition

of this essay that there is a loose tradition which can he related to
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DIA. This loose tradition is an illustration of the basic characteris-

tics of DIA and suggest the administrative implications of this approach

to policy-making.

The tradition which can be associated with DIA has been classified

basically as desdriptive administrative theory, i.e., concerned with

the behavior of organizations and emphasizing the processes of admin-

istration as well as the product of administrative processes in estab-

lishing the foundations of an administrative tradition. (Bauer &

Gergen, 1968, ch.3) Although the tradition is loose, it is possible

to identify several central themes and the literature which illustrates

the administrative implications of the DIA tradition.

'The primary characteristic of this administrative tradition as

constructed for this essay is the preservation of the sense of com-

plexity in policy-making processes. Policy-making is not the mono-

lithic consideration of the best alternative for achieving a single

preferred goal. That is, the policy-making body does not act in unity.

Clearly, this is a premise which contradicts a basic assumption of the

RDA tradition and is drawn from critiques of RDA. Policy-making is

the interaction of many groups and interests in a complex process of

adjustment and change. No single set of values and preferences domi-

nates, except in very temporary or unusual circumstances. Policy-

making is a process of confusions, uncertainties, discontinuities,

conflicts and maneuvers of many persons or a number of groups involved

in the policy-making. Each brings their own goals, motivations, values,

and interests to that process, and even these may shift through time

and have varying effects on the decisions. It is in this sense that
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the importance of understanding the concept of incrementalism becomes

crucial. As noted previously, Lt is not a derogatory or perjorative

term. It is realistic and exciting. For the sake of this essay, three

possible meanings are relevant: (1) Incrementalism as a process of

decision-making which relies on Precedent, both in aim and execution;

(2) Incrementalism as a process bY which policy emerges from a series

>f-

a discrete decisions which invOlVe no conscious intention to establish

a policy; and (3) Incrementalista as a reference to the output of

decisions as measured in relatiOn to the status quo. The intent of

this essay is more focused on ttle first two meanings, though a more

common interpretation of DIA--eePecially among its critics--stresses

the third. The third. meaning i certainly relevant, but only _in the

context of a fuller understandipg of DIA which includes the first and

second definitions, so as to noV harrow unnecessarily the interpreta-

tion ofincrementalism.

An awareness of the importnQe of precedence suggests the Weberian

images of rational bureaucracy and the bureaucratic prescription of

regulations, rules, and definitinhs for every anticipated action. From

this base, the administrative tradition constructed as relevant to DIA

is built upan:edministrative thenles drawn from studies of organizational

and adminibtrative behaviors. For the most part, they emphasize the

priority of understanding what actually occurs in administration, rather

than establishing priorities of what should be done, as seen in the RDA

tradition. For the purposes of this essay, we have identified the themes

which together form the basic structure of the DIA administrative tra-

dition. These themes include prcblemistic search, bounded rationality,
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exchange theory, informal organization, leadership and expertise roles,

conflict and organizational rivalry. As seen, these form the basis for

a fairly coherent administration tradition.

As noted above, organizational goals are not easily defined: The

soals may be overt and covert, manifest and latent. Goal displacement

. and distortion may occur. There is goal succession, multiplication,

and expansion. Goal priority may change, or goals may be in competition.

This creates the special situation in which there is no one dominant

goal or objective which becomes the main determinant of organizational

policy-imaking. Policy-makers may spend.much of their energies inveaved

in 'problemisti= search'. (R. Cyert.,A J. March, 1963) This ampliem

that'policy-msk:Ing as more reactive7:--aan formative. Attention,of policy-

makers is divemted Trom problem to prnblem in a sort of fire-fighting

manner. Attentton may later return to the same issues as they reach

critical levels problematic to the organization. Problematic search

is motivated by the perception of problems by policy-makers, or as

problems force their attention. Solutions are designed to avoid fur-

ther uncertainty and to meet the organizational and coalition goals

which are relevant to the particular problems. For the time, other

problems and goals are given lower priority. Problems are usually

solved Lc) the extent to which the solutions permit the diversion of

attention to other issues and problems which are subsequently arisinF..

That is, there is "quasi-resolution" of the problems which reduce them

from critical to manageable levels.

The search related to the specific problems is limited. It is

impossible to explore all the alternatives and related information
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necessary to meet the full criteria of objective ratiOnality. This

impossibility, a basic element of DIA, is the basis of the concept of

"bounded.rationality" as introduced in the work of Simon. (H. Simon, 1945)

Simon proposes that (1) a limited number of alternatives are actually

examined, (2) the knowledge and examination-of the consequences of each

alternative is fragmentary, and (3) the evaluation of consequences--

particularly as related to the increasingly distant future--is imperfect.

Therefore, the administrator must restrurture and scale the problems

and policies with riatich he must deal. TUirst, all but the most evident

relationships are_ignored. Secondly, rather than maximize and optimize,

the rational_apprmach is to "satisfice". To satisfice means to find

and Choose the pl_D-.:eat or solution which.will satisfy, at least, the_

minimum criteria which have been established. To satisfice isro adopt

the solution_from the first acceptable alternatives. At that point,

the search of and for alternatives is terminated. Satisficing is a

description of what actually occurs as well as the most feasible pre-

scription for what should occur in administration and policy-making,

according to the DIA tradition. Its rationality and feasibility is

based on the given parameters of.reality--as outlined above from the

literature of Lindblom. The decisions are incremental in that they are

based on the status quo and problens arising from that, they are com-

pared to the status quo not an ideal, and they most often arise from

precedent.

1 4 5
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Simon summarizes satisficing as follows:

The necessity for choice arises when more than one alternative
courses of action present themselves to the individual. The
differences among alternatives are reflected in termsof
_summary measures along those primary dimensions with-Which
-value is associated.in the choice situation. An individual
formulates his problem of tthoice in terma-of finding an
alternative that satisfiesAds level_of aspiration along:each
dimension.... It is atitheaspiration level that an'expected
outcome is deemed satisfactory and is accepted. (H. Simon,
1945, 68)

LI:Sounded rationality also takes cognizance of that fact that it is

not 'possible to estabiish all the guidelines necessary for making policy

and decisions. Rather, only the most important guidelines are estab-

lished. Within the guidelines, there is a zone in which there is

latitude of decision entirely dependeot on situational perceptions.

The boundaries of this zone and the concept of hounded rationality are

molded by bonds of loyalty, precedent, values, socialization, and

experience. These contribute to the incremental nature of policy-

making processes and decisions.

We have noted that there is a restricted vfbew of the problem, of

alternatives, and the "quasi-" nature of the solutions as designed into

policies. Choice is not the rational process characteristic of RDA,

but is a result of a sequential search for a satisficing alternative.

A further note highlights the nature of the:problems which are most

frequently the realm of policy-making. The problems are those which

require considerable judgment, which have high information requirements,

which have considerable impact, which are not of a routine nature.

That is to emphasize that policy decisions cannot be based usually on

a comprehensive understanding of the problem and all alternatives. In
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fact, the problem itself is nor well-structured. The Ill-structured

nature of problems which polf=y-makers often address preclude solutions

and methods of approadh which axe routine, obvious ar well-defined.

This fact further dramatizes the complexity of policy-making and

accentuates tendencies for policy-making to be incremental in nature.

Incrementalism as seen in.DIA policy-making is also Characterized

by the competition between various coalitions and groups within the

organization. Various groupings bring their own sets of interests,

values, and goals to the policy-making situation. Depending upon these

values and interests in relation to the specific problem or set of

problems being addressed, these groups may shift and regroup, or their

sphere and degree of influence may shift. Resolutions of problems are

based on movements from the status quo in the direction of particular

interests and values. The policies that result are from thasymmetrical

coalitions and sub-coalitions which form in xelation to specific prob-

lems and situations. Coalitions shift and overlap. Amithese shifting

coalitions become critical determinants not -only of policies, but of

the particular problems which are judged to be critical in nature, and

the perspective with which the problems aud subsequent solutions and

policies are approached. (Cyert & Marck, 1963)

Clearly, the reality of organizational rivalry is critical in

understanding and working in policy-making. Organizational rivalry

refers to the intra-organizational rivalry leading to conflict situa-

tions within organizations. (V. Thompson, 1961) The development of

subgroups, coalitions, and consequently subgoals within organizations

highlights the competition and conflict which must have resolution
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within organizations. The development of subgoals also highlights the

networks of interdependency within organizations. The interdependency

is often illustrated in the negotiating and compromising processes which

are designed to resolve difficulties which may result from imbalances

of ability and authority, capacity and expectations, among other factors.

Policy-making is a part of the processes of compromise and negotiation

which form 'quasi-resolutions' for the conflict and competition which

exists in organizations. Therefore, the disjointed and incremental

natura of policy-making is again highlighted.

The existence of the shifting coalitions noted above is evidenced

in the distinction between formal organization and informal organization.

Formal organization is most often defined as the obvious structural

characteristics of organizations, the lines of authority, the regula-

tions, and has been the basic domain of RDA. It has been shown, however,

that informal, organization forms the base for communication and cohesion

in the structures of the formal organization. Furthermore;A.nformal

organization functionally protects the individual's integrity while

reflecting the aggrogation of particular sets of values and interests

or goals which may be considered critical at the time and in the

situation. (C. Barnard, 1938, 117) It is the reciprocal relationship

which all individuals have with the formal organization. Organization

results from the modification of the action of the individual through

control of or influence upon one of the categories of purposes, desires

or goals of the individual and structures the alternatives external to

the individual and available. But informal organization is a result
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of the purposes, desires, interests, values and goals of individuals

within the organization and becomes a modification of the action of the

organization. The reciprocal relationships in organizations have been

expressed in terms of an "exchange theory". On an individual basis,

the exchange is operative in incentives which ensure persuasion and

compliance. "Incentives represent the final residue of all conflicting

forces in organization...." (C. Barnard, 1938, 158) Individuals and

groups operate out of self-interest, simultaneous with their competi-

tion with each other and the total system. Thin tension produces a

dynamic stability which results in the cooperative effort and which

reflects, as seen in DIA above, the faith that the system will be able

to produce consequences to the advantage of all members, in the long

run. Policy-making incorporates and is incorporated in the exchange

of reciprocal relations within the organization.

The reciprocal relationship also extends as characteristic of the

relationship between organization and environment. The total environ-

ment is not controlled by the organization. Policy-making must

therefore deal with a great deal of uncertainty when policies are

environment-relevant. Policy-makers must see the organization as an

"institution", that is, "a natural product of social needs and ptessures

--a responsive, adaptive organism." (P. Selznick, 1957, 5) Policy-

making reflects the openness of the policy situation and the inter-

dependency relations with the external environment of the organization.

As policy-makers are limited in their control of external factors, they

are pushed toward incremental policies which reflect acceptable and

satisficing alternatives consistent with experience and external expec-

tations.
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An institution has a history and interacts with the total
social environment. When an enterprise begins to be more
profoundly aware of dependence on outside forces, its very
conception of itself may change.... (As) the enterprise
gains the stability that comes with a secure source of
support, an easy channel of communication, at the same
time, it loses flexibility. The process of institution-
ality has set in. (P. Selznick, 1957, 7)

The flexibility which an organization loses is policy relevant

becauge the policy-makers are no longer able to make radical or

revolutionary change unless it is acceptable to and consistent with

the external forces with which an interdependent relation has been

established. Again, the disjointedness and incrementalism of policy-

making is emphasized.

These concepts suggested above are critical in comparing the two

approaches to policy-making. The formal organization is dependent on

informal systems which are closer to spontaneous human behavior than

the more rationally-oriented traditions suf;gest. The impact of gropps

and individuals is the essence of organizational relationships as well

as the impact of organizations on individuals. Control and coordination

have their reciprocal in that organizations, will in turn,.be subor-

dinated to personal and group egotism. The flow of influence is two-

way and reversible. The RDA emphasis on control is modified by the

existence and strengths of reciprocal influence. Further, the open-

ness of the system is critical in policy-making. Organizations are

not closed to their environments, nor in control of external forces.

DIA drops the assumption that organizations can operate as cloned

systems with their awn rationality dominating all policy and system

action.
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Control and influence in organizations is pot always obvious and

often not congruent with organizational structures. The validity and

strength of informal organization, and its enormous impact on the dis-

tribution of power and organizational performance, is illustrated in a

study called The Bureaucratic Phenomenon by Crozier. (A. Crozier, 1964)

In two case stadies of factories in France, Crozier found that certain

groups within a factory had considerably more prestige and power than

could be explained by their position or prolession. Specifically, the

mechanical and maintenance teams who were responsible for machine

repair had strong influence on the attitudes in the shop, were given

greater deference"than many managers, and were able to exercise power

throUgh the performance of their responsibilities with varying degrees

of speed, competence, and geniality. In fact, the shop's entire

operations became, dependent on the expertise of the mechanical and

maintenance groups. This led to the observation that there are at

least two kinds of power and influence evidenced in the organizations

studied. First, there was the power of expertise, as evidenced by the

maintenance groups, and second, there was the power which emerged to

check their power. The second was seen in the solidarity of some

groups of workers dependent on the expertise of the maintenance groups

to enforce their desires and demands on this powerful group who was so

-influential 4n their working sphere.

First, will evolve the power of an expert, i.e., the power
an individual will have over the people affected by his
actions through his ability to cope with a source of rele-
vant uncertainty. Second, there will emerge the power
necessary to check the power of the experts, (M. Crozier,
1964, 63)
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The importance of uncertainty is emphasized in these two case

studies. The uncertainty was basically the breakdown of machines,

which could be overcome by the maintenance experts. Management had

little influence over this uncertainty and eventually over the group

which ,,ealt with the uncertainty. The formal structure did not reflect

the actual power and influences various groups actually had in the

performance of organizational tasks and in establishing actual organi-

zational policy.

As everyone in an organization tends to be an expert of some sort,

even though it may be a very narrow expertise, the power relations

which develop between members depend to a great deal on the extent to

which any one can be substituted for someone else. This is evidenced

in the case of the maintenance groups above. Further, power and in-

fluence in organizations is closely related to the degrees of certainty

and uncertainty in tasks, activities, and policies.

The discussion of power and influence highlights the complex

leadership situation which actually exists in most organizations. Power

is not centralized to the extent that the formal organization would

appear to reflect. It also follows that control and centralization

are not as simple as may be assumed in the RDA tradition. The role

of leadership in organizations, in the formal sense, is still crucial

in the DIA tradition. Particularly, the responsibility of leadership

to make 'critical decisions' is accentuated, for example, such critical

decisions as the definition of organization mission or purpose. However,

the responsibility of leadership may not be to specifically define
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mission or purpose, but rather the responsibility to see that mission

and purpose are defined. (P. Selznick, 1957)

Perhaps an unforseen tension which developed in the RDA tradition

is illustrated by a discussion of the role of experts and consequent

power distribution in organization. Experts are often seen as advisory

groups, value neutral and technolbgically wise. However, technology is

seldom value-neutral and experts are seldom interest-free. Expert

roles become very powerful and influential in policy-making, exerting

great deals of interest, biases, and values within policy-making

processes. The RDA tradition would anticipate that technological

decision criteria could replace the political arena of policy-raking.

Then rationality would displace competition, conflict, and disorder.

But increasingly, the role of experts became that of political actors.

This expectation of the role of experts, and its transformation from

advisory to political involvement is discussed by Guy Benveniste in

The Politics of Expertise. (1972)

In recent decades, faith in rationality has dominated our
notions of public and private administration.... This faith
in rationality emerged unquestioned along with faith in modern
technological development and economic growth. We believed
that Western notions of progress and the use of science had
become universal and the dominant mode of political thought,
and that modern technological societies had become increasingly
similar because they were all subject to the same universal
technical constraints. This was to be an age of technocracy
where reason and fundamental technical demands would somehow
displace old-style politics and the confusion of competing
idealogies.

In many western countries, in all the socialists countries,
and most developing nations, various forms of national, regional,
or organizational planning were instituted. Everywhere the
systems approach to problem-solving was proclaimed the new
rule of the day. The systems approach with its call for
rationality, measurements, accountability, and optimization
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seemed so eminently logical that it was only surprising that it was
not adopted spontaneously. Yet the call for planning implied a better
and more coherent order beyond the realm of politics. (G. Benveniste,
1972, 7)

Throughout the study, Benveniste goes on to clarify the role which

experts actually play in policy-making. He finds that it is quite dif-

ferent from the expectations which dominated the rational traditions

evident in RDA. His purpose is to understand just how experts influence

private and public policy, and he emerges with a perspective which

emphasizes the limits of a technological advisory role while high-

lighting the dangers of excessive reliance on accountability and other

forms of rationalization including efficiency and optimization. The

experts must, and do, play a role which combines technical dimensions

with political dimensions. It is maintained that experts cannot claim,

from experience and the exploration of studies, to be value-free and

neutral in relation to judgment and politi,:-1 commitment. Expertise is,

in fact, a form of political action. Experts who would be effective

must relinquish the belief that they are only responsible for a narrow

spectrum of technical knowledge. Technical
knowledges have implicit

values, interests, assumptions, and world-views. Experts must assume

their political responsibility, or at least, recognize the reality that

otherwise they become the agents of "bureantratic sterility", that is,

they become tools which will be used for the values of.a spectrum of

policy-makers. (G. Benveniste, 1972, 62-63) For example, planners not

only allocate resources, they are resources. And the resource they

represent is neither value-free, nor power-neutral.
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This thesis represents a-statement that cannot be easily dismissed.

Social realities, based on observations of experiences of planning and

policy-making in recent decades, and with special emphasis on the

development decade of the '60's, illustrates that experts are political

agents, wielders of power in an arena of competition and compromise,

which it was thought--as seen in the RDA tradition--they would displace..

The themes of the administrative tradition relevant to DIA have

now become more clear. The increased emphasis on the role of values,

the relations of individuals to each other and.to the organization, the

dominance of sub-groupings, the conflicting interests and goals, the

competition for power, the importance of informal structures for the

maintenance and the performance nf organizations are central to these

traditions.

The contrast to the traditions associated with RDA also becomes

more clear. For example, organizational diagnosis in RDA would

(1) break the total operation into simple component parts and tasks,

(2) develop the best way to carry out each component part, (3) hire

persons with technical aptitudes and skills to perform tasks, (4) train

persons for specific and particular tasks, (5) supervise the performance

of tasks according to specified procedures, and (6) evaluate by

universal criteria. In contrast, we see in the DIA tradition (1) lead-

ership which is functionally oriented, (2) technological complexity

which requires team rather than individual emphasis and approaches,

(3) openness of interaction with full communication throughout the

organization, (4) control that is dispersed, not centralized, with

critical decisions being made throughout the.organization, (5) performance
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goals and goal setting which is dispersed and dependent on the tapping of

the full range of motivations of individuals and groups, and (6) more

comprehensive and complex participation in decision and policy-making

processes with the technological and technical aspects representing partic-

ular sets of interests and values in those processes.

The DIA tradition stresses the ability of organizations to chafige.

and learn, both negatively (what not to do) and positively (What to do).

Organizations learn through the revision of aspirations, objectives,

decision-rules, behavior models, etc. (Cyert & March, 1963, 25-28)

Organizational learning is crucial to organizational performance and

survival, more critical than the application of particular methods, tech-

niques, or solutions to the problems which are encountered. Based on the

premise of organizational learning, organizational development comes through

diagnosis, intervention, training, and growth which can be utilized to

improve the climate and health of organizations, which can creatively

channel the tensions of organizational life into self-defined changes for

organizational effectiveness and vitality. (R. Lickert, 1964)

The best examples of studies which explicitly use disjointed-

incrementalism as.a framework for research art' analysis are the studies

of budgetary processes in the VSA and in developing nations. (A. Wildavsky,

1964 & N. Caiden & A. Wildavsky, 1973) Both of these studies conclude that

budgetary processes tend to be incremental, satisficing, fair share (cm-

promises in budget distributions among competing groups according to

estimates of program needs with increases or decreases based on proportional

bases), and base oriented (calculations based on previous budgets as

initial points for establishing new budgets). Within the processes,
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agencies are in competition and espouse variant goals. The government

does not act as a unitary decision unit, and is unable to control the

dynamics of.policy-making relevant to the budgetary processes. The govern-

ment does not act as a unitary decision unit. The central administrations

must coordinate through the resolution and compromise of tensions and

conflicts. A major task is that of clarification and negotiation, rather

than rational decision-making according to established policies. The

issues revolve less around achieving national objectives and more around

agency or subnational objectives.

The studies particularly emphasize the failure of planners and policy-

makers associated with the RDA tradition to transform the processes of

policy-making into the rational processes which are characteristic of RDA,

i.e., establishing goals and finding optimal means to achieve these goals.

Between thought and action...there is a fearful symmetry.
Experience reveals a convergent evolution. Confronting a
similar environment, theorists and practitioners react along
similar lines. Starting out to master the complex conditions
...(they) end up submitting to them. They surrender to the
problems by becoming another embodiment of them. Finance
ministeries and spending departments play a constant sum game
in which stability for one can only be bought at the expense
of security for the other. They end up playing a minus-sum
game in which, whatever their momentary advantage, the govern-
ment is left worse.off than it was at the start. Private
virtues, to reverse Mandeville, become public vices. Planners
recapitulate the syndrome, beginning by trying to transform
their environment and ending by being absorbed into it. They
become part of the problem instead of part of the solution.
(Caiden & Wildavsky, 1973, 10)

The administrative tradition which can be associated with DIA can

be identified. Successful administration in fhis approach is based on the

capacities of administration to coordinate the various groupings which

control resources, to become a vehicle for the expression of variant
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SUMMARY OF ADMINISTRATIVE TRADITIOSS RELEVANT TO RDA AND DIA

RDA 121116______--
Descriptive:

Concerned with the actual behavior of
organizations.
Emphasizes administrative processes

rather than primarily system goals
or administrative products.

Methodological
Model

1

'r-
s,

...:, Normative:

Establishes an ideal pattern of
behavior for administration.
Emphasizes the achievement of

system goals, i.e., the result
or product of administration.

1..qta4ratiii,s1
)

1....

1

Imperative administration
'Bases policies and practices on

a single set of values.

Interactive administration
Bases policies and practices on the

interaction of many competing sets
of values.

Admitlive.Zive
Sacte,t!l.

Development of capability for
centralization and control
of the system's resources.

Development of capability to respond
to problems of critical levels and
motivate sub-groups toward resolution.

as-mswwwwWw0

Adminibtrative
C?onnts'

,

Administrative Principles and
Organizational Technology:

Scalar Process
Staff and Line Organization
Soan of Control
Work Specialization by

Purpose, process, place,
task, or clientele

Problemistic. Search;
Bounded Rationality;
Informal Organization; .

Leadership and functional roles;
Organizational rivalry and conflict;
Quasi-resolution of problems.

dministrative
Tools

Authority and regulations,
Budget, and preference criteria
rela:;ed to system goals.

Persuasion, normative incentives for
co-optation and cooperatione and
dependence on precedence.

dministrative
Coordination

Divisi,on of tasks to achieve
system purposes.

Formation of coalitions arouild issues
for motivation in problem solution.

.dministrative
Goal

Efficiency and optimization
in achieving system mrposes
in a maximizing manner.

System maintenance nd stability while
satisficing in achieving a configuration
of goals within the system.

kdministrative
Cycle

coal Establishment,. Planning,
Organizing, Directing,
Supervising, Reporting, and
Evaluating.achievement.

Linear toward problem solution
and goal achievement

Problem definition, Analysis,.Coalitio6 .....-
formation.:and adjustment7-of analysis
and policy formulati6h; processes of
reformulation, .:- Quasl,t-resolution.

Cyclical around issues, coalitions,
and problems reaching critical levels.

Administrative
Fielda

Scientific Management
Operations Research
Systems Ap,roaches
Management Science
Organizational Economics

Human Rnlations
Organizatinnal Dynamics
Comparative Administration

. ,Sociology of Organizations
Organizational Politics

Figure 6 _I 5 8

This figure summarizes ROA and DIA administrative traditions in contradistinction
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objectives, and to become a mechanism for the participation of complemen-

tary and conflicting values and interests in the policy-making processes.

It requires .the capacity to encourage compromise and negotiation, and the

need to reformulate objectives and strategies as situations change. It

requires frameworks for dealing with the inevitability of conflicts which

will emerge from divergent objectives, interests, and strategies. It

defines orgqnizational learning as movement toward diagnosis and flexi-

bility, rationality as feasibility, and the DIA tradition is dependent on

the reciprocal nature of relation between ends and means, methods and

goals, and groups within the organization. Much more relativistic and

situational than the scientific management traditions of RDA, it requires

extensive organizational learning, experiential and historical under-

standing, symbolic interaction and interpretation for effective and success-

ful administration.

3. SUMMATION

The review of administrative tradftions which can be associated with

these approaches to policy-making illustrates the-divergent natures of the

two approaches. In this summation, it is not intended to trace back over

the traditions as they have been earlier defined. It is intended to high-

light the themes which run through each of the traditions and see how these

themes illustrate the nature of the controversy between RDA and DIA.

The first theme deals with the perspectives on the natures of organi-

zations. RDA makes assumptions on the extent to which the variables and

relationships within organizations are fev enough to comprehend and mani-

pulate.. In other words, RDA assumes that all relevant variables are known

and comprehensible, by themselves and in relation to all other organiza-
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tional variables. It also assumes that the relevant variables are under

the control of the policy-makers and the organization. A basic theme of

RDA administracive tradition is that the organization is a "determinate

system", that is, the system is a closed system, or if closure is not

complete, that the outside forces acting on it be predictable. (J.

Thompson, 1967, 4)

DIA, on the other hand, emphasizes the extent to which organiza-

tions are not closed systems. Rather the organization is seen as a

It natural system", that is, as a complexity, composed of a set of inter-

dependent parts "which together make up a whole because each con-

tributes something and receives something from the whole, which is

interdependent with some larger environment." (J. Thompson, 1967, 6)

The first theme, the nature of organizations, is suggestive of the

nature of society implicit in each approach. That is, RDA views society

as being basically holistic with a basic unity of interests and pur-

poses. Organizations act with this same unity, as a monolithic unit

with sub-system complementarity in goal attainment. DIA views organ-

izations and society as being characterized by diverse and competing

interests and purposes. Subsystems are then in competition and conflict.

The atomiatic nature of organizations is emphasized.

The nature of organizations is determinant of the major concerns

of the administrative traditions. 4fuch of tha literature associated

with the RDA tradition has been generated as a product in the search

for iinproved efficiency or performance. This includes the thrusts of

scientific management (Taylor), administrative Lianagement (Gurlick &

Urwick), bureaucracy (Weber), systems analysis and management science (PPBS).
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The elements of organizations and of administration are chosen and

evaluated according tc, their contribution to a unified organizational

goal. Structures are then constructed which will effectively and

efficiently bring about the attainment of that goal. 'As examples, the

following illustrate the dominant concern with efficiency: (1) Scienti-

fic management focused primarily on preduction activities and employed

economic efficiency as the priority criterion for establishing adminis-

trative policies and practices. It assumed that goals i.;ere known or

obvious, tasks were repetitive and there were no difficulties outside

the structural boundaries which were relevant to aduinistration--e.g.,

resources could be obtained and output distributed. (2) Administrative

management focused on structural relationships between production,

personnel, supply, and other organizational unity and attempted to

maximize efficiency by specializing tasks and grouping these into

appropriate departments with lines of responsibility and authority

clearly defined according to universal sets of principles such as span

of control and delegation. As noted above, it was assumed that the

organization was closed and there was minimal disturbance of organi-

zational activity by outside forces. (3) Bureaucracy focused on staff-

and structural requirements and maximized efficiency by the estab-

lishment of a universal set of procedures for the performance of organ-

izational activities. (4) As noted above, the culmination of RDA in

PPBS focused on the definition of goals and the measurement of perfor-

mance by efficiency and effectiveness against the goal as defined.

In contrast, the DIA tradition emphasizes the extent to which

survival is the primary goal of an organization. As A more natural
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and political system, organizations are defined and redefined thcough

evolutionary processes of interactioninteraction between subgtouPs

within the organization and interaction between the organization or its

subgroups and the environment. Central to this view of organizecl-ans

as illustrated in DIA is the concept of homeostasis, or self-staplai.-

zation. That is, the coucept that there is a spontaneous or natoral

governing of the necessary relationships among parts and activitiAs of

organizations which keeps the system viable in the face of distufbances

stemming from the environment. (J. Thompson, 1967, 7) With a doOlnant

concern of organizational survival, there is seen the relevance of the

components of the DIA administrative tradition as outlined above:

Problemistic search and quasi-resolution of problems to permit tpe

continued existence of the organization until critical levels are again

reached; the limited or bounded rationality applied to problem-solving

and policy-making and the domination of consideration of interence and

values in these processes; the extent of organizational rivalry od

shifting coalitions around issues; the impact of informal organizerion

on the formal organization and the distribution of power and inflaance

in organizations. Briefly referring to several of these, it can

seen that the study of informal organization constitutes a distioct

aspect of DIA, including variables not considered relevant or poverfni

in the RDA tradition--such as sentiments, cliques, social control via

informal norms, status and status striving, etc. "Students of ioformal

organization regard these variables not as random deviations or error,

but as patterned, adaptive responses of human beings in problemsti.c

situations. They are the necessary spontaneous and functional degalop-
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ments whiCh permit organizations to adapt and survive rather than

residuals and obstacles to be overcome as in RDA. Secondly, the fact

that organizations cre not autonomous entities is highly emphasized in

DLA. Policies and plans are vulnerable to internal conflict and corn-

petition as well as to the activities and forces of the environment.

That is, the interdependency of organization and administration is

stressed.

Interdependency or control constitutes another major theme in the

literature of administrative traditions. DIA considers interdependency

as inevitable, natural and adaptive or functional. RDA centers on the

concept of controlling and emphasizes the need to expand control over

all areas of uncertainty. This theme is closely related to the manners

in which uncertainty is incorporated into the administrative traditions,

as an integral part of the approach (DIA and administration) or as a

constraint or a isidual (RDA and administration). In treating un-

certainty as a constraint or residual, RDA emphasizes the extent to

which it is based on an ideal of knowledge embodied in the sciences of

math and physics. That is, that it is possible to discover sets of

universal rules by which actions and the consequences of actions can be

predicted. As there are unified images of society, so there is con-

sensus on the nature and utilization of knowledge. Explanation and

prediction is possible, even to the extent that behavior is rule-

governed. In contrast, DIA stresses the particularistic nature of

knowledge--dependent on the situation, the dominant set of values, the

historic setting and the interpretation of knowledge achieved through

the interaction of various understandings.of the nature of knowledge
.
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and the possible consequences of policies and actions. DIA integrates

uncertainty into its approach by acknowledging the lack of ability to

explain and predict, but the necessity to explain and understand in a

more relativistic sense.

In brief, the administrative traditions of RDA and DIA illustrate

the extent to which the nature of policy is that of choice or compromise,

respectively.

V. COMMENTS ON SYNTHESIS OF THE APPROACHES

The two approaches to policy-making examined above in this essay

have been shown in contradistinction to one another. As presented the

approaches of RDA and DIA are very distinct in their form and their

administrative implications, but perhaps they do not form a clear dich-

otomy. The presentation here is intended to present the controversial

nature of the two approaches, but it is not intended to present the

positions of the approaches in the form of an either-or choice for

policy-making or policy analysis. In fact, the two approaches may co-

exist, though it is the proposition of this essay that one approach will

dominate, and this will be evident in the strategies and forms of ad-

ministration. In the case of policy analysis, the study cf the Cuban

Missile Crisis cited above illustra'...es how the choice of particular

approaches leads to particular strategies and conclusions.

RDA and DIA have been presented in ideal forms to make the dis-

tinctions between the approaches clear. However, the approaches are

not necessarily mutually exclusive. Most likely, there will be, in

reality of policy-making and analysis, some combination of the char-
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acteristics of-the approaches. Synthesis of DIA and RDA can be ideal-

ized in several forms: (1) RDA can be adapted to meet critiques of DIA;

(2) DIA can.be expanded to incorporate values of RDA; and (3) RDA and

DIA can be incorporated as whole systems into a larger, more compre-

hensive approach to policy-making.

The first form of synthesis would suggest that it is possible for

proponents of RDA to adapt their framework to include same of the

reservations of their ideal which have been raised by DIA. A partic-

ular example of this form of analysis is seen in Dror's attempt to

develop a 'policy science' which is distinct from RDA or systems analysis.

His approach to policy science maintains its distinctively RDA char-

acteristics, but is expanded to include variables such as institutional

awareness, participation, inclusion of minority interests, adjustment

for irrationality, and encounter or unexpected problems. (Dror, 19.)

These later components, however, seem to form more of an appendage to

the basic RDA, rather than becoming integral elements of a new synthesis.

The variables, which have been seiected from the DIA critique of RDA,

have been included in two ways--either as residuals or as constraints.

As residuals, they have been relegated to honorable mention at the end

of the consideration of the processes of policy-making, a form of post-

script with minimal relation to the main body of his approach to policy-

making and policy analysis. As constraints, they are articulated as

cTitical process and environmental components which must be known before

policy-making, but their relation to policy and policy-making is not

explored or clarified in any manner. Both of these forms, residuals

and constraints, amount to little more than a checklist which is provided.
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along with basic RDA policy7making. Though a number of studies have

attempted to include the above variables in a rational manner in policy-

making and policy analysis, it appears that it is not yet possible to

be definitive, in a universal way suggested by the prescriptive nature

of RDA,- of the relationship of these variables to one another or to the

whole of policy-making from the RDA perspective.

The second form of synthesis suggests that the proponents of DIA

may adapt their fpamework to more explicitly incorporate the values of

analytic selection processes which are typical of RDA. The most common

form of this synthesis would be the subsumption of RDA technology and

techniques through application to alternatives to be selected by experts.

Ie experts would play neutral roles of advising and calculation in

policy-making.processes. This synthesis has been seen to be real-

istic and acceptable in the design Of many planning processes. But,

as suggested .flbove, experts who perform advisory roles in policy-making

are not neutral, that is, they are not value-free or politically non-

interested. Experts not only allocate resources, they are resources

in policy-making. Advisory roles become political roles within the

basic bargaining and decision processes of policy-making. .(C. Benveniste,

1972) The synthesis is less of a synthesis in this instance. Tech-

niques and technologies which may be adapted in advisory roles are not

value free. They incorporate life styles, political values, and world

views in approaches to problems. Even if not explicit, the values have

an impact on the solutions to the problems, the consequences of policies,

and the processes of policy-making. The techniques of RDA are no longer

1 ti
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conforming to the characteristics of RDA policy-making, rather, they

became political and personalized tools which are used in the pursuit

of particular interests and ends.

A third form of synthesis is that which attempts to incorporate

both RDA and DIA as nearly whole systems into an expanded and compre-

hensive approach to policy-making. This synthesis is suggested in an

approach which,,combines components of societal cybernetics with polit-

ical mechanisms. Etzioni calls such an optimal synthesis the approach

of 'mixed-scanning'. Mixed-scanning allows for the establishment of

societal level policy and process in a monolithic manner characteristic

of RDA while the incremental characteristics of DIA are manifest in the

establishment of processes and decisions related to interpretation,

innovation, and implementation of the societal policies.

A more active approach to societal decision-making requirestwo sets of mechanisms: (a) high-order, fundamental policy-
making processes which set basic directions; and (b) incre-mental processes which prepare for fundamental decisions andwork them out after they have been reached. This is providedby mixed-scanning. (A. Etzioni, 1968, 29.3)

The combination of the two approaches in this manner suggests

that they are useful at different levels of policy-making. This sug-

gests also that possibly the approaches do not address the same problems.

As noted above, RDA and DIA view organizations differently. RDA stresses

the monolithic nature and the closed system rationality of organizations

while DIA stresses the open system rationality and the pluralistic

nature of organizations. Perhaps each may then he appropriate to

.different situations and different problems.
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Two dimensions of problems may be suggested which permit the

examination of problems to determine the appropriate policy-making

approach for the particular situation. The first dimension deals

with the degree of consensus regarding goals surrounding the problem

and the set of values which the solution should address. The system

may be monolithic or pluralistic. That is, there may be one set of

values and goals or there may be many sets of values which in com-

petition and conflict lead to the need for compromise, negotiation or

domination among the sets of values.

The second dimension is the extent to which the consequences of

particular policies and actions are known with certainty. This is more

relevant for closed systems in which the knowledge of cause-effect

relationships is fairly complete, but is also highlighting the extent

to which there may be little accurate knowledge on the consequences of

particular policies or actions. This framework is similar to that

suggested as useful for assessing organizational action,and designing

organizational policy based on the degree to which organizations are

rational systems (as characterized by monolithic action and closed
.

system rationality) or natural systems (as characterized by pluralistic

action and open-system rationality). (J. Thompson, 1967, ch.7)

These charted dimensions suggest four possible combinations of

situations and problems in which policy might be designed. A cursory

review of the boxes suggests a different form of synthesis for each box.

In boxiI, RDA would dominate with very little impact from DIA. In box

IV; DIA would dominate with very little impact from RDA. Boxes II and

III, however, present cases where the synthesis of the approaches would
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DIMENSIONS OF POLICY SITUATIONS

Degree Consensus
on Goals nd Values

KnoWledge of Consequences of Policy Action
and Beliefs About Cause/Effect.

Unified

Pluralistic

High Certainty Low Certainty.

II

IV

This diagram suggests a framework for analyzing policy-situations. One
dimension deals with the degree of consensus in the community or organ-
ization around the problem, the set of values which the problem resol-
ution should address, and the goals of the policy and subsequent action.
The other dimension of the policy situation is the extent to which it
is possible to draw upon knowledge with certainty regarding the approp-
riateness of an action to a situation and the certainty regarding the
cause-effect relationships or consequences of particular policies and
actions.

In Box I, Consenwes and Certainty are both hip. In Box IV,
both Consensus and Certainty are low. Boxes II and III represent
policy situatious in which either Certainty is high and Consensus
is.low, or the inverse.

Knowledge of Consequences of Policy Action
and Beliefs About Cause/Effect

Unified
Degree of Consensus
On Goals and Values

Pluralistic

High Certainty Law Certainty

RDA synthesis

synthesis DIA

This diagram illustrates the transformation of policy alproaches
into ?articular policy situations. Boxes 1 and IV are rather eure
forms of each alproach. Poxes II and III represent situations where
synthesis will occur. Hewever, it is discussed in the text that the
synthesis will not be true. ne of the a)proaches will tend to be

dominant. In this case, there will be a tendency to move in the
direction of the dominant alproach, creating an unstable synthesis.

The dominant approach can be determined by the role played by
experts, among other ifethods of analysis. For example, if experts
play primarily an advisory role, then the knowledge of uonsequences
would appear to have high certainty, the disagreement over values
will have a tendency to be dominated by a rationalistic a?proach.
If there is political roles of persuasion played by experts who
disagree over beliefs about cause and effect, the tendency may be
for incremental a?proaches to dominate. However, the cases are by
no means clear and this diagram is primarily useful in identifying
the extreme cases.
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see the domination of one approach over the other, with the inclusion

of the second approach to overcome the limitations of the first and

dominant anproach. The role of experts might suggest which approach

would be dominant in each instance. For example, in box III, it might

be possible for experts to play strictly an advisory role while decisions

can be made on criteria of the desirability of various consequences,

usually based on dominating value systems or on negotiated settlements

reconciling value differences. But in box II, experts would play not

only advisory roles, but also political roles, in the sense that there

may be disagreement about the actual consequences of policy decisions

so that any'differences in prediction cannot be rationally settled,

nor 'the correctness of the rationality of any approach determined. So,

although it might be possible to suggest a synthesis of RDA and DIA

by noting the different problems and situations to which they are

relevant, there is still a wide'range of problems and situations in

which there is no apparent criteria for the appropriateness of the

domination of one approdch over the other. The synthesis may draw the

best characteristics together, but it is more likely that any synthesis

will be the overcoming of the limitations of an approach or the neg-

lected aspects of one approach by the selective inclusion of aspects

of the other approach. (C. Leys, 19

The argument that one of the approaches will be dominant, suggests

that the approaches are seldom mutually exclusive, except in their

ideal forms. As one approach is dominant, aspects of that,-Which have

been critiqued, will be reinforced in some manner by the attempt to
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incorporate those elements of the other approach which best address

the weaknesses as critiqued. In RDA this means that the ignoral of

political processes and the dismissal of the pluralistic, nature of

society evidenced in policy processes based on monolithic value and

decision systems will be addressed by drawiag those elements from DIA

which are most relevant to these limitations. In DIA, this means that

the tendency toward power distortions and the dominance of short-term

considerations along with accentuated self-interest orientations will

be offset by those characteristics of RDA which are most relevant to

these weaknesses.

In short, it is unlikely that a balanced synthesis will occur.

Though there are some compatible and complementary aspects of the two

approaches, each does represent particular ways of thinking, particular

ways of approaching the world, society, problems, and consequently, the

solutions of problems. These differences have been explored in an

examination of the administrative traditions which can be associated

with RDA and DIA. Each approach has a distiuct picture of tha world,

distinct assumptions about the underlying nature of the world, a dis-

tinct WeltanschauunR. The presentatiOn of alternative approaches to

policy-making permits the questioning of the correctness of a particular

Weltanschauung, and may bring about the integration of new aspects fot

the correction of some limitations which may be discovered. But the

.complete synthesis of two different world views, as seen in RDA and DIA,

is unlikely. The nature of the controversy implicit in their world

views makes synthesis nearly impossible and the differences of profile
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110
between the administrative traditions of RDA and DIA the incompatible

0

natures of these,two approaches to policy-making.
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This paper was prepared as an internal memorandum for use by the

committee on evaluation described in the body of the report. Because

only limited distribution was intended, normal footnoting was waived.
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Humanistic Evaluation

Introduction

The word "evaluation" has become a shorthand, at least among social

scientists and professionals, for a rather limited set of activities:

evaluative research concerning social action programs. This essay attempts

to redress the semantic imbalance, to discuss evaluation in its broadest

cultural sense. What,we mean by humanistic evaluation covers an immense

range of activities, only a few of which are touched upon here. All we

can hope to do is suggest, through a few examples, the scope of human

intellectual acttvities which can be called evaluations. To that purpose,

this essay has the following structure. The first section describes, from

the perspectives of value theorists, the formal properties of an act of

evaluation, without regard to the content or context of the act. The

second section places this formal model in a well-documented context,

literary criticism. The argument of this section is that of Lionel Trilling,

who makes the point that criticism entails evaluative judgment at its

core, but surrounds that judgment with critical actions toward other pur-

poses, notably explication and communication. From this discussion of the

evaluation of a well-defined and traditionally valued mode of communication,

the literary arts, the discourse turns to the modern problems of mass com-

munications research and the evaluation of mass eulture. Given the breadth

of mass communications enterprise and the centrality of mass communications

to everyday life, the problems of mass culture evaluation are among the

---
-mciat profound questions of humanistic evaluation. There is no intent in

this essay to provide a comprehensive overview of humanistic evaluation,
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nor do we attempt to provide a series of tightly drawn themes. Rather,

we project here a series of images, loosely related, as an instigation

to further work.

Evaluation: A Formal Background

The natural starting point for a study of the contemporary social

enterprise of evaluation is with the work of value theorists concerning

the logic of valuation:, preference and decision-making. Of course not

all aspects of evaluation as it is practiced today will be encompassed

by a formal modeling of evaluation, and some of the current practices

thought of as evaluation will not qualify as such in light of a formal

definition. Subsequent memoranda 7111 attend to this. The purpose of

this document is to present several models which together represent the

set of intellective processes linking values, objects and decisions. The

following discussion is drawn entirely from.Nicholas Rescher's Introduction

to Value Theory (1969), but it is by no means a comprehensive outline of

that work.

Valuation and Evaluation

Evaluation is a value assessment: the 4etarmination of the relat-Iv!

extent to which something embodies a certain value. Because values are

inherently benefit-oriented, evaluation is predominantly purposilie. They

are further generally limited in orientation, attending to one or a few

valueS while disregarding others, and are usually undertaken in regard to

a reference class, yielding an outcome of the form, "the benefits generally

derived from items of this sort are present in the items at issue in an
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unusually high (or low) degree." Evaluations may either indicate the ex-

te to which a value is embodied in an object or the extent to which it

is facilitated by the object.

Valuation is the systematic apparatus by means of which the realization

of a value is assessed. Evaluation is the result of the application of a

valuation to certain items in a specific case. Evaluation consists of

bringing together (1) an object; (2) a valuation framework; and (3) a

criterion of evaluation that embodies the standards in terms of which

the place of the object in the framework is deten.,_led. It is a process

of translating descriptive facts about the object into assertions of its

having certain value features. In effect, it is a mode of '.1assification,

viz., as classification in point of value considerations.

Valuation may be purely comparative or it may be metric. This

is limited in part by the value scales relative to which the valuation is

conducted. Value scales may be ordinal or cardinal, depending on whether

numerical representation is possible. In either instance they may be mono-

polar or bipolar. In the former, the absence of the value is a neutral

attribute while in the latter both the positive and negatives ends of the

scale have meanings different from neutrality. Further, valne scales may

or may not have meaningful termination points, at either end of the scale.

A purely comparative valuation proceeds according to the following paradigm.

A set of objects x, y, z is introduced as the subject of the evaluation.

To this set is introduced an ordering function such as >, where x > y means

that xoutranks y relative to the value at issue. (The function > may also

be used, admitting ,the possibility of indifference.) The outcome is a state-

ment such as x > y > z. The value of x is not fixed in an aosolute sense;

it is simply asserted as bei:, -ater than y r z. A m trized valuqtioa
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of the same set would demand the introduction of a measure function M

such that M(x) represents the numerical M - quantity of the value re-

siding in x. The ranking x > y > z then reflects the quantified asser-

tion that M(x) > M(y) > M(z).

Rescher points out that neither comparative nor metric valuations

m4ke definitive statements concerning preference or utility. Relative to

preference, the distinction that must be made is between objects which

are preferred implying a rational (or non-rational) act of selection, and

objects which are preferable. Valuation treats only preferability relative

to the specific value at issue.

Beyond the issue ,3f preferability lie

the problems of utility. Once a preferability statement has been formed, the

question remains whether the most preferable is in fact independently use-

ful or desirable. As an illustration Rescher provides the following

schematic. On a valuation scale ranging from "awful" through "wonderful",

the preferability statement x > y > z could be mapped in any number of

ways, such as the following:

1.

awful bad neutral gocd wonderful

2.

3. z y

4.

5.
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Clearly the statement x > y >z fails to proviie important information.

concerning absolute gradings and comparative assessments of the extent to

which one is preferable to the other. A more useful scale can be con-

structed by asking the questions "How do you grade the x
i
with respect

to their individual merits (along a given scale such as above)?" and

"Given that you prefer x to y, how would you describe the extent of this

preference ("just a little", "quite a lot," etc.)?" Note that a fully

metrized valration proVides a basis for answering the second question,

in that M(x) >M(y) >M(z) can be expressed as ratios of the differences

Wx) M(y) - M(z). . However, the first question can only be answered

by developing a basis for mapping the metric scale onto some scale cf

utility, a process which demands further information but can be done

wlthout regard to specific items at issue. When this is done, we arrive,

in Rescher's view, at evaluation "in its most robust and fully developed

metric sense."

Evaluation and the Logic of Preference

Attempts to develop an exact formal theory of evaluation have

centered on the concept of preference; hence in recent years much atten-

tion has been paid to the development of a formal logic of preference.

(Rescher discusses at some length the major approaches that have been

generated; it is beyond the scope of this memorandum to represent that

discussion.) However, cev.:sin fundamental.elements from which Rescher de-

rives his systematic logic of preference demand attention..

Modes of goodness. The statement "it is a good thing that p" is ambiguous

relative to the notion of "good." Rescher provides the following cases as

examples:
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If it is the case that then one is to get

not -p
+$1

(unspecified)

+$1
not-p +$10

In case A, the occurrence of p is clearly a good thing; the basis of com-

parison is that between;

1. my situation before it eventuated that p was the case, and

2. my situation after the eventuation of p.

On the basis of such a comparison, one is able to attribute to'p a "first-

order" goodness.

In case B, however, a different basis of comparison is necessary.

The first-order goodness of p is the same as in case A, but now the event-

uation. of p involves a $9 deprivation. In situationc sucTh as case B the

appropriate basis of comparison is between:

2. My situation after the eventuation of p, and

3. my situation after the eventuation of Lot-p.

Such a comparison yields a "differential' goodness attributable to the

item at issue. Clearly, a first-order goodness can be a differential

badneE,3, and conversely.

Modes of Preference

Corresponding to these modes of gt.-.,IAess are two modes of preference.

These are illustrated in the following cases:
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If it is the case that then one is to get

+$10
not-p (unspecified)

+$1
not-q (unspecified)
_-

p +$2
not-p +$2

+$1
not-q

In case C, one is ableto assert comfortably that p is preferable to q,

making the judgement by comparing the extent of the first-order goodness

of the two items. This constitutes a first-order preference. In case D,

however, such a comparison is inadequate. Clearly p and not-p are preferable

to q (and q to not-q) on the basis of first-3rder goodness. But by attending

to differential goodness, one is quickly aware that:

1. When q is the case, one cannot fail to gain $3 regard-
less of whether p is or is not the case.

2. When p is the case, one either gains $3 or loses $98,
depending on whether q is or is not the case.

On the basis of comparison of differential goodness, one constructs a state-

ment of differential preference; in this case, we prefer q's being the case

to p's being the case.
,

Formal Machinea_of analysis. Rescher qffers a systematic groundwork.

for developing a logic of preference around these altertive modes of

goodness and preferability. Building with the elements p, q and their ne-

ations, one is able to construct a set of four possible worlds, to each

of which one can assign an "inex of merit" measure #, as represented in

the Iolloving table:
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Possible worlds

W
1
: p & q

ip & not-qW2'

W
3
: not-p & q

W
4
: not-p & not-q

# -values

a

Page 8

From Zlie #-values for the possible worlds one is able to compute ii-values

for any component x of those worlds by finding the arithmetic mean of the

#-values of all the worlds in which x occurs. Thus in the example above,

is$2+$+$2-$1.00).#(p) = a+b/2; in case D, #(p) - 1.

The measure #(p) is2

a measure of the first-order goodness of p derived from merit values assigned

to the worlds in which it occurs. The corresponding mode of preference

Rescher represents as pP#q as shorthand for #(p)>#(q). Similarly.one can

find a differential measure of goodness for p (represented by *p) by finding

the difference of the #-values for the worlds in which p occurs and those

a=b c+din which it does not occur. In the table above, *(p) =
2 2' The

statement *(p)>*(q) is represented by pP*q. Thus by developing indices of

merits for possible worlds, one is able to calculate first-Jrder and

differential measures of goodness for the components of those worlds, ard

en that basis develop a preferability rankin of those components.

Practical Reasoning

The machinery of analysis is applicable to a fundamental decision-

making process termed by Rescher "practical reasoning, the li,71es of ratio-

cination people engage in when seeking well-based answers to quesions

regarding what is to be done." Practical reasoning attempts to 11...:A com-

ponent courses of action to valued goals or possible worlds.
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Any such line of reasoning must conclude in a "task thesis," with the

following form: "One (good or sensible) thing for X to do (under the

existing or postulated circumstances) is to make it true that p," where

"p" is understood, as an "action performance statement specifying an actor,

a specific action and an occassion. A task thesis is an "in-the-first-

analysis consideration", outlining one reasonable course of action; it

does not imply an "In-the-final-analysis judgment," specifying the best

course of action.

Because the practical reasoner may not be the actor, task theses

may be of three sorts. The first, in which the reasoner and the actor are

the same, constitutes a "deliberation-derived judgment" in response to

the question, "What would be a good thing for me to do?" The second sort,

an advice-presenting, judgment, is a second-person response to the question

"What in your judgment would be a good thing for me to do?" Finally,

act-advisability judgments answer the question "What would be a good thing

for him to do?"

For a task thesis to be appropriate or meaningful, the act specified

must fall within the actor's power. For example, the task thesis "One good

thing for X to do is to maks it true that Y makes it true that x at time

t" is senseless unless three conditions hold7-X must have control over Y

relative to the class of actions of which x is a member; Y must have the

power to perform x; and t must be an effectively accessible time.

Task theses are subject to a variety of constructions, or more precisely,

may be constructed on a variety of bases of evaluation. Rescher sugget,ts

five:

I 8
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1. The moral or deontic

2. The legal

3. The prudential

4. The voluntaristic

5. The synoptic, taking into account the four above.

Task theses are derivations of "practical principles", general principles

which, if introduced as premises to arguments concluding in task theses, will

render the arguments deductively valid. Rescher offers two examples:

(P1) Whenever anyone wants to achieve an objective

and cannot achieve this objective unless he per-

forms a certain action, then one thing for him to

do is co perform this action.

(P2) WI:never someone will land in the soup unless he

performs a certain action, then one thing for him

to do is to perform this action.

Such principles are transformed into task theses by the introduction of

fAL.tual premises.

Inconsistency and Optimization: Task theses meaningfu in a single situ-

ation can be inconsistent with one another, as when X would be well advised

to do A and to do B, but A and B are incompatible. The situation forces

the generation of an optimal task thesis, of the form "the very best thing

for X to do is to make it true that p." The generation of task theses is

related to the stage of deliberation; selecting an optimal task thesis is

the stag: of decision-making. The settling upon an opZimal task_thesis

involves the movement from prima facie deslres or values to over-riding
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desires, while the generation of general task theses involved the inter-

action of prima fac-f.e desires, practical pr:..nciples and factual premises.

Ther, s in addition a third kind of task thesis, termed by Rescher an

"optimum-derivative task thesis," which is defined as a component of an

optimal course of action, though in isolation it may be highly non-optimal.

These distinctions lend themselves to the assertion of a logic of

practical reasoning. At the outset one is confronted with a set of courses

of action (each comprised of a set of component actions) and a set of

possible and feasible goals. The first step is the realization that some

of the goals are meritorious and some are not; this of course is a matter

of evaluation. Next, the course of action must be linked to the goals

through the generation of task theses, that is, through the application

of practical principles in the face of factual premises. This linkage

of actim to goals permits an evaluation of :he courses of action in relation

to the goals to which they are linked. This evaluation consists of a dual

measure of each component act, first in terms of its independent embodi-

ment of a wal.t, and secondly in the extent to which it will yield, with

other component acts, some ultimate goals. Rescher summarizes as follows:

Practical reasoning has to do with rational deliberation
regarding the "things to be done" by us or others in the
circumstances in which we find ourselveq. At this general
level cf plausible things to do we find ourselves confronted
with alternative courses of action which, if not abstractly
incompatible, are at any rate circumstantially in the face
of finite resources of time, money, etc. The rational pro-
cess of decision-making involves the comparative assessment
of these alternatives in the attempt to fix upon one alter-
native to determine a coherent pattern of action that repre-
sents "the best thing to do." At exactly this juncture of
the comparative assessment of alternative courses of action,
the logic of the situation requires recourse to values as
the requisite means for effecting the necessary choice among
mutually incompatible alternatives."
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Literary Criticism: A rarallel to Evaluation

In the sense of "making judgments of rrrth," literary criticism can

legitimately be regarded as a form of evaluation. To io so is profitable

to this endeavor, because literary criticism has a rich traditiofi: crit-

ical theories have closely followed major western philosophical trends

since Socrates, and theorists have been reflective in their analysis and

assiduous in their documentation. The body'of literary theory thus

constitutes a well-formed example suggestive of patterns problems

likely to occur in any stream of evaluative thought.

Lionel Trilling (1970), in his compact overview to a collection of

critical essays, addresses the question, "What is criticism?." In its

derivation from the Greek word meaning judgment he finds its essence:

"A critic does more things with literature than judge it, but his judicial

function is involved in everything else that he does." That literature

should have generated an enterprise for judging it reveals, to Trilling,

an important aspect of literature -- "that it is an enterprise which ig

inherently competitive." The critic as judge marshalls whatever evidence

he deems necessary to select fram among competing pieces of literature

those with the greater worth. Tho competition has sometimes been explicit,

as the Greek contests, and sometimes been denied, as with all but a few

contemporary American 14Titers, but it has always, argues Trilling, been

present and intense.

The content of competition, and therefore of judgment, is of several

kinds. There is first the judgment of technical accomplishment. A work of

art is a commodity produce by an artisan; it is, as Cleanth Brooks asserts,

"a made thing," and can be judged for the presence or absence of elements
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of craftsmanship. To judge this aspect of literature the critic must

assume the role of connoisseur, trith "a pretty thorough knowledge --

although not necess;:rily a practical command -- of the technical treans

the artist or craftsman uses." He must understand the potential dif-

ficulties of the task of writing and be able to perceive the manner in

which these difficulties were overcome or poorly handled.

The second and third kinds of judgment derive from quite another

property of literature: not its preciousness, but its power. Power

spawns two issues to be adjudicated: "the legitimacy of any single

author's .claim to assert dominion over his readers and the conflict of

claims among rivals for power." Modern critics have attended to this

latter issue less than their predecessors (Mathew Arnold's attempt to

create a cannon of the great poets of the world is noted), though anta-

gonisms among authors (Joyce and Lawrence, fcr example) are conventionally

formalized and perpetuated by schools of critics. More it)urtant in

modern criticism is the first issue: "By what right does (an) author invade

our privacy, establish his rule over our emotions, der 1 of us that we

give heed to what he has to say, which may be wholly .uds with what we

want to hear said if we are to be comfortable?" The critic must assume

this right in the abstract; his task is to affirm the right in some instances.

where it has been denied by the public and other crities, or to reverse

assertions of this right by earlier courts.

These three kinds of judgment --.the craftsmanship of the thing, its

"greatnoss" relative to other things,,and its right to hegemony over the

audience -- consitute the set of decisions which a critic must make. The

second dimension of variation is the criteria against which the decisions

10
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are made -- "the successive assumptions about literature on which criticism

has operated." Trillitg relies on M. H. Abrams (1953) for his survey

of this facet of critical history.

Abrams obcerves that all comprehensive theories of art comprise

four elements, receiving from theorSi to theory varying degrees of emphasis.

These are the work, the artist the subject or "universe" and the audience.

Variation among theories is largely a function of the lifferencial emphasis

that is placed on these four; emphasis likewise determines the kind of

judgments that fDllow from the theory. The follo-ing examples illuminate

this principle:

(a) The ancient Greeks thougat of art primarily in terms of the relation

between the work and the universe, the essence of art being its imitation

of some part of the universe. Plato held art in low esteem, it being twice

removed from reality. Aristotle chose to emphasize the "representative"

meaning of mimesis over the "imitation" meaning preferred by Plato, .eading

him to conclude that art generates a reality distinct from the reality

of every sense... Mimetic theories concentrating on the relation of the

work of Jrt to the universe and on the truth of the imitation persist

today, having grown from the nineteenth century doctrines of realism and

naturalism to "soci list realism," the official aesthetic of thc, Soviet

Union. Moreover, the mimetic assumption is a first principle in the

artistic judgment associated with popular Western culture.

(b) The Renaissance gave birth to a set of critical theories which Abrams

labels "pragmatic" because they look at a work of art primarily as an in-

strument for getting something done. Pragmatic theories concentrate on

the work of art and the audience. The first purpose of art is to give

I
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pleasure to the audience, and through that to instruct or edify. Early

pragmatic theories (the first of which was formulated by Horace) focuses_

on the moral effect of poetry on the audience. The moral concern persisted

into the eighteenth century as an intellectual principle; it persists

even now as a principle for judging the value of art. The later

stages of pragmatic were less concerned with moral effect than with

the degree and kind of pleasure given the audience and the means by which

it was achieved. In all such theories, the audience was the controlling

element; the artist was expected to alter his behavior in a calculated

manner to appeal to the natural propensities of the audience. As in the

3e of mimetic theories, pragmatic theories have lost intellectual

authority among literary critics tcay, but persist and in fact thrive in

other realms of art judgment. Most not able of course is mass communications

evaluation (discussed below) the legal principles of "prurient

interest" "redeeming social v ues" applied In pornography decisions.

(c) The late eighteenth century brought a shift in the focus of crit-

icism away from the work of art to its maker, or more specifically, to

the work of art as a product of its maker. Wordsworth's famous "All good

poetry is the spcal:aneous overflow of powerful feelings" summarizes the

core of these new theories, which Abrams call,s "expressive theories." The

work is vdged by the degree to which it matches "the intention, the feeling,

aad the ac'.'ual state of mind of the poet while composing." The work is

seen not as a window to the world, or a vehicle of instruction, but as a

window to the soul of the poet. The proponents of expressive theory sought

to discern the sincerity of a work; but more important was the authority

with which they invested the poet. Re- , the pragmatic conceptualization,
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the poet became the criterion by which the audience should judge itself.

"The poet becomes a law unto himself which he hands down to the audience

and critic, if they but have the humility and grace of spirit to receive

it."

(d) Modern theories, which Abrams calls "objective" have eliminated from

consideration all but one component of the four-part literary enterprise:

the work itself. The work of art is viewed in terms of the formal rela-

tionship of its parts, without limiting relationships to the artist, the

universe or the audience. However, a wholly objective theory has never

been successfully manifest. I.A. Richards, considered by Trilling the

founder of modern criticism, formulated the most technically rich objective

theory tn his Principles of Literary Criticism with specific attention

to the process of communication, implying the importance of the audience.

However, Richards asks not "What is communicated?" but rather, "How is

communication made possible?"

In Practical Criticism: A Study in Literary Judgment, Richards writes

that one of his intentions in producing the book is to "provide a new

technique for those who wish to discover for themselves what they think

and feel about poetry (and cognate matters)and why they should like or

dislike it." This he forwards as part of a 'general attempt to modify

our procedure in certain forms of discussion.., the whole world, in brief

of abstract opinion and disputation about matters of feeling." Practical

criticism is, relative to this ambition, an intellectual modus operandi

for contending with questions which can not be answered by the introduction

of facts to precise hypotheses nor by application of conventions. It is

founded on one distinction: that'between what seems to be said by a speaker
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or writer and the mental operations which led to it, Richards terming the

first a "statement" and the.second an "expression." "We cannot profitably

attack any opinion," he asserts, "until we have discovered what it expresses

as well as what it states." The discovery of these two kinds of meaning

forms the core of critical thought, for "the one and only goal of all

critical endeavors.., is improvement in communication." He does admit to

a valuation aspect of criticism, but feels that this is decided by "our

own inmost nature and-the nature of the world in which we live" only after

the "mental condition" of the poem has been completely revealed, after

that is, the problem of communication is perfectly solved.

The framework of judgment within which the literary critic operat'es

can be conceived as a fhree-by-four matrix, with three kinds of decisions

each possible within four major theorectical perspectives. (It is doubtful

of course that any unitary body of criticism has blanketed.the matrix,

but no category is analytically void.) These judgments, however, constitute

only one aspect of the critical enterprise; Trilling identifies two others

which, though they inform judgments, may be understood as separate from it.

These aspects, with which he permits himself to assert a modest analogy to

science, are description and the treatment of causation.

Description is generally the first undertaking of the critic. The work

is located in a genre, enabling the critic and reader to remark the ways

in which it conforms to the general structure of works of the same sort and

of course the points at which it is in variance. As an outgrowth, the

critic will naturally turn to a description of the particular form and struc-

ture of the work at hand. This phase of description has been especially

occupied with discerning the unity of the work, a task at times simple,

as in the rigorously unitary Divine Comedy, and at times most difficult:
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papses was oace considered inchoate, but with shifts in opinion is now

considered by some to be too mechanical. To a point, description can be

quantitative. The mapping of verse forms is an easy example of this;

more complex examples are being generated by contemporary critics through

content-analytic computer applications. But at some point description

must move from the objective, quantitative, to the interpretive. In the

course of telling a reader what the work is really like, the critic can

hardly avolA forwarding translations of the work to the purpose of saying

what it is about. Here, before judgments are formed, and only tangentially

associated with critical theory, is a source of the controversy of critics.

Among modern critics, the question of causation has assumed consid-

erable weight through the belief that "comprehension of a literary work

can be advanced by knowledge of the conditions under which it came into

existence." Causation has been attributed to two anterior sources: the

socio-cultural milieu in which the work was created, and the biographical

world of the creator.

The notion of cultural causation emerged in the nineteenth century

with the sciences of culture -- sociology and anthropology. Greatly sim-

plified, the idea is this: A culture above all imposes "a unitary spirit

at work"; this spirit conditions all elements within the culture, as they

condition each other. A literary work is therefore bound to the culture

in which it occurs: it is "a manifestation of a certain kind-of mind."

Thisis not to deny the diversity of any culture, but Trilling holds with

Marx that the diversities are mutually contingent, and can be reduced to

stable principles. Thus the spirit that moves the work can be predicted from

the culture in which it occurs, and which it in turn documents.
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Biographical causation has been attended by Critics in two distinct

modes. The first Trilling considers an aesthetic exercise: the mapping

of biographiCal facts of the author into his works, either as a foundation

for understanding specific works or for tracing the development of the

body of work. Pleasing as it may be, this line of analysis falls short

as a general critical principle because it is so starkly particularistic:

the man may account for the work, but how account for the man? The second

mode of attributing bibgraphioal causation attempts to overcome this:

it is the growing stream of psychoanalytic criticism. Trilling notes that

psychoanalysis has been used to two ends in literary analyses: directed

toward the author, to explain the roots of creation, and directed toward

the work itself, to reveal its meaning. The former, he argues, is fated

to only limited success because "it is beyond the power of psychoanalysis

to say why one artist is great while another is not." The second use

does not have this limitation, and constitutes an informative analytic

tool for all critics.

Evaluation and Mass Culture

The introduction of the radio and television was followed close

upon by two intellectual phenomena which persist today. One was the advent

of serious research concerning the social impact and value of these mass

communications media, and the other was a loud outcry,of intellectuals and

liberals generally, proclaiming that mass media, and the mass culture they

transmitted, were debasing the intellectual and cultural heritage of man.

Traditionally, questions of cultural debasement were the province of hu

manist intellectuals such as the literary critic. However, the issues
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raised concerning mass culture fell well beyond the domain of the tra-

ditional critic, involving as they do complex issues of social structure

and relationships. The arguments about mass culture posed researchable

questions with an evaluative substructure. As a result, the man of

letters vas supplanted by the social scientist as the arbitrator of the

debate. A new intellectual perspective had to emerge: that of the

researching critic.

A measure of that emergence is provided by Culture for the Millions?

(1959) a collection of papers edited by Norman Jacobs. The papers were

first presented at a 1959 conference, sponsored by the Tamiment Institute,

concerning the mass media and the growth of an American mass culture.

Among the participants were socia3 scientists, educators, media admini-

strators and artists. Despite the fact that radio research, the foundation

of mass communications research, had been an established enterprise for

thirty years preceding the conference, there is,evident among the par-

ticipants a confusion about the appropriate mode of response to the question

which forms the title of the book. As Bernard Berelson asked during the

conference, "Do we want to understand the phenomenon of mass culture;

do we want to evaluate it; or do we want to change it?" As was demon-

strated in the case of literary criticism, it is difficult to analytically

separate these acts: the critical judgments were nested in a context of

understanding, and at the same time were intended to contribute to under-

standing. A debate that took place within the structure of the conference

underscores the inter-relatedness of understanding and evaluation.

111 Understanding mass culture. Edward Shils, whose speech keynoted the

conference and opens the book, argues that mass society is something
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fundamentally different from prior societies in structure and functional

relationships. The primary difference is precisely that it is a society

of the masses., in that "the mass of the population has become incorporated

into society." The central institutions and central value systems of

society have extended their boundaries outward, so that most individuals

are closer to the center than ever before. This single characteristic

generates a set of derivative differences, of which Shils notes the follow-

ing: (a) the diminished sacredness of authority, accompanied by a loosening

of the power of tradition; (b) the dispersion of charisma from center

outward manifested in a greater stress on individual dignity; (c) the

dispersion of civility throughout society, with the idea of a citizenry

coterminous with the adult population; (d) universal industrialization,

bringing the various parts of society into frequent contact and providing

the resources for new experiences of sensation, conviviality and intro-

spection; and (e) enhanced individuality, yielding an increase in the

value of personal relationships. Given these observable characteristic

differences in mass society, one is directed toward a search for equally

striking differences between mass culture and its traditional predecessors.

The differences Shils does find are differences of degree. The fundamental

categories of cultural life, he asserts, are,the same in all societies;

however, there are "profound variations in the elaboration of these elements."

To characterize these differences, Shils chooses two dimensions of variance:

the intrinsic quality of the cultural object and the amount of objects of

given quality consumed in,the society. This is by no means the only

approach to the problem: other conferees suggested that the functions

served by the cultural objects tell more in their variance from one society

to another than does the quality of the objects. But one cannot dismiss
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Shils. He finds that characterizing cultural objects as superior,

mediocre or brutal is useful, employing the following labeling principles:

Superior or refined culture is distinguished by the
seriousness of this subject matter, i.e., the centrality of
the problems with which it deals, the acute penetration and
coherence of its perceptions, the subtlety and wealth of its
expressed feeling...

The category of medioore culture includes works which,
whatever the aspiration of their creators, do not measure up
to the standards employed in judging works of superior culture...

At the third level is brutal culture, where symbolic
elaboration is of a more elementary order... The depth of
penetration is almost always negligible, subtlety is almost
entirely lacking, and a general grossness of sensitivity
and perception is a common feature.

Clearly classification of cultural objects according to these definitions

is itself a difficult task with considerable sources of ambiguity. None-

theless, Shils feels that, given a large perspective, one can make state-

ments concerning the proportional production and consumption of the three

types of cultural objects in a gi7en society. Further, he feels that this

is a correct first step for an analysis of the place of cultural objects

in the society, and conversely the impact of social structural featurs

on the cultural stock. Shils' labeling is intended as a taxonomy, not

an evaluation. Shils' taxonomic evaluation of the objects comprising mass

culture can in fact precede his understanding of mass culture precisely

because it is his evaluation alone; the valuesystem employed in assigning

the terms "superior", "mediocre", and "brutal" is not asserted to be the

value system embedded in the mass society.

Hannah Arendt considers his approach "old-fashioned" and "snobbish";

"rhe only nonsocial and authentic criterion for works of culture is," she

argues, "their relative permanence." Any other evaluation must begin

with some notion of what the cultural objects are supposed to do. Then
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you can with more or less ease determine whether and to what degree they

do it. The function the thing is to serve becomes the valuescale by

which it is assessed. Relative to the question of a mass culture in a

mass society, Arendt offers an interesting notion of the differences in

the functions served by culture in society and in mass society. She

asserts that in society the dominant function of cultural objects was as

a social commodity which could "be circulated and cashed in on as social

coinage for the purpode of acquiring social status." Cultural values

were exchange values, and the objects to which they were attached were

likewise exchanged, but never consumed. "Mass society, on the contrary,

wants not culture but entertainment:"

The commodities the entertainment industry offers are not
"things" -- cultural objects whose excellence is measured
by their ability to withstand the life process and to become
permanent appurtenances of the work -- and they should not
be judged according to these standards; nor are they values
which exist to be used and exchanged; they are rather consumer
goods destined to be used up, as are any other consumer goods.

Shils noted that, while "superior" culture production was increasing in

mass society, mediocre and brutal production were increasing at a far

greater rate. Arendt's notion explains this away: it is che need to be

entertained that is increasing so rapidly, as .one concomitant of mass

society is the introduction of large blocks of vacant time. Thus to

Shils' concept of cultural objects as vehicles for the penetration and

exposition of content, essentially an intellectual function, Arendt adds

two other functions -- as elements of social capital and as entertainment.

Neither of these aspects of cultural objects entered into Shils' evaluative

calculations. Only after developing an understanding of the place of mass

culture in mass society, as Arendt, Van Den Haag and Shils provide,
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can one begin an evaluation within a cogent framwork.

Evaluating mass culture. Together, Shils, Armdt and van den Haag

have created a framework of understanding in which evaluation can be

conducted meaningfully. Though it is not entered into as a cooperative

venture, the three together conduct a crude evaluation within that frame-

work, though the evaluation is not empirically rooted (at least, the

empirical root is nowhere evident). The evaluation consists of the

following arguments:

Shils argues that the growth of mass culture is doubly damaging.

First of all, because he finds that mediocre and brutal cultural objects

are preponderant in the cultural stock, he argues that the likelihood

of the consumer coming in contact with superior objects is diminished

and still diminishing. Worse, because mediocre and superior cultural

objects often coexist in the same genre, the ability of the consumer to

make the critical distinctions will diminish as the genre is overrun with

mediocrity. Turning the problem over, he addresses the problem of main-

taining a social capacity to produce superior culture, and finds that

here too mass culture is having a negative effect. Most notably, the

market demands for objects of mediocre culture have placed unprecedented

pressures on the members of the intelligensia to lower their productive

standards. As this occurs, as people with legitimate intellectual creden-

tials yield to the demand for popularization, ele consumer is again

affected; if one cannot be e:ertain that a superior source is producing

legitimately superior culture, again the basis for discimination is weakened.

That Arendt may be right in dismissing this as old-fashioned and snobbish
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is beside the point; what counts is that Shils has blended the objectives

of the social scientist and the critic to generate a socio-cultural

evaluation.

Arendt, of course, is capable of the same thing, Shc insists, how-

ever, in separating the standards applicable to what Shils calls superior

and mediocre culture. The function of mediocre culture, which to

Arendt means the culture transmitted through mass media to a mass

audience, is to entertain. To evaluate that alone, one need simply ask

the audience if it is being satisfactorily entertained. If the sight of

a man slipping on a banana peel is more entertaining than the New York

ballet, so be it. As Arendt points out, superior cultural objects have

traditionally served a quite different function, that of providing a

capital for social status, a phenomenon which she terms "cultural

philistinism." For reasons that will be presented below, she finds this

cultural philistinism culturally damaging. One positive aspect of mass

culture, she asserts, is that it has observably reduced the extent of

philistinism. Thus mass culture receives two positive credits: it is

entertaining the masses, and it has reduced an unwanted phenomenon. From

the perspective of the functional evaluator, it is defensible.

However, it is against that perspective,that Arendt turns in con-

clusion: "if we wanted to judge an object by its use value alone, and

not also by its appearance, we would first have to pluck out our eyes."

The tradition of aesthetics has nothing to do with the tradition of

functionalism, yet both are fundamental to our cultural stock. Mediocre

objects are only incidentally inten.ded to succeed by aesthetic standards;

411 they must above all peas the test of the function of entertainment. But

the superior objects are made only to succeed aesthetically; cultural
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philistinism is odious in that it turns these objects into functional

elements, obscuring the intent of their creator. And mass culture is

threatening to.do the same thing, Arendt warns. As the demands for

entertainment increase, they begin to outstrip to production capacity

of the mediocre intelligensia. When that is the case, the producers

turn to the closest available stock of cultural objects, the heritage

of superior culture. Specifically, they begin to "popularize" these

objects for mass consuMption. Consumptic., is Arendt's concern, because

consumption is tile antithesis of enduranc, which is the test of super-

iority in aesthetics. "A consumers' society does not know how to take

care of the world and the things which belong to it; the society's own

chief attitude toward objects, the attitude of consumption, spells ruin

to everything it touches." Not only does this attitude threaten the

erosion of our cultural stock, it threatens the continued production of

it: Arendt cites Richard Blackmur's contention that the malaise among

intellectuals is not attributable to the incursion of the masses into

their world, but rather to the incursion of the popularizers and digesters.

Thus Arendt offers a deliberately contradictory evaluative conclusion:

insits own terms, mass culture is successful, but in its incursion into

the realm of traditional, "superior" culture,it is long-term negative

impact. Again, it is simultaneously evaluation and theory; the roles

of critic and social scientist are tightly intertwined. In fact, with
1

both Shils and Arendt, it is impossible to separate the critical, evaluatiVe

mode from the social scientific mode of analysis. Shils begins his analysis

with an evaluative taxonomy; Arendt bases her analysis on the coexistence

of distinct and unrelated value systems. The inextricability of
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disciplined analysis and evaluation found here should not be surprising:

throughout this essay we have encountered it again and again. Though these

three discussions are in no way intended to present a comprehensive

view of humanistic evaluation, they suffice as a foundation from which

to generate a working image of it. The image that emerges, from Rescher,

Trilling, Richards, Shils and Arendt, is that humanistic evaluation is

a fundamental intellective process never far away during the conduct of

sociocultural analysis;
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